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1 INTRODUCTION  

Due to its growing population and increasingly urbanized areas, Cherokee County has 

requested that a 10-Year Sustainable Transit Action Plan be included as part of the Cherokee 

County Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP).  As a whole, Cherokee County’s population 

has exceeded the 200,000 person threshold separating small and large urbanized areas.  This, 

along with the increasing County area included as a part of the expanded Atlanta Urbanized 

Area (UZA), has impacted Cherokee County’s eligibility for transit grant funding at the federal 

and state levels. 

The purpose of the 10-Year Sustainable Transit Action Plan is to assess services, identify 

unmet transit needs, and identify funding sources for operational and capital costs for the 

Cherokee Area Transit System (CATS) for the coming decade, as sources and grant eligibility 

change.  This document examines the existing transit services within Cherokee County, 

discusses current transit funding sources, provides peer system examples, and identifies 

mobility needs within the County. 

This document examines existing transit services, finances, and unmet transit needs 

throughout the County.  Identified needs and findings from this document will be used as 

input to developing future transit system improvement scenarios for CATS.  These scenarios 

will be developed in coordination with the other elements of the CTP, and working closely 

with County staff.   

The action plan will also examine the need for flex route service.  The majority of transit 

trips provided by CATS are demand responsive or subscription, as much of the County does 

not have the density typically associated with traditional fixed route transit.  Flex routes have 

the ability to combine the schedule of a fixed route with the curb-to-curb service of demand 

response services, and potentially reducing overall costs in suburban areas. 

The final 10-Year Sustainable Transit Action Plan will identify available/eligible funding 

sources, establish a transit service plan that responds to mobility needs of Cherokee County in 

a manner that best aligns with projected budgets, and set forth an implementation plan for 

any recommended service changes. 
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2 EXISTING SERVICES  

CATS provides two fixed routes within the City of Canton, countywide demand response 

services, mobility services as part of a provision of service contract with the Department of 

Human Services (DHS), and vanpool coordination.  This chapter describes these service 

offerings, rider demographics, and a stop level analysis of the routes. 

2.1 Fixed Routes 

Two fixed routes, CATS 100 and CATS 200, provide service in and around the City of Canton, 

as can be seen in Figure 2-1: CATS Fixed Route Service.  Riders can transfer between the two 

routes at the Canton City Hall or the Canton Walmart.  The transit service runs Monday 

through Friday from 8:00AM until 4:00PM.  Routes begin on the hour except for 12:00PM, 

when the drivers have a lunch break.  CATS has two 16-person shuttles for fixed route 

operation and has one 25-person bus that acts as a spare. 

 

Figure 2-1: CATS Fixed Route Service 
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2.1.1 Ridership 

In 2013, there were a total of 28,505 riders on the two CATS fixed routes.  This grew to 

32,036 in 2014.  In 2013, Route 100 carried 50.2% of riders and Route 200 carried 49.8%, an 

almost even split between routes.  Beginning in 2014, ridership was not broken out by route 

or stop.  Daily averages and annual totals for 2014 can be seen in Table 2-1: CATS 2014 

Weekday Averages and Year Totals and Table 2-2: Stop Type Boardings. 

Table 2-1: CATS 2014 Weekday Averages and Year Totals  
Source: Summary of CATS 2014 Monthly Trip Tables 

 Average Weekday 
(242 Weekdays in 

2014) 

2014 Total 

Vehicles in Operation 2 -  

Total Vehicle Revenue Miles 261 63,074 

Total Vehicle Revenue Hours 14 3,389 

Passenger Miles 235 56,781 

2.1.2 Rider Demographics 

CATS conducted an on-board ridership survey of 625 riders on the two fixed routes in April 

and May of 2014.  Figure 2-2 summarizes the findings. 

 

Figure 2-2: CATS Fixed Route On Board Survey Results  
Source: CATS On-Board Survey April-May, 2014 
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With regards to ethnicity and gender, the majority of fixed route riders are Hispanic and 

female respectively. Additionally, Non-Senior adults make up almost half of the fixed route 

ridership. The survey only provided three options for the trip purpose, “Shopping”, “Medical”, 

and “Other”.  The majority of trips fell into the “Other” category. 

CATS Route 100 provides service to the Cherokee High School, which may account for some of 

the riders considered children and a trip purpose of education, which was not included as an 

option on the survey and would fall under “Other”.  The “Other” category potentially could 

include education, employment, social services, recreation, or others.  When the Atlanta 

Regional Commission (ARC) conducted the regional on-board survey, fourteen surveys were 

completed by riders on board CATS routes.  Of these fourteen, nine trips were taken to 

various stores and retail locations, three were taken to get to work, and two were taken to 

social services.  While this survey provides insight into what trip purposes may fall into the 

“Other” category in Canton, it is important to note that this ARC survey is not a significant 

sample of CATS fixed route riders.  All of these surveys were collected on October 6, 2009 

between the hours of 9AM and 5PM. 

A lack of comprehensive demographic data on CATS fixed route riders (i.e., income, vehicle 

availability, disability) make it difficult to determine the proportion of riders who are transit-

dependent and those who are choice riders. 

2.1.3 Stop Level Analysis 

As previously mentioned, 2014 ridership data were not collected at the stop level.  The 

following stop level analysis is based on 2013 ridership.  Figure 2-3: CATS 2013 Ridership by 

Stop Type shows the types of stops and annual ridership for both routes.  Data for 2013 were 

used because data are no longer collected by stop with the new RouteMatch scheduling 

software.  CATS classifies stops as City/County Services, Medical Services, Residential, 

Restaurant/Retail, School, Social Services, and Other.  The stops with the most boardings and 

alightings are the Walmart (served by both routes), Target, and City Hall (served by both 

routes) stops.  Table 2-2 shows boardings at each type of stop. 

Table 2-2: Stop Type Boardings, 2013 

Stop Type Number of Stops Boardings 

School 2 183 

Social Services 4 769 

Medical Services 4 1,386 

City/County Services 3 2,461 

Other 18 4,644 

Residential 12 5,281 

Restaurant/Retail 13 13,801 

TOTAL 56 28,505 

Almost half of the boardings are at stops classified by CATS as restaurant/retail.  In the on 

board survey previously mentioned, 24.8% of respondents replied that their trip purpose was 
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shopping, 14.4% was medical, and 60.8% were other.  While there are 13,801 boardings at 

stops classified as restaurant/retail, this may not have necessarily been the trip origin.  It is 

also important to keep in mind that these are boardings, and not final destinations. 

Route 100 has 32 stops while Route 200 has 26.  With two stops serving both routes, there is a 

total of 56 stops in the system. Each stop has a sign to indicate their location, three of which 

also have a shelter and bench, as shown in Figure 2-4: CATS Sign and Shelter Example.  The 

CATS bus stop signs provide only the stop location and the system, CATS, providing service.  

There are no schedules or route names/numbers to assist customers with identifying their 

location or the associated schedule.  While the shelters that are currently installed do have a 

concrete pad to meet requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), they do not 

all connect with a sidewalk in the surrounding area.  Stops are not equipped with trash cans, 

and therefore litter was observed around stop locations. 

It should be noted that the CATS fixed routes do not serve the GRTA Xpress stop at Boling 

Park.  
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Figure 2-3: CATS 2013 Ridership by Stop Type  
Source: Summary of 2013 Monthly Trip Tables 
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Figure 2-4: CATS Sign and Shelter Example 

2.1.4 Information Technologies 

Currently, CATS customers can check the fixed route schedule using the recently updated 

CATS website or the printed brochure.  This includes estimated stop times for each stop on 

both fixed routes. 

There are no real-time data available for customers to check.  Customers can call the CATS 

dispatcher to ascertain whether a bus has already passed a stop, in the case a bus does not 

come at the scheduled time.  For the dispatcher to answer, this requires calling the fixed 

route drivers to locate the bus. 

While CATS is a small fixed route system, headways of an hour present a problem for 

passengers who miss the bus due to early arrivals. 
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2.2 Demand Response Service 

CATS provides Department of Human Services (DHS) coordinated transportation subscription 

service within Cherokee County as well as service to the general public.  This service begins 

at 6:30AM and ends at approximately 4:00PM.  Start and end times for each vehicle vary 

based on trips scheduled each day.  CATS has only one contract through the DHS, which 

covers trips to the Cherokee Training Center, Cherokee Senior Services, the Department of 

Family and Children Service (DFCS), Vocational Rehabilitation, and Briggs & Associates. Table 

2-3: DHS Contracted Trip Rates shows the rate DHS is charged for various trip types. 

Table 2-3: DHS Contracted Trip Rates  
Source: 2014 Contract Year Invoice with DHS 

Trip Description 2014 Rate 

Cherokee Training Center $5.75 

Cherokee Senior Center $4.75 

Cherokee DFCS $11.75 

Vocational Rehabilitation $12.50 

Briggs & Associates $12.50 (6AM-6PM) or $25.00 (6PM-6AM) 

 

In addition to these rates, the Cherokee Senior Center and the Cherokee Training Center each 

provide matches for tripe.  The Cherokee Senior Center matches $2.00 per trip and the 

Cherokee Training Center matched 45% of trip costs.  

CATS has twelve vehicles available for demand response service, but typically has nine 

vehicles in service at any one time. Anyone can schedule trips for any trip purpose so long as 

the origin and destination are within Cherokee County. However, trips must be scheduled at 

least 24 hours in advance, and service is not restricted to residents only. CATS demand 

response and subscription routes are managed via RouteMatch Software. RouteMatch Software 

provides route scheduling and optimization, dispatching, system reporting, vehicle tracking, 

and billing functions in order to better manage the system.  This allows CATS to schedule 

rides efficiently and maximize riders per day for both contracted service and the general 

public. 
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2.2.1 Ridership 

In 2014 CATS provided 47,006 trips curb-to-curb within the County, up from 46,719 in 2013.  

Figure 2-5: CATS Demand Response Trip Purpose, 201 shows a breakdown of trip purposes, 

with the Cherokee Training Center as the most popular at 66.5% and the Senior Center the 

second most popular destination at 11.8% of rides.  Of all rides provided, 25.6% were for 

elderly customers.  The Cherokee Training Center provides support services and training for 

County residents with developmental disabilities and the Senior Center provides activities and 

meals for County seniors. 

 

Figure 2-5: CATS Demand Response Trip Purpose, 2014  
Source: CATS 
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Training Center, many programs focus on services for the disabled, regardless of age.  Seeing 

as the Cherokee Training Center is the most popular destination, the amount of trips there 

(66.5%) account for many of the rides provided for persons with disabilities (70.6%).  

Countywide service is also available to anyone who makes a reservation in advance regardless 

of age or disability status. 

 

Figure 2-6: Demand Response Demographics  
Source: CATS 
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medical appointments run past the 1:00 PM general public time, a vehicle carrying 

subscription rider will pick up the rider when the appointment is completed, if possible. 

Capacity is often restrained by the trip length of scheduled trips rather than the capacity of 

vehicles themselves.  On average, there are nine vehicles in service throughout the day.  

While CATS has twelve vehicles available, the limit is typically due to available drivers. 

CATS does not record the number of trips they cannot accommodate due to capacity.  They 

work with the client to schedule the trip for another time or respond by phone that they 

cannot provide the trip. 

2.2.4 Information Technologies 

As mentioned, CATS schedules demand response trips through RouteMatch.  This allows the 

trips to be scheduled as efficiently as possible and maximize the number of trips provided 

throughout the day. 

There are no real-time data available for demand response customers to check on the status 

of vehicles.  Customers can call the CATS dispatcher to ascertain whether the bus is on its 

way or on time.  Customers are provided a window for when the driver will arrive for the 

scheduled trip.  This window includes 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time and thirty 

minutes after. However, if the customer is not present, the driver must wait five minutes 

after the requested pick up time before classifying the trip as a “No Show” and continuing 

his/her route. 

A scheduled pickup time with a 45 minute window1 is a long time to wait and be prepared to 

board the vehicle.  While it is typical of demand response services to provide such a window 

to customers, a way of providing more detailed, real-time information would allow customers 

the ability to know when the driver is arriving and better plan during the pickup window. 

2.3 GRTA Commuter Bus Routes 

Finally, the Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA) provides fixed commuter 

express bus routes from Canton and Woodstock into Midtown and Downtown Atlanta.  This 

service is provided Monday through Friday during peak morning and evening commuting hours, 

generally outside of the operating hours of CATS, leaving few options for transfers between 

services. 

GRTA operates regional commuter buses throughout the Greater Atlanta Area.  Within 

Cherokee County they provide two routes that carry almost 400 people per day.  Routes 490 

and 491 are shown in Figure 2-7: GRTA Park and Ride Lots:  

 490 from Canton and Woodstock to Downtown, and 

                                            
1 RouteMatch scheduling software will schedule demand response trips up to 10 minutes before or after 
requested time.  CATS often advises clients to be ready 30 minutes before the scheduled pick up time, 
particularly for those taking subscription services.  Multiple cancellations early in the route can affect 
bus arrival times. 
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 491 from Woodstock to Midtown Atlanta. 

 

Figure 2-7: GRTA Park and Ride Lots 

 

Route 490 stops at the Canton Park and Ride lot, located at Boling Park in Canton and the 

Woodstock Park and Ride lot, located at the His Hands Church.  There are four morning trips 

into Downtown Atlanta (5:45AM, 6:15AM, 6:45AM, and 7:15AM) and four trips that return in 

the evening (3:45PM, 4:45PM, 5:15PM, and 6:00PM). 

Route 491 only provides service to the Woodstock Park and Ride lot with five morning 

departures(5:45AM, 6:15AM, 6:45AM, 7:20AM, and 7:50AM) and four return trips in the 
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afternoon (3:45PM, 4:15PM, 4:44PM, and 5:30PM).  Additionally, GRTA provides reverse 

commute trips for Route 491, with 2 morning departures from Midtown Atlanta (6:15AM and 

6:50AM) to Woodstock and an afternoon trip from Woodstock (4:40PM) to Atlanta.   

It is important to note that while the CATS 100 and 200 routes travel within close proximity to 

the Boling Park - Park and Ride lot in Canton, the service times do not overlap and there is no 

CATS stop at the lot.  All of the GRTA Xpress buses serve Boling Park before 8:00AM, when 

CATS service begins in the morning and only one afternoon Xpress arrival, 3:45PM falls within 

the service hours. It should be noted that GRTA is currently completing a Comprehensive 

Operational Analysis (COA) for the Xpress System. The purpose of the COA is to evaluate and 

enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of Xpress service to maximize ridership/productivity 

and revenue/cost-effectiveness within current resource levels. The COA will identify how to 

better optimize the existing Xpress system and opportunities for marketing Xpress to 

potential new riders. The results of the COA are anticipated later this year and may impact 

the current level of Xpress service provided to Cherokee County. 

In the ARC Regional On-Board Survey, 39 surveys were conducted in the morning peak hours 

on GRTA Xpress Routes 490 and 491.  Of these 39 participants surveyed, 38 were using the 

service to get to work and one was using the service to reach Georgia State University for 

school.  In the afternoon, 29 surveys were conducted on these routes with 27 using the 

service to head home from work and two were heading home from universities, one from 

Georgia State University and one from the Georgia Institute of Technology. 

GRTA recently completed a system-wide on board survey of riders as part of the COA in 2014.  

Routes 490 and 491 recorded 200 and 199 daily boardings respectively.  System wide, 91% of 

GRTA riders are traveling to/from work located in Midtown and Downtown Atlanta.  GRTA 

Xpress riders generally fell into demographic categories with low transit propensity, including 

higher incomes and vehicles per household.  Only 2% of GRTA riders were elderly, 54% were 

from households with greater than $70,000 annual income, and 74% were from households 

with at least two vehicles.  Only 8% of riders used GRTA Xpress service because they did not 

have access to a vehicle. 

2.4 Vanpooling  

On its website, CATS offers vanpool services where participants can sign up and enter their 

home and work locations to find commuters with similar travel patterns.  CATS organizes this 

vanpooling service through Enterprise and operates 4 different vanpools that originate in 

Cherokee County.  Two of these vanpools commute to Delta Airlines at the airport, one 

commutes to the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, and one commutes to Perimeter Area. 

Cherokee County subsidizes approximately half of the total cost for the vanpool vehicles.  To 

cover additional costs, participants pay a monthly fee based on the number of people in the 

vanpool group and the distance of each one way trip.  This fee covers gas and maintenance of 

the vehicles used to vanpool.  Additional vanpools are also sponsored in the area by GRTA  
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3 REVENUE & FUNDING  

3.1 Fare Collection & Revenue 

One source of revenue generation is the farebox, for both the fixed routes and general public 

demand response service.  In 2014, this generated a total of $47,011 that were directly spent 

on operations. 

The two CATS fixed routes generated $20,831 in fares in 2014.  Fares for a one-way trip are 

$1.25 per person with a reduced rate of $0.60 for senior, Medicare, and disabled passengers.  

Passengers must pay cash with the exact fare, as drivers do not carry any change.  Cash is 

turned in by the drivers at the end of each shift. 

Demand response trips for the general public earned $26,180 in 2014.  This only includes trips 

scheduled and taken by individual persons and excludes any rides provided under service 

contracts.  Ambulatory trips cost $1.50 for the first five miles and $0.30 for each additional 

mile.  For riders requiring wheelchair lifts, the cost is $3.90 for the first ten miles and $0.42 

for each additional mile.  Passengers are alerted to the cost of their trip upon booking and 

must pay when boarding with exact change or check.  Demand response drivers do not carry 

any change.  Drivers collect the fares and turn in cash and checks at the end of each day.  

While the demand response service has RouteMatch to schedule and plan trips at the 

beginning of each day, the technology has not been used to integrate fare collection or real-

time applications for customers. 

Currently, there are no mobile applications or online services available for purchasing fares or 

tracking vehicles.  Fares for CATS cannot be used to transfer to other CATS vehicles or to the 

GRTA services within Cherokee County.  Cherokee County is currently undergoing a demand 

response fare review and conducting a comparison to Henry, Paulding, Bartow, and Forsyth 

Counties to see if fares are in line with similar services throughout the region. 

GRTA Xpress is the only other transit service operated within Cherokee County, but has a 

temporal separation from CATS service hours.  GRTA Xpress accepts cash, fare cards, and 

Breeze cards as payment, with costs shown in Table 3-1: GRTA Fares to/from Cherokee 

County. While GRTA Xpress and CATS fixed routes do not currently connect at similar stops or 

service hours, there is a regional move towards standardizing fare structure and payment 

technologies.  The ARC is currently working with regional transit agencies to identify regional 

fare recommendations. 

Table 3-1: GRTA Fares to/from Cherokee County 

Park and Ride Lot Zone 1-Way Fare Round Trip 
Fare 

10 Trip Fare 31-Day Fare 

Woodstock Green $3 $5 $25 $100 

Canton Blue $4 $7 - $125 
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3.2 Operations Funding 

Through Fiscal Year 2014, CATS has funded operations through three main sources: Federal 

Transit Administration (FTA) Section 5307/5311 funds, provision of service contract with DHS, 

and County general funds.  The FTA Section 5311 funds are formula grants for “Other than 

Urbanized Areas”.  The FTA provides formula based funds to states, which then distribute the 

funds to eligible areas and service providers.  In Georgia, this is done through the Georgia 

Department of Transportation (GDOT) Intermodal Office. 

Figure 3-1: 2014 CATS Operating Fund Sources shows the sources for funds expended on 

operations in 2014.  The FTA Section 5311 funds require a 50% local match, which Cherokee 

supplies through County general funds and revenue from local provision of service contracts.  

Cherokee County also uses all fare revenues for operations expenses; however, these funds 

cannot be used to match federal funds.  They can, however, be used to reduce the overall 

net operations costs for the County.   

 

Figure 3-1: 2014 CATS Operating Fund Sources  
Source: 2014 National Transit Database Submission 

Through GDOT’s administration of the FTA Section 5311 program, local cities and counties 

located in rural areas are eligible to receive funds to provide public transit services.  Based on 

figures from the 2010 Census, the population of Cherokee County as a whole exceeded the 

200,000 person threshold, changing its area type status from an “Other than Urbanized Area” 

to a “Large Urbanized Area” (UZA).  Therefore, based on the numbers from the 2010 Census, 

Cherokee County is no longer eligible for matching FTA Section 5311 funds for 100% of eligible 

County General Fund 
17% 

Demand Response 
Fare Revenue 

4% 

Fixed Route Fare 
Revenue 

3% Other 
4% 

Provision of Service 
Contract Revenue 

[PERCENTAGE] 

FTA 5311 Funds 
34% 

2014 Operating Fund Sources, $690,407 
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operation costs.  As of the 2010 Census, 83% of the County population resides within the 2010 

Atlanta UZA which includes all of the City of Woodstock and the majority of the Cities of Holly 

Springs and Canton.  However, this only includes 33% of the County area.   

Fiscal years through 2014 have been unaffected by the urbanization by the County because 

GDOT has just recently implemented use of the 2010 Atlanta UZA.  From 2012 to 2014, 

Cherokee County has averaged $266,821 per fiscal year to support operations of the CATS 

demand response service.  GDOT has also agreed to provide CATS the fully requested amount 

for Fiscal Year 2015.  

However, beyond 2015, CATS will have to identify additional funding sources for operation 

costs for the service to remain sustainable into the future.  GDOT has stated that the amount 

of FTA Section 5311 funding will be reduced since a smaller portion of the County is 

considered rural.  Potential sources for operation funds that will be considered in developing 

recommendation scenarios include, but are not limited to the following: 

 FTA Section 5311 Funding: While all of Cherokee County is no longer eligible, CATS is 

still eligible for 5311 funds based on the fact that it provides demand responsive 

service to rural areas of the County.  GDOT is currently working to finalize its formula 

for service providers who serve both urban and rural areas. 

 FTA Section 5307 UZA Allocated Funding: FTA 5307 grants are for transit services in 

large urbanized areas.  However, there are restrictions on how 5307 funds can be used 

with regards to operations.  Based on the “100 Bus Rule” established by FTA, Cherokee 

County is eligible to use up to 75% of its allocation based on vehicle revenue hours 

towards operations.  In Fiscal Year 2014, this amounted to $76,606.  This amount 

exceeds 50% of the estimated operations and personnel costs for the fixed routes in 

Cherokee County.  Whether the remaining 5307 Table 3A operating funds can be used 

towards demand response services in urban areas will be examined.  For FY 2015, 

Table 3A designates $132,689 as eligible for operation expenditures in Cherokee 

County. 

 FTA Section 5307 JARC (Job Access and Reverse Commuting): Is a previous program 

that was included in 5307 funding in the federal transportation law enacted in 2012, 

Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21).  Eligible expenditures include 

“planning, capital, and operating costs that support the development and 

maintenance of transportation services designed to transport welfare recipients and 

eligible low-income individuals to and from jobs and activities related to their 

employment, including transportation projects that facilitate the provision of public 

transportation services from urbanized areas and rural areas to suburban employment 

locations." These funds are not restricted by the “100 Bus Rule” limitations on uses for 

operations. 

 Provision of Service Contracts: Outside of grants, this is a major source of revenue for 

CATS.  DHS, the Cherokee Training Center, and the Cherokee Senior Center all pay a 

contracted rate per trip provided, ranging from $2.00 to $25.00 depending on the 
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customer’s destination and which agency is funding the trip.  Between 2012 and 2014, 

all of these contracted services averaged just over $320,000 per year.  Estimated 

revenue will be based on forecasted trips and anticipated increases in rates per trip. 

 Cherokee County General Fund: Funds from the Cherokee County general fund are 

transferred to CATS to cover any shortfalls that are not covered by funding grants, 

fares, and provision of service contracts.  Along with the provision of service contract 

revenue, county general funds are used to match FTA Section 5307 and FTA 5311 

funds.  

 Fare Revenue: Revenues generated from fares cannot be used to match FTA Section 

5307 and 5311 funds, but they can be used directly for operations, which is how CATS 

is currently allocating them.  Between the demand response and fixed routes, CATS 

has generated an average of $48,600 per year between 2012 and 2014 from fares. 

 GA Transportation Funding Bill: The Georgia Legislature passed a new transportation 

funding bill on March 30, 2015.  This bill provides funding reserved for transportation 

infrastructure based on restructuring the state gas tax in the form of an excise tax and 

introducing a set of new user fees.  The bill increases the gas tax for the average 

driver by about 6 cents a gallon starting July 1, 2016. It also imposes a new $5-per-

night fee on hotel stays, a $200 annual fee on non-commercial electric vehicles ($300 

for commercial), and $50-$100 fee on heavy trucks. It will also eliminate tax breaks 

for Delta Air Lines and electric vehicle owners.  Additionally, the bill allows counties 

to impose new sales taxes on gasoline for expenditure on transportation projects only.  

The funding impacts of the local option transportation funding source through this bill 

will be considered as part of the scenarios evaluation process completed later in the 

development of the action plan. 

The “100 Bus Rule” that was enacted as part of the MAP-21 states that agencies with fewer 

than 100 buses in service during peak fixed route service can use 50% of 5307 funds for 

operations and agencies with fewer than 75 buses in service during peak fixed route service 

can use up to 75% for operations.  CATS fixed route service always has two vehicles in service, 

qualifying it to use 75% of its allocation for operations.  The formula used for Fiscal Year 2014 

is as follows. 

(
                              

                                    
)                            

In 2014, this resulted in the following calculation of available funds for the operating 

assistance: 

(
     

         
)                          

This formula will be used to estimate the amount of FTA 5307 funds that will be available to 

CATS for operations. 
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The critical funding issue for CATS transit service is funds for operating expenses as its 

eligibility for federal and state funding changes. Additional sources of operations income will 

be necessary to sustain service without requiring additional funding from the Cherokee 

County General Fund. 

3.3 Capital Funding 

For capital funds, CATS relies on both 5311 and 5307 funding.  When a new vehicle is needed 

for the demand response service, funds are requested in the 5311 application for funding 

submitted to GDOT.  When funds are needed for capital expenses for the fixed routes in 

Canton, the Section 5307 formula funds can be used with a 20% local match. 

Since 2002, Cherokee County has been awarded more Section 5307 funding than it can spend, 

see Table 3-2: CATS Section 5307 Funds Balance Forward.  In 2012 Cherokee County 

transferred $1,325,590 to Cobb County for transit capital purposes.   Even with that transfer 

of funds, Cherokee County still had a fiscal year 2014 balance forward of $1,453,039.  

Currently, CATS has three vehicles for the fixed routes, two used daily and a backup vehicle.  

Aside from the amount identified in FTA’s Table 3A as allocated by the “100 Bus Rule” for 

operations, these funds can only be used for capital expenditures and preventative 

maintenance. 

Table 3-2: CATS Section 5307 Funds Balance Forward 

FY 2001 Balance Forward  

FY 2002 Allocation $217,769 

Amount Transferred to Reg’l Residual ($217,769) 

FY 2003 Allocation $347,466 

Amount Transferred to Reg’l Residual $0 

FY 2004 Allocation $382,927 

Amount Transferred to City of Canton ($191,464) 

FY 2005 Allocation $392,159 

Amount Transferred to City of Canton ($196,079) 

Grants GA-90-X217 ($278,855) 

FY 2006 Allocation $434,484 

Grants GA-90-X225 ($469,930) 

FY 2007 Allocation $444,281 

FY 2008 Allocation $480,527 

Transfer from City of Canton $163,456 

Grants/ FA-90-X266 ($1,100,000) 

Balance Forward $408,972 

FY 2009 Allocation CR Initial 
(222,700)/Final(330,730) 

$553,430 

Balance Forward $962,402 

FY 2010 Allocation CR Initial 
(216,686)/Final(306,191) 

$522,877 

Balance Forward $1,485,279 

FY 2011 Allocation CR Initial 
(228,779)/Final(311,473) 

$540,252 
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FY 2001 Balance Forward  

FY 2010 Allocation CR Initial -L230 $119,875 

FY 2010 Final – L230 $167,825 

Balance Forward $2,313,232 

FY 2012 Allocation CR Initial $266,552 

FY 2012 Allocation CY May12 Update $132,066 

FY 2012 Final $132,020 

Grants/ GA-90-X308 ($588,800) 

Grants/ GA-90-X308-01 ($39,618) 

Amount Transferred to Reg’l Residual FY09/FY10 ($856,862) 

Amount Transferred to Cobb County July, 2016 ($1,358,590) 

Balance Forward $0 

FY 2013 Allocation CR Initial $327,298 

FY 2013 Final $352,745 

Balance Forward $680,043 

FY 2014 Final $772,996 

Amount Transferred to Reg’l Residual $0 

Balance Forward $1,453,039 

 

The balance forward for Fiscal Year 2014 is in excess of one million dollars.  This is enough to 

purchase vehicles if necessary, but still requires CATS to identify local matching funds for any 

capital purchases. 
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4 MARKET ANALYSIS 

This section will examine the populations served and underserved by CATS in Cherokee 

County based on demographic, employment, and development trends.  This analysis will be 

used to identify areas with unmet needs. 

4.1 Transit Propensity 

Transit propensity is the likelihood that persons characterized under certain demographic 

groups or living in areas with various characteristics will take transit as compared to the 

national average.  For example, a transit propensity of more than one means that someone 

with those characteristics is more likely than the average person to take transit.  On the 

other hand, transit propensity of less than one indicates that persons are less likely than the 

average person to take transit, this often includes communities with lower density, or persons 

with access to vehicles.  Transit propensity serves to provide a general idea of likelihood to 

use transit based on demographics and area characteristics.  The demographic characteristics 

examined for transit propensity in Cherokee County include minorities, low-income, zero-

vehicle households, elderly, and persons with disabilities. 

This section will describe these populations and their spatial distribution throughout Cherokee 

County using the American Community Survey (ACS) 2008-2012 5-year Estimate dataset at the 

Census tract level.  Included in all maps are the CATS fixed routes, GRTA Xpress routes, and 

general subscription areas.  Vehicles that serve these subscription areas are not limited to the 

areas circled, but serve those general areas with the majority of trips. 
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Minority Populations – While minority groups are not inherently transit dependent, multiple 

studies have shown they are more likely to take transit.  The ability to serve and avoid 

disproportionate impacts to minority populations is an important aspect as any transit 

projects progress and apply for FTA funding. In Cherokee County, 20% of the population is 

comprised of minorities, with 6.6% Black/African-American, and 9.6% Hispanic, according to 

2012 American Community Survey, (ACS) estimates.  Figure 4-1: Cherokee County Minority 

Population Density shows the density of the Cherokee County minority population, which is 

concentrated around Woodstock and State Route 92 on the southern edge of the County.  The 

only transit service in this area is the GRTA Park and Ride Lot at the His Hands Church located 

at the intersection of I-575 and State Route 92 with service to Midtown and Downtown 

Atlanta.  The Census tracts surrounding the City of Canton also have a higher minority density 

than unincorporated areas, and part of this area is within a half mile to the local transit 

services provided by CATS.  Woodstock and the surrounding area have the highest density of 

minority residents and no access to existing fixed route CATS services. 

 

Figure 4-1: Cherokee County Minority Population Density 
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Low-Income Populations – Households with low-income can be an indicator of transit need, 

because these households may not be able to afford a vehicle, or enough vehicles, to meet 

the travel needs of their household. For this analysis, households were considered low income 

if their annual income was $25,000 or less.  This accounts for 14.4% of the overall population 

of Cherokee County based on the 2012 ACS population estimates.  As seen in Figure 4-2: 

Cherokee County Low Income Population Density, the areas with the highest density of low-

income households are in and around Canton, Holly Springs and Woodstock.  Of the Census 

tracts with the highest density of low-income households, only those near Downtown Canton 

have access to CATS local fixed route transit service.  The Census tract with the highest 

concentration of low-income households is on the northwest corner of the intersection of 

State Route 92 and I-575.  The only transit access here is the GRTA Park and Ride lot at the 

His Hands Church with service to Midtown and Downtown Atlanta.  The areas with the highest 

low-income household densities are spread between Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock.  

The area of the Bells Ferry subscription services also falls within the second-highest threshold 

of low-income density. 
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Figure 4-2: Cherokee County Low Income Population Density 

 

Zero-Vehicle Households – Persons in a household without access to a vehicle are limited in 

where they can travel to areas they can safely walk, bicycle, or utilize public transportation.  

Within Cherokee County, 2.8% of households have no vehicles available for travel.  According 

to Figure 4-3: Cherokee County Zero-Vehicle Household Density, these households are 

concentrated on the south end of Woodstock, Holly Springs, and the north end of Canton.  

These areas have no access to local CATS fixed route transit.  In Woodstock, where the two 

Census tracts with the highest density of zero-vehicle households are located, there is one 

GRTA park and ride lot with service to Midtown and Downtown Atlanta.  One of these is the 

same Census tract with the highest concentration of low-income households. 
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Figure 4-3: Cherokee County Zero-Vehicle Household Density 

 

 

Elderly Populations – Persons over the age of 65 are more likely to need public transportation 

because they may lack the availability of a vehicle or the ability to drive themselves. As 

previously mentioned, the elderly population in Cherokee County makes up 9.2% of the total 

county population.  Figure 4-4: Cherokee County Persons 65+ Population Density shows the 

density of county’s elderly population, which is concentrated in the southernmost part of the 

county, in Woodstock and along State Route 92.  None of these areas have local CATS fixed 

route transit service.  They are in proximity to the GRTA Park and Ride lot at the His Hands 

Church for which there is no associated paratransit.  The two Census tracts with the highest 

concentration of persons aged 65 and up are the same two Census tracts with the highest 

concentration of zero-vehicle households.   

Zero-Vehicle Household Density by Census Tract 
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Figure 4-4: Cherokee County Persons 65+ Population Density 
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Persons with Disabilities – Persons with disabilities can be dependent on public 

transportation if they are unable to drive themselves and do not have family or friends 

available to transport them.  The population density for persons with disabilities of Cherokee 

County can be seen in Figure 4-5: Cherokee County Density of Persons with Disabilities.  The 

area with the highest concentration is located on the southern edge of the County, in and 

around Woodstock.  According to 2012 ACS estimates, 8.7% of Cherokee County are 

considered disabled.  There is no local CATS fixed route transit service in the southern part of 

the County.  The only public transportation is the GRTA Park and Ride lot at the His Hands 

Church with wheelchair accessible service to Midtown and Downtown Atlanta. The two Census 

tracts with the highest concentration of disabled individuals are the same as the most 

concentrated Census tracts for the elderly and zero-vehicle household populations. 

 

Figure 4-5: Cherokee County Density of Persons with Disabilities 

  

Density of Persons with Disabilities by Census Tract 
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Transit Propensity – Transit propensity analysis combines these five population demographics 

that are more inclined to need and use public transportation.  Figure 4-6: Cherokee County 

Transit Propensity Score shows the transit propensity score for each Census tract within 

Cherokee County.  Scores for each of the five demographics were given based on the scales 

used in Figures 4-1 through 4-5.  The areas with the lowest densities received a score of one, 

and the highest received a score of five.  The highest possible score for a tract was 25 and the 

lowest was 5. 

 

Figure 4-6: Cherokee County Transit Propensity Score 

One Census tract did receive a score of 25 for having the highest density of each of the five 

demographics, located to the northwest of the intersection of Interstate 575 and State Route 

92 in Woodstock.  In general, the southern portion of the County in and around Woodstock 

received the highest scores, providing one indication of transit propensity.  This traditional 

market analysis along with the results of rural curb-to-curb service will serve as input to 

identify areas that could be supportive of fixed and/or flex route CATS service. 
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The northern portion of Canton, as well as the City of Holly Springs and the portion of the 

Bells Ferry corridor nearest to Allatoona Lake, scored high in transit propensity.  This is 

mostly due to the high densities of low income and zero-vehicle households within these 

areas, indicating a need for mobility in these places as well as Woodstock, which received the 

highest scores. 

4.2 Population  

Cherokee County saw significant growth between the 2000 and 2010 Census, as shown in 

Table 4-1: Cherokee County Census Population Data.  As a whole, the County grew by 51% 

with the populations of Canton and Holly Springs almost doubling during the decade.  The 

cities with the highest growth rates were Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock.  Canton and 

Woodstock are the only areas with fixed route transit access.  In Canton, the two CATS fixed 

routes provide local service.  There is one GRTA Xpress route stop in Woodstock and one in 

Canton for those commuting into Atlanta.  The rest of the County has access to demand 

response service. 

Table 4-1: Cherokee County Census Population Data 

Area 2000 
Census 

2010 
Census 

Growth 
Rate 

Area  
(sq. mile) 

2010 Density 
(person/sq. Mile) 

Ball Ground 730 1,433 96% 5.84  245.29  

Canton 7,709 22,958 198% 18.73  1,225.73  

Holly Springs 3,195 9,189 188% 6.68  1,375.60  

Mountain City 506 547 8% 1.8  303.89  

Nelson 626 1,314 110% 1.46  902.47  

Waleska 616 644 5% 1.46  440.19  

Woodstock 10,050 23,896 138% 11.27  2,120.32  

Other areas of Cherokee 
County 

118,471 154,365 30% 386.76  399.12  

Cherokee County 141,903 214,346 51% 434  493.88  

According to Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at University of South Florida, 

transit propensity increases when an area reaches the threshold of 500 persons per square 

mile.  However, at this density, the propensity for transit is still half that of the national 

average.  The population density of 500 persons per square mile is considered the low 

threshold for flexible transportation services in a large urban area (>200,000 population) 

according to the TCRP Report 140, A Guide for Planning and Operating Flexible Public 

Transportation Services.  While some areas of the County, namely Canton, Woodstock, and 

Holly Springs, have higher population densities, much of the County remains lower density 

and is considered rural when considering density and propensity for transit.  Based on this 

threshold, 67% of the County, with regards to area, remains un-urbanized (i.e., rural) as of 

the 2010 Census. 
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4.3 Employment 

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, Cherokee County had an annual average of 47,636 

jobs in 2013, up 24% from ten years prior.  As can be seen in Figure 4-7: Cherokee County Job 

Density, these jobs are concentrated in Canton as well as in and around Woodstock.   

Within the next ten years, ARC is predicting the number of jobs to grow within the County.  

Figure 4-8: Cherokee County Anticipated Employment Growth shows the anticipated growth 

between 2010 and 2020 within Cherokee County.  Job growth is anticipated to occur outside 

of these two cities within Cherokee.  It is important to note that some of the areas with 

projected high percentage increase in employment will still not have the job density seen in 

Canton and Woodstock, because the current count of jobs in those areas is low.  

While connections to employment within the County are important, it is also important to 

note that almost 80% of employed Cherokee County residents leave the County for work, as 

shown in Figure 4-9: Work Locations of Cherokee Residents and Table 4-2: Work Location of 

Employed Cherokee Residents, Total and Low Income, indicating a need for increased 

connections to surrounding counties.  Just fewer than 50% of employed Cherokee residents 

work in Fulton or Cobb Counties, which both have public transit services with no connection 

to Cherokee County.   

Table 4-2: Work Location of Employed Cherokee Residents, Total and Low Income  
Source OnTheMap, Longitudinal Employer Household Dataset, 2011 

Work 
Location 

All Employed 
Cherokee 
Residents  

(Total: 92,416) 

Low-Income 
Cherokee 
Residents  

(Total: 19,833) 

Cities 

Atlanta 7,287 7.9% 1,177 5.9% 

Canton 6,166 6.7% 1,480 7.5% 

Alpharetta 5,609 6.1% 703 3.5% 

Marietta 4,804 5.2% 680 3.4% 

Sandy Springs 4,487 4.9% 527 2.7% 

Roswell 3,694 4.0% 771 3.9% 

Woodstock 3,621 3.9% 1,071 5.4% 

Dunwoody 1,309 1.4% 234 2.4% 

Kennesaw 1,131 1.2% 211 1.1% 

Counties 

Fulton 23,373 25.3% 3,577 18.0% 

Cobb  21,707 23.5% 1,039 20.4% 

Cherokee 19,420 21.0% 5,533 27.9% 

 

In Table 4-2: Work Location of Employed Cherokee Residents, Total and Low Income, the top 

three counties where Cherokee residents are commuting are Fulton, Cobb, and Cherokee in 

opposite order for all employees and low-income employees.  While Fulton and Cobb Counties 

operate their own transit systems, the only connection that currently exists for those in 
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Cherokee to access the other systems is the GRTA Xpress service, which connects Canton and 

Woodstock to Midtown and Downtown Atlanta.  However, for low-income employees, fewer 

commute to these counties.  Overall, 16.4% of all employees commute to North Fulton 

(Alpharetta, Sandy Springs, Roswell, and Dunwoody), while only 12.4% of low-income 

employees do.  Commuting to Marietta also drops almost two percent between all employees 

and low-income employees.  While transit accessibility is not the only barrier between low-

income populations and jobs in bordering counties, a lack of connectivity between systems 

could present an obstacle because of the need for longer commutes (i.e., a Cherokee resident 

who takes transit and works in Cobb County would have to make at least two transfers on 

their commute), and the purchase of a vehicle for those in zero-vehicle households. 

 

Figure 4-7: Cherokee County Job Density 
Source: ARC Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) Data, 2010 
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Figure 4-8: Cherokee County Anticipated Employment Growth  
Source: ARC Regional Travel Demand Model Future Estimates 

 
Figure 4-9: Work Locations of Cherokee Residents  

Source: OnTheMap, Longitudinal Employer Household Dataset, 2011 
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4.4 Land Use  

Land use is critical to understand how transit could provide connections, increase mobility, 

and improve access.  It is not only important for transit services to reach travelers’ homes, 

but also the destinations they wish to reach.  In this way, a combination of medium/high 

residential density as well as commercial and institutional land uses along a single 

corridor/area would be supportive of transit.  It would be able to connect people from where 

they are to where they need to be. 

Historically, Cherokee County has been made up of mostly rural land uses, however the 

expansion of the Atlanta urban area and increased development in Canton and Woodstock 

have created pockets that contain multiple land uses. 

Figure 4-10: Cherokee County Existing Land Use shows the current land uses for Cherokee 

County.  The northern half of the County is made up almost entirely of agricultural and 

residential uses.  However, in the central Canton and Woodstock areas, as seen in the figure 

callouts, there is a concentration of residential, commercial, and institutional uses.  It is 

important to consider institutional because this includes medical facility uses, a trip purpose 

for many demand response clients. 

In Canton, multiple land uses are served by the existing fixed route services, and a similar 

makeup exists in Woodstock.  In fact, the area included in the Woodstock callout has even 

less area being used for agriculture than land surrounding the CATS routes in Canton. 

Along State Route 92 on either side of Interstate 575, there are multiple clusters that contain 

restaurants, commercial shopping centers, and various medical services.  This includes the 

Cherokee Family Medical Center, multiple dialysis centers, and smaller, specialized practices.  

Additionally, this stretch includes multiple apartment complexes and dense housing 

developments within walking distance.  The intersection of State Route 92 and Interstate 575 

is also the location of the GRTA Xpress stop at the His Hands Church during weekdays and is a 

potential connection. 
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Figure 4-10: Cherokee County Existing Land Use 
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Towne Lake Parkway is part of one of the planned development areas within Cherokee.  This 

area includes multiple Towne Lake housing and apartment developments as well as new 

complexes that are currently under construction.  Towne Lake is also home to multiple 

medical services associated with regional hospitals, such as Northside Hospital and WellStar 

Medical Group.  These are mixed in with numerous office buildings.  Additionally, this corridor 

is home to the Woodstock High and Middle Schools.  Education/Daycare is the primary trip 

purpose for demand response services within the County.  

Finally, just north of Towne Lake is the Outlet Shoppes at Atlanta, a new outlet mall which 

provides limited shuttles for offsite parking, as well as other destinations including Buckhead 

and Georgia Tech in Atlanta. 

4.5 Trip Analysis 

This section provides an overview of trip demand based on origin-destination data from the 

CATS demand response service for a year and the Atlanta Regional Commission’s 2015 Atlanta 

Travel Demand Model. 

4.5.1 Demand Response Origin Destination Analysis 

To understand trip patterns for the demand response services, this section analyzes the trips 

taken from July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014.  In total, there were 46,292 trips taken during 

this time by 531 different customers.  This amounts to 139.5 trips per service day with a 

median of 186.5 daily trips.  To provide a spatial analysis of these trips, the origin and 

destination addresses were geocoded using ArcGIS.  However, due to differences between the 

input addresses and the street system provided by ARC, only 78% of trips were able to be 

coded and included in spatial analysis.  The following figures include only the mapped trips, 

while the tables account for all trips taken.   

Table 4-3 shows the top five destinations from July, 2013 to June, 2014.  This top five list 

includes all trips taken, regardless of whether they were geocoded.  Using the addresses, 

associated locations are noted in Table 4-3: Top Origins/Destinations in Cherokee County.  It 

is important to note that all of these locations are within ¾ miles of the existing fixed routes 

in Canton.  Existing demand response riders are traveling to the top three locations from all 

areas of the County. Please note, this includes trips where the listed address was the origin or 

the destination, whereas Figure 4-11: Cherokee Trip Lines shows one way trip lines. 

Table 4-3: Top Origins/Destinations in Cherokee County 

Address Name # Trips 

133 Univeter Road Cherokee Training Center 11,441 

1229 Univeter Road Cherokee County 
Government Offices 

4,300 

1001 Univeter Road Cherokee County Senior 
Services 

2,303 

190 South Etowah Drive Residential Community 921 

621 Ridge Circle Residential Community  800 
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Figure 4-11: Cherokee Trip Lines 
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In Figure 4-11: Cherokee Trip Lines, many of the trips are between Canton and the 

surrounding cities/areas within Cherokee County.  In the northern communities of Waleska, 

Nelson, Ball Ground, and Free Home, there are very few trips with origins and destinations 

within these areas.  The majority of these trips leave the northern cities for Canton and Holly 

Springs area.  Similar patterns can be seen from Free Home and Bells Ferry, with the majority 

of the trips to/from Canton and Holly Springs.  

Movements throughout Canton and within the southern portion of the County are more 

dispersed.  While there are distinct movements from Acworth and Woodstock into Canton, 

there are numerous movements between Canton, Holly Springs, Woodstock and Acworth.  The 

two largest movements on the map are between two private residences in Acworth and the 

Cherokee Training Center in Canton.  

Between July, 2013 and June, 2014, there were 13,193 trips that occurred between 

Woodstock and Canton, accounting for 28.5% of trips.  This included trips through the 

provision of services contract and for the general public. 

While there are trips that occur countywide, the majority of these trips have either an origin 

or destination within the central part of the County, including Canton, Holly Springs and 

Woodstock. 

Trips to and from the Cherokee Training Center are part of the contracted services CATS 

demand response provides.  Figure 4-12: Cherokee County Training Center Trips shows all of 

the trips to/from the Cherokee Training Center from July, 2013 to June, 2014.  These trips 

are spread throughout the County, with some of the major movements into/out of Woodstock 

and Acworth.  Effectively moving persons to/from the Cherokee Training Center will continue 

to remain a priority for CATS, as it is a major source of revenue though the provision of 

service contract. 

Figure 4-13: Demand Response Trips to/from Senior Living Communities shows the trips to and 

from Senior Assisted and Independent Living Centers in Cherokee County.  It was important to 

consider these locations, as seniors make up 25.6% of demand response trips.  Identified 

Senior Assisted and Independent Living Centers accounted for 3.1% of all demand response 

trips during the selected timeframe. 

The stars represent all of the communities.  This includes those that are existing, under 

planning review, and under construction.  As previously mentioned, some of the trips were 

unable to be geocoded due to inconsistencies in the addresses.  The stars with yellow circles 

in Figure 4-13 reflect Senior Living Centers where trips were recorded but for which an exact 

address could not be mapped.  Five of the communities are located along the existing CATS 

fixed Routes 100 and 200. 
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Figure 4-12: Cherokee County Training Center Trips 
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Figure 4-13: Demand Response Trips to/from Senior Living Communities 
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One of the major movements for senior communities is between Woodstock and Holly Springs.  

There are also multiple short trips within Woodstock along State Route 92 and Towne Lake 

Parkway.  While long trips into rural areas of the County would still have to rely on demand 

response services, short trips within a contained area would be more conducive to local 

transit routes. 

The senior communities in Cherokee are concentrated in Canton and Woodstock, with five 

along the existing CATS fixed routes, eight within Woodstock, and three more planned for 

areas west of Woodstock boundaries.  The concentration of senior communities and medical 

services are indicative of transit propensity, as the senior demographic has a propensity 

towards using transit and medical trip purposes make up for 7.7% of demand response trips 

and 14.4% of fixed route trips. When considering only the general public demand response 

trips, medical trips account for 39.5% of service provided. 

Table 4-4 lists Senior Assisted and Independent Communities in Cherokee County and the 

number of trips to/from each.  Of the fourteen operational communities, four had by far the 

greatest amount of demand response trips.  Colbert Square, The Lodge at BridgeMill, 

Hearthside at Towne Lake, and Brookdale all had over 200 trips to/from their locations. 

Table 4-4: Cherokee County Senior Living Communities 

Community Beds Status Total Trips 
(To/From) 

Trips Mapped / 

Unmapped  

Colbert Square 70 Operational 395 
 

Emeritus 70 Operational 16  
The Lodge at BridgeMill 486 Operational 284 

 
Woodstock Nursing and 
Rehab 

171 Operational 90 
 

Brookdale – Canton 65 Operational 8  
Bryan Center 100 Operational 98 

 
Hearthside at Towne Lake 101 Operational 236  
Cameron Hall 106 Operational 58 

 
Canton Nursing Center 100 Operational 56 

 
Brookdale 75 Operational 262 

 
Savannah Grand 32 Operational 0 - 

Autumn Leaves at Towne 
Lake 

255 Operational 0 - 

Benton House 72 Operational 0 - 

Hidden Lake Assisted Living 73 Operational 0 - 

Camellia Place 96 Plan Under Review - - 

The Oaks at Towne Lake 86 Under Construction - - 

Merrill Gardens 130 Under Construction - - 

Windsor House 77 Under Construction - - 

Canton Cove Assisted Living 80 Under Construction - - 
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4.5.2 2015 Atlanta Travel Demand Model 

The Atlanta travel demand model for the year 2015 is based on current population and 

employment data as well as the existing transportation infrastructure network.  A model run 

of existing conditions yields a trip table with origins and destinations for the entire Atlanta 

region.  Of particular interest in this report is the travel between Cherokee and bordering 

counties within the region, including Bartow, Cobb, Fulton, and Forsyth Counties.  Gwinnett 

and DeKalb Counties were also included because they have fixed route transit that can be 

utilized with one or more transfers from the GRTA Xpress service from Canton and 

Woodstock.  Vehicle and transit trips can be seen in Table 4-5: Total Trips to/from Cherokee 

County. 

Table 4-5: Total Trips to/from Cherokee County  
Source: ARC 2015 Travel Demand Model 

To/From Cherokee 
County and: 

Daily Vehicle Trips Daily Transit Trips Total 

Bartow County  27,560 n/a 27,560 

Cobb County 175,980 38 176,018 

Fulton County 87,037 1,024 88,061 

Forsyth County 20,865 n/a 20,865 

DeKalb County 11,038 44 11,082 

Gwinnett County  7,809 0 7,809 

 

Cobb and Fulton Counties have by far the most trips to/from Cherokee County.  While there is 

fixed route transit in Cobb County, to be able to connect from Cherokee County requires 

taking GRTA Xpress into Fulton and then transferring to Cobb Community Transit (CCT).  

Riders of CATS demand response can request to be dropped off at the Cherokee-Cobb county 

line, but the service will not pick up or drop off in Cobb County.  These large movements, 

especially between Cherokee and Cobb Counties indicate a need for increased mobility across 

county lines.   

While GRTA Xpress does connect directly into Fulton County, it only provides direct access to 

Midtown and Downtown Atlanta.  As seen in Figure 4-14: Inter-County Movements, there are 

also numerous trips from Cherokee County directly into North Fulton, which would require 

multiple transfers.  This figure shows trip volumes between ARC-designated super-districts to 

provide more detail than entire counties.  There are 32,237 trips daily between East 

Cherokee/Canton to the two northernmost super districts in Fulton County and 24,281 trips 

to/from Woodstock 

Overall, the two largest movements are from Woodstock to Northwest and Northeast Cobb, 

highlighting the need for direct connections between the counties, instead of requiring 

connections through Fulton County. 
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Figure 4-14: Inter-County Movements  
Source: ARC 2015 Travel Demand Model  
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5 RELEVANT PLANS 

While multiple local and regional plans discuss the potential of transit improvements and 

expansions within Cherokee County, none specifically respond to the change in funding 

eligibility for CATS.  These plans generally identified areas that would benefit from increased 

or new transit services within the County. 

In the 2005 Cherokee County CTP, the plan mentions supporting transit access to the GRTA 

park and ride lots through a local circulator.  Since 2005, GRTA has increased commuter bus 

services into Canton, but there is still little opportunity to connect with CATS because of 

different hours of operations between the two operators. 

The City of Canton Comprehensive Plan did not mention any specific transit improvements or 

new service areas.  The GDOT State Rail Plan in 2009 mentioned potential commuter rail into 

Canton, however that project has not progressed and has no available funding. 

No relevant plans addressed the possibility of flexible transit routes, as the existing demand 

response provides countywide services.  However, with a growing population, the eligibility of 

Cherokee County for federal transit funds is slated to change in FY 2014, necessitating an 

assessment of new funding sources to support transit and mobility. 

At the regional level, ARC’s Human Services Transportation (HST): A Coordinated Plan for the 

Atlanta Region (2013) provides recommendations and goals for coordinating demand response 

services, specifically focused on particular populations who lack other transportation options.  

This was an update to the original HST coordinated plan that was adopted in 2010 by ARC.  

Since the adoption of this plan, HST needs were incorporated into the regional long-range 

plan, Plan 2040.  The purpose of this update was to ensure that the findings from the 2010 

plan were in coordination with the regional transportation plan.  

This plan included an overview of the regional demographic profile, assessed the HST needs of 

the region, examined the overarching goals and objectives from Plan 2040, listed existing 

services, examined HST best practices, identified coordination barriers, identified strategies 

and solutions, and finally made implementation recommendations.  ARC identified that 

regional coordination for HST services and demand response would provide the most 

comprehensive transportation options for those who are not served by fixed routes and/or 

cannot transport themselves.  However, coordination requires many agencies working 

together and overcoming barriers such as differences in restrictions, technology, 

infrastructure, and practice.  While coordination would be cost-effective in the long-run, 

short-term capital investment is required to achieve it.  Another issue is the various 

geographical and political boundaries that exist.  Various regions or counties may run HST and 

demand response programs in different ways making it difficult for customers that live on the 

edge of these coverage areas to cross these jurisdictional boundaries. 
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One of the major components is the One-Click Project, run through the mobility management 

office of ARC.  The One-Click Project has created a web application where travelers in the 

region can plan a trip by entering demographic information, origin and destination, and 

various eligibilities for particular services, such as age, disability, and paratransit 

certification.  Once the data are entered, the One-Click System will provide options, public 

and private, for travel and associated costs. CATS services are currently included in the 

search for services.  This project is currently under a soft launch and ARC is providing training 

for users. 

For a statewide perspective on HST, GRTA completed the Coordinating Rural and Human 

Services Transportation (RHST) in Georgia Final Report.  These reports were put together to 

update the Governor on Rural and Human Services Transportation (RHST) in Georgia as 

mandated by legislation.  These reports respond to nine legislative tasks that analyze the 

existing RHST conditions, benefits of transportation coordination, program analysis, funding 

streams, interaction with public transportation, an assessment of privatization, and 

recommendations for the state. 

The 2012 report recommended specific tasks for the state and regions to improve 

coordination and cost-efficiency in RHST.  While the 2012 report focused on recommendations 

at the state level, there are important items that can be applied to improving services in 

Cherokee County. The mission statement for the statewide RHST is to “Identify the means to 

increase cost-effectiveness while maintaining or improving level of service.”  Similar to the 

ARC study, this report found that the populations that require HST are continuing to grow and 

becoming a larger percentage of the total population. To address the growing demand for 

RHST, the council recommended resource bundling pursuits, improving data collection and 

analysis at the local level, and establishing a local mobility manager. 

Data collection recommendations were focused on the following six performance measures, 

all of which are collected in CATS except for the fixed route utilization.  This parameter 

measures how many trips for HST populations are served by fixed routes.  However, the 

limited coverage of CATS fixed routes reduces this number greatly. 

 Total annual trips 

 Cost per passenger trip 

 Cost per vehicle mile 

 Trips per vehicle mile 

 Trip purpose 

 Fixed route utilization 

This report also discussed directing agencies serving HST populations to direct transportation 

requests and contracts to local transit agencies, something which has already been done in 

Cherokee County.  In fact, the majority of demand response trips are provided under 

contracts with local agencies supporting various populations. 
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6 PEER SYSTEMS 

This section provides an overview of agencies that provide service to a similar area and 

population as CATS.  Cherokee County has an area of 434 square miles and a 2010 Census 

population of 214,436.  The following table shows similar systems and their operating fund 

sources, according to 2013 National Transit Database (NTD) Data.  

Peers were selected who met the following criteria: 

 Served an area between 300 and 600 square miles; 

 Had a population between 200,000 and 250,000 persons; 

 Less than $2 million in operating costs; 

 Operated a maximum of 30 vehicles in peak service. 

The peer systems are listed in Table 6-1: Peer Transit Systems. 

Table 6-1: Peer Transit Systems  
Source: NTD 2013 Reporting Year 

System Location Area 
(Sq.miles) 

Pop. Vehicles 
in Max. 
Service 

Total 
Operating 
Expenses 

Operating Funding 
Sources 

CATS 
Canton, 
GA 

434 214,436 
FR: 2 
DR: 12 

$847,800 

 Fare Revenues – 6% 

 Local Funds – 16% 

 State Funds – 24% 

 Federal Funds – 55% 

Henry 
County 
Transit 

Henry, 
GA 

324 207,360 
FR: n/a 
DR: 26 

$1,646,500 

 Fare Revenues – 5% 

 Local Funds – 36% 

 State Funds – 0% 

 Federal Funds – 59% 

Gaston 
County  

Gastonia, 
NC 

356 208,049 
FR: 1 
DR: 26 

$1,896,900 

 Fare Revenues – 1% 

 Local Funds – 42% 

 State Funds – 14% 

 Federal Funds - 5% 

 Other Funds – 39% 

 

Of these agencies, the one with the most similarities is Gaston County.  This agency provides 

subscription routes throughout the County for human services agencies and provides public 

trips when scheduled in advance.  Gaston County also provides one flex route with service in 

Gastonia, NC and Dallas, NC.  This route provides service on the hour between 7:30 AM and 

3:30 PM.  Deviated service is allowable up to twice per day and must be within ¾ of a mile of 

the fixed route. 

Gaston operates in similar fashion to CATS, with the majority of revenue generated from 

provision of service contracts.  In Gaston, fewer state funds are received because North 
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Carolina awards Section 5311 funds differently, as the program is administered by each state. 

In North Carolina, Section 5311 funds for operating assistance are limited to rural fixed 

and/or flex routes. The state of North Carolina has a separate program with funds allocated 

to each county for human services transportation that can be used to match federal funds, 

including Section 5311 awards.  

Gaston provides over $700,000 in general funds from the County without a dedicated transit 

funding source for the services and does not qualify for Table 3A Section 5307 operating funds 

at the federal level because it has not been reporting its flex route for three years. The large 

number of funds from “Other” sources are due to contracted subscription services for local 

agencies. The fare for Gaston County’s demand response services is provided free of charge 

to the public and the flex route costs $1.00 per trip. 

As a way to reduce overall costs, Gaston County is currently looking to expand the use of CNG 

vehicles as a means to reduce operating costs and examining the potential of raising fares. In 

addition to directly providing trips, Gaston County also outsources trips it cannot provide to 

additional providers or the fixed route agency that provides separate services within the City 

of Gastonia, the County seat. Gaston provides approximately twice as many trips, but puts 

more than twice as many local funds into the annual budget from the general fund than 

Cherokee County. 

Henry County is similar to CATS with regards to described criteria but also because it is 

located in the Atlanta Region and subjected to the same requirements for Section 5311 funds 

by GDOT.  While Henry does not provide any fixed route services, its demand response 

provides services to the general public countywide.  Henry County provides more local funds 

for transit without a local dedicated funding source. 

Cherokee County and CATS are relatively unique in that they serve such a large area with low 

density, yet are still considered urban based on the proximity to Atlanta, GA.  Currently, 

Cherokee County is providing less proportionately from County general funds to support local 

transit than these peer systems. 
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7 PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING TRANSIT 

To support the development of the transit needs assessment for Cherokee County, a 

preliminary round of Open House sessions were held to both inform the public of project 

progress and gather input for transit-related projects and services.  The Open House sessions 

were performed as part of the overall public outreach for the Cherokee County 

Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP) on March 24, 2015 and March 26, 2015. 

Attendees were invited to participate in a funding prioritization activity in which they were 

asked to distribute $10 million among six transportation categories, including transit.  This 

activity was completed by attendees from both meetings and an online survey.  Table 7-1 

includes the aggregated allocation of the hypothetical transportation funding. 

Table 7-1: Transportation Funding Activity Results 

Session Transit Funding Allocation Total Funding Allocated 

Open House, March 24, 2015 11.9% $483 million 

Open House, March 26, 2015 15.2% $230 million 

Online Survey 3.8% $240 million 

Overall 10.7% $953 million 

 

Overall, transit received the lowest amount of allocated funding through this exercise, with 

only 10.7% of the hypothetical amount.  It is no surprise that the session with the highest 

percentage of funding allocated for transit was in Woodstock.  Woodstock, as previously 

discussed, is the area with the highest transit propensity throughout the County. 

In addition to this activity, attendees and online survey participants were invited to share 

their own comments regarding the overall CTP.  Attendees and participants who did leave 

comments regarding transit stressed the need for more services.  Recorded comments 

included the following sentiments: 

 “We need a specific route transit system county-wide”; 

 “Lack of public transportation throughout the County between population centers is a 

significant barrier to employment for many citizens”; 

 “We need alternative modes of transportation.  Trails and mass transit”; 

 Public transit is important.  The younger generation is trending towards walkable 

communities where a car is not absolutely vital.  Funds need to go for public transit no 

new roads”; 

 “I would like to see more money spent on public transit than on new road 

construction.” 

In addition, through conversations with consultant project representatives, attention was 

brought to the transportation needs of the unemployed.  A representative from Must 
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Ministries described that placing unemployed persons residing in Cherokee County is 

extremely limited if they do not own a personal vehicle. 

While there were fewer comments regarding transit than other modes of transportation, no 

recorded comments were directly against the expansion of transit services.  However, the key 

barrier to transit expansion will be funding.  While transit is a need, especially for those who 

do not have access to other transportation modes, it was the lowest priority based on the 

funding allocation activity.  Therefore, in addition to identifying the mobility needs of 

Cherokee County residents, it is critical to recognize the need to recommend cost effective 

changes and/or expansions to the CATS system. 
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8 IDENTIFIED NEEDS WITHIN CHEROKEE COUNTY 

Based on the assessment of existing services, demographics within the County, and spatial 

analysis of key destinations/activity centers, the following needs have been identified: 

 Increased services in Woodstock 

The increased density, demographic transit propensity, land use, senior communities 

(in operation and under construction), as well as the number of activity/medical 

centers in and around Woodstock warrant increased transit services.  These services 

could be provided by fixed route(s), flex route(s), and/or increased demand response 

vehicles in the area.  Specific recommendations will be examined in following reports.  

While there are 5307 capital funds available for new service, it will be important to 

identify long-term operations funding sources for any newly proposed service. 

 

 Connection between Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock 

While Woodstock has the area with the highest overall transit propensity and need for 

mobility within its borders, there is also a need for additional connections throughout 

Cherokee County.  Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock were home to the highest 

transit propensity scores, with particularly dense low-income and zero-vehicle 

populations in Canton and Holly Springs.   These three cities have the highest 

population (1,000+/square mile) and employment (250-2,000 jobs/square mile) 

densities of the County and are all home to major medical facilities, along with a 

greater mix of land uses than the rest of the County. The ability to move between 

cities would greatly increase the accessibility of the County’s major cities, particularly 

when one considers that over 28% of demand response trips were made between 

Canton and Woodstock alone. 

 

 Transit connections across county lines 

The significant number of daily trips between Cherokee County and northern Cobb 

County as well as between Cherokee County and North Fulton indicate a need for 

increased mobility options.  Accessing these areas via transit requires multiple 

transfers across multiple systems that do not currently share fare transfers.  Direct 

connections would increase mobility to the employment in those areas.  This would 

also provide alternative mode options, seeing as less than one percent of all trips 

between Cherokee and Cobb/Fulton Counties are taken via transit. 

 

 Regional fare/transfer interconnectivity 

There are a significant number of overall trips and commuting trips to/from Cobb and 

Fulton Counties.  Both of these bordering counties have transit services, but they do 

not provide any connection to/from Cherokee County.  Providing these connections 

would provide more accessibility to these bordering counties, especially from the 

southern portion of Cherokee County, where the demographics have the highest transit 
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propensity.  Connecting with regional transit providers may require a new fare system 

that can accept regional fare products and allow transfers between different transit 

operators, as is currently provided through the BREEZE system which facilitates 

seamless transfers between GRTA, Cobb Community Transit, and MARTA.  Currently, 

CATS is conducting a fare policy assessment to identify whether prices are in line with 

similar transit providers in the region. 

 

 Additional operating funds 

The changing population and eligibility for CATS requires additional funding sources to 

cover operation costs.  It is anticipated that the Cherokee County general fund will be 

unable to increase its contribution to the CATS budget (approximately $200,000 per 

year).  Countywide, CATS has to turn down requests for service for the general public 

based on restraints of trip distances, and available drivers for each day.  To increase 

service would require additional funds to cover drivers, maintenance, fuel, and all 

associated costs. 

 

 Additional funds to match available federal capital funds 

As discussed, Cherokee County has Section 5307 funds available for use in capital 

projects, with a local match of 20% or less depending on the project.  However, 

identifying matching funds is difficult, with all available funds being used to match 

federal and state funds for operations.  Potential income from the new House Bill 170 

could potentially be all or partially used for capital expenditures. 

 

 Improved real-time customer information 

While CATS is a relatively small transit system, there is still a need to improve the 

arrival information for customers.  Travelers on the fixed route would benefit from 

real-time information to arrive at fixed stops accordingly and not worry about missing 

a bus and waiting an hour for the next one.  Demand response customers could track 

when drivers are approaching and be ready to board as the vehicle arrives.  

Additionally, generating the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data would 

allow CATS to integrate with existing regional real-time transit applications and easily 

track vehicles and on-time performance system-wide. 

 

 Improved stop amenities 

While amenities are not the highest priority in a transit system, they can often 

improve the rider experience and satisfaction.  Throughout the CATS system, 

customers would benefit from increasing the number of stops with shelters, adding 

trash cans to reduce littering at stops, and additional information on stop signs.  

Working in tandem with the need of improved customer information, signs could 

provide stop-level schedules or links to any real-time data provided.  CATS has Section 

5307 funds available for capital expenditures, which will be examined for potential 

use to upgrade CATS amenities. 
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 Track and increase choice ridership 

Based on a national survey of 11,842 respondents in 46 metropolitan statistical areas 

(including the Atlanta region), the most important factors for increasing choice 

ridership are travel time and reliability2.  For all transit services in Cherokee County, 

this would mean increasing service frequency for fixed routes and the number of 

vehicles for demand response to provide travel times that can compete with personal 

vehicles throughout the County.  Based on the demographic information provided by 

CATS, it is difficult to identify and categorize riders as choice or dependent.  A 

comprehensive survey with questions about income, vehicle availability, and ability to 

drive would provide accurate insight into why riders are choosing (or not choosing) to 

use CATS for their trips.  As Cherokee County continues to grow in population and 

density, this will be a key statistic to track and identify areas to increase service 

where applicable and affordable to do so. 

While there was discussion of expanding service hours to allow for transfers from CATS 

services to GRTA Xpress routes, this has not been identified as a need for the County.  The 

demographics of riders for each service as well as the trip purposes are very different, as the 

services cater towards different types of riders.  There is parking available at both park and 

ride lots (Canton and Woodstock), and demographics of GRTA Xpress riders indicate that they 

generally do have a vehicle available.  A connection between the two services would require 

extension of hours for the fixed routes and for demand response for potential riders 

throughout the County to access the park and ride stops. 

 

                                            
2 Who’s On Board 2014: Mobility Attitudes Survey, Transit Center, 2014 
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9 NEXT STEPS 

Based on the needs identified in this document, the Parsons Brinckerhoff team will work with 

CATS and Cherokee County to identify three scenarios for evaluation and develop an 

evaluation framework to identify the recommendations that would provide the most benefit 

to the county and address its goals. The evaluation will include the following three scenarios: 

1. Do Nothing Scenario: services will remain the same in the projected ten year future, 

2. Operational Cost Restrictive Scenario: this scenario will include services that will not 

exceed the anticipated operations funding eligibility and current funding levels from 

the Cherokee County general fund, 

3. Meeting Needs Scenario: this scenario will include service expansion to address all 

identified needs, but may require additional costs. 

To evaluate the scenarios and select the one that is most consistent with the county’s goals 

and funding availability, the Parsons Brinckerhoff team will work with county representatives 

to identify performance measures and priorities.  The evaluation framework will include 

county priorities, such as service coverage, financial sustainability, projected ridership, and 

other measures to be determined with the county. In this way, all three scenarios will be 

evaluated and take into account both transit needs and financial realities.  Recommendations 

will be presented for the next ten years and will include an implementation plan for any 

changes and/or additions to the system. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Cherokee Area Transportation System (CATS) Sustainable Transit Plan Final Report is the 

final document for the portion of the Cherokee County Comprehensive Transportation Plan 

(CTP) focused on transit. This document lays out a short-term program of projects and a long-

term vision for transit, with particular attention paid to estimating future revenue sources, 

reducing costs to Cherokee County, and envisioning a system to meet County needs. This 

document details the analysis performed to identify projects and scenarios, evaluate future 

alternatives, and select final recommendations. 

The goal of this plan is to provide a detailed assessment, evaluation, and recommendations 

for CATS regarding service area, configuration, transit services, operational effectiveness, 

and financial sustainability. As of the 2010 U.S. Census, Cherokee County is now considered 

more urban than rural based on total population, affecting CATS’s eligibility for federal 

operating assistance for its current demand response service. This plan reviews eligibility 

requirements for available funding sources, and provides detailed cost estimates, revenue 

estimates, and strategies for CATS to reduce local costs. 

The process for the Transit Sustainability Plan is similar to that of the CTP. First, a detailed 

assessment of the county and transit system was conducted to document the existing transit 

services, demographic conditions, and identify transit-specific needs in Cherokee County. 

These findings were documented in the CATS Baseline Conditions and Needs Assessment 

Report. Based on these identified needs, this document develops potential projects and 

scenarios, evaluates scenarios with regards to performance and cost, and makes final 

recommendations for the CATS system, considering both short- and long-term timeframes. 

Included in the final recommendations are a list of projects, an implementation plan for new 

services, and a long range vision for CATS to expand as Cherokee County continues to grow. 

The recommended scenario of projects was developed to respond directly to transit needs, 

consider public input, improve performance, and be financially feasible. This began by 

addressing the transit needs identified in the CATS Baseline Conditions and Needs 

Assessment, as listed below: 

1. Increase services in Woodstock; 

2. Connection between Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock; 

3. Transit connections across county lines; 

4. Regional fare/transfer interconnectivity; 

5. Improve real-time customer information; 

6. Improve stop amenities; 

7. Track and increase future choice ridership; 

8. Additional operating funds; and 

9. Additional funds to match available federal capital funds. 

In response to these needs, a list of potential projects was developed. These projects were 

presented to the public through an online survey as well as two open house public meetings. 
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Based on public input, conversations with County officials, and how projects addressed 

identified needs, three scenarios of projects were developed to compare service and annual 

costs. The three scenarios include a base scenario, assuming no changes in service, a 

moderate investment scenario including projects highly supported by the public and a high 

investment scenario including all projects. The scenarios and projects included in each can be 

seen in the table below. 

Table ES-1: Projects Included in Each Scenario 

Project 
Base 

Scenario 

Moderate 
Investment 

Scenario 

High 
Investment 

Scenario 

Service Levels 

Increased Service Hours for CATS Routes 100 & 200 X   
Increased Demand Response Fleet X   
Additional Stops with Shelters X   
Connectivity 

New Flex Route in Woodstock X   
New Route Connecting Woodstock and Canton X X  
Technology 

Participation in OneBusAway Real-Time Mobile Application X   
Upgraded Fare Collection System X X  
= Project Included in Scenario, X = Project not included in Scenario 

To compare these three scenarios, a two-tiered evaluation process was used assessing 

performance and affordability for each scenario. The performance evaluation uses 

quantifiable measures derived from the overall CTP goals and objectives as they relate to 

transit as well as transit efficiency statistics. Data used in this evaluation are from spatial 

analysis or the regional travel demand model optimized for Cherokee County. A list of 

performance measures, needs addressed, and data sources follows. 
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Table ES-2: Performance Measures 

Project 
Evaluation 
Criteria  

Needs  Performance Measure Data Source 

Increase 
Market 
Coverage 

1,2  % of population within 0.5 miles of 
fixed/flex stops 

 % of low income population within 
0.5 miles of fixed/flex stops 

 Based on current population 
values and future values from 
regional model (2040) 

Improve 
Connectivity  

2,3  # of 55+ communities within 0.5 
miles of fixed/flex stops 

 # of medical facilities within 0.5 
miles of fixed/flex stops 

 # of regional activity centers within 
0.5 miles of fixed/flex stops 

 Based on identified activity 
and medical center locations 

Increase 
Ridership 

7  Estimated total ridership fixed/flex 
routes 

 Fixed/flex vehicle revenue hours) 

 Model for current and year 
2040 

 Current/planned in scenario 

Amenities/ 
Technology 

4,5,6  % of stops with amenities (bench, 
shelter, etc.) 

 Availability of real-time mobile 
application 

 Availability of regional transfers 

 Current vs. planned in 
scenario 

 Yes/No 
 

 Yes/No 

With regard to performance, the high investment scenario provided service to the largest 

coverage area, connected to the most activity centers, is anticipated to produce the highest 

ridership, and adds the most amenities to the system. However, the greatest marginal change 

in performance for increasing coverage, improving connectivity and increasing ridership, is 

between the base scenario and the moderate investment. For a 41% increase in operations 

costs and 13% increase in contributions from Cherokee County, the service area doubles for 

both the whole population and low income population. Additionally, the number of activity 

centers served doubles, and ridership is predicted to more than double. The reason for this is 

the moderate investment provides transit services to a whole new area of the County. 

Whereas, the additional service in the high investment scenario connects the existing Canton 

services to the new services in Woodstock. 

The three performance measures used for affordability are listed below. All were calculated 

using 2014 dollars. The results from this analysis can be seen in Figure ES-1. 

 Average Annual Capital Costs: This cost is averaged out over the next ten years and 

will fluctuate based on the number of vehicles replaced each year. This includes new 

purchases as well as preventative maintenance costs. 

 Average Annual Operating Costs: This is an estimated cost to provide the amount of 

service described in each scenario.  

 Percent of Regional Vehicle Revenue Hour (VRH): This number was estimated for all 

scenarios utilizing data the FTA used to calculate the FY 2015 Table 3A operating 

assistance for small systems. 
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Figure ES-1: Projects Included in Each Scenario 

The major hurdle to increasing services is the annual operations cost. As of FY 2014, 

Cherokee County provides approximately $200,000 to CATS each year from its general 

fund. Federal funds for operations require a 50% match, while capital funds only require a 

20% match. Both types of grants require a local match currently provided by the Cherokee 

County general fund and Department of Human Services (DHS) service contracts. The high 

investment scenario provides more VRHs, therefore qualifying CATS for the highest FTA 

Section 5307 operating assistance award, but the extra operating assistance amount would 

not make up for the additional operations expenses incurred by those additional services. 

Table ES-3 below shows the estimated annual contribution required by CATS. 

Table ES-3: Cherokee Annual Investment in CATS 

Scenario 
Cherokee 
Annual 
Contribution 

Current $200,000 

Base $268,400  

Moderate $302,500  

High $412,600  

Even for the base scenario, Cherokee County’s contribution will increase from its current 

level of $200,000, because of the County’s change in designation from completely rural to 

a combination of rural and urban. This designation change has altered awards for the 

sources of operating assistance. Continuing existing services will cost the County 

approximately $268,400. By increasing that amount to $302,500 per year, CATS will be 
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able to expand both the fixed and demand response services. This is a difference between 

scenarios of $34,100. The service expansion will qualify CATS for additional Section 5307 

operating assistance, increase revenue from service contracts because of their higher 

demand response capacity, and bring in more fare revenue from the area in the County 

with the highest transit propensity. The large jump between the Moderate and High 

investment Scenarios is because the services provided are expanded, while the estimated 

revenue sources increase only slightly. The High Investment Scenario also includes the 

high capital costs for a new, upgraded fare payment system. 

Cost estimates indicate that even for the base scenario, which includes no system 

expansion; Cherokee County will have to invest more in annual costs than the current 

level of approximately $200,000 per year because of the reduction in award from the 

Section 5311 program. Expanding fixed/flex services will increase eligibility for federal 

operating assistance through the Section 5307 program. Increasing demand response 

capacity would allow CATS to provide more trips and generate additional public fares and 

revenue through provision of service contracts. While fares are not the main source of 

funding for CATS, these services will also increase farebox revenue. Considering all of 

this, Figure ES-2 displays all leveraged funding for each scenario in relation to the 

investment required by Cherokee County. 

 

Figure ES-2: Leveraged Funds 

Based on Figure ES-2, it is clear that between the scenarios, there is a significant increase in 

total costs, but the amount contributed by the County increases less dramatically (dark blue 

color in Figure ES-2), especially between the base and moderate investment scenarios. 
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Because of the service expansion, CATS can expect to see more available funds from Section 

5311, Section 5307, service contracts, and fare revenue, and to a lesser scale, Section 5311 

funding in the moderate scenario than in the base. However, the funds from Section 5311 and 

service contracts remain the same between the moderate and high investment scenarios, with 

smaller increases in Section 5307 operating assistance and fare revenues. This requires the 

significant increase in contribution from Cherokee County to cover the additional costs. To 

address the rise in local cost to Cherokee County, this document identifies multiple strategies 

to either generate funds that are eligible to be used on operating and reduce operations costs 

overall. Employing a combination of the strategies in the following table would reduce the 

amount needed from the Cherokee County general fund. These strategies are included in the 

table below along with their potential savings to the County. 

Table ES-4: Potential Strategies to Reduce County Contribution 

Strategy 
Potential Annual 

Savings 

Use SPLOST* Funds for Matching Federal 
Dollars for Capital Expenditures 

$66,500 

Increasing Fixed/Flex Route Fares $6,200 

Increasing Demand Response Fares $2,850 

Use CNG Buses Throughout System $40,000 

Contributions from Cities (Canton & 
Woodstock) 

$20,000 

POTENTIAL TOTAL $135,550 

 

Considering the needs of Cherokee County, funding availability, public opinion, and 

discussions with Cherokee County, the recommended scenario is the moderate investment. In 

this scenario, CATS will be able to add flex services and implement amenity upgrades at high 

volume stops. Additionally, CATS will expand demand response service and increase capacity. 

The 13% increase in investment by Cherokee County between the base and moderate 

investment scenarios will expand the system by almost doubling the service area, and 

maximizing outside revenues for the system. Providing a flex service in Woodstock will almost 

quadruple CATS ridership of fixed/flex routes according to the model, as discussed in detail in 

Section 6.3.3. High ridership in the model output shows the need for transit and will expand 

mobility options for County residents.  

The full list of projects included in the recommended scenario and proposed implementation 

plan are shown below in Table ES-5. 

                                            
* Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax 
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Table ES-5: Anticipated Implementation Plan 

Anticipated Implementation Plan 

Project Implementation 

New Flex Route 
  
  

FY 2016: Marketing and Detailed Plans 

FY 2017: Procure Vehicles, install fixed stops,  and hire additional drivers 

FY 2018: Begin service 

Additional Demand 
Response Vehicles 

One additional vehicle each FY: 2016, 2017, 2018 

New Bus Shelters 
  

FY 2016: 1 new shelter along Canton Routes 

FY 2017: 2 new shelters at fixed stops in Woodstock 

OneBusAway & Stop Signs FY 2016 

Potential Add-On Project  Implementation 

Voucher Program FY 2016 or FY 2017 based on capital funding availability 

Cobb connection across 
county lines 

FY 2016: Coordinate with MARTA and CCT, using the MARTA-CCT agreement 
as starting point 

Phased implementation of the new Woodstock flex route as well as the expanded demand 

response fleet are rolled out over the next three fiscal years. This allows CATS time to market 

the new service, procure two new vehicles for its operation, and finally begin services in FY 

2018.  

Expansion of the demand response fleet is proposed to take place over the next three fiscal 

years. By incrementally increasing the capacity of the system, CATS can opt to not continue 

to expand the fleet if it finds that with the addition of one or two additional vehicles the 

system is no longer operating at capacity. Additional demand response vehicles will slightly 

increase the estimated annual funds from Section 5311, assuming the new vehicles provide 

service to the same proportion of rural areas as current services, and will increase revenue 

from service contracts by providing more trips. However, this will also increase the estimated 

overall operation costs. 

In the upcoming fiscal year, CATS can focus on installing a new shelter along the existing 

routes and coordinating with ARC to participate in the regional bus stop signage and 

OneBusAway programs. Additional shelters are recommended for the new flex route stops to 

provide amenities for the new service and increase visibility. 

According to ARC projections, Cherokee County’s population will almost double, reaching 

approximately 400,000 by the year 2040. With Lake Allatoona and the Appalachian foothills 

constraining development in the northern and western half of the County, it is likely that the 

area around Woodstock will continue to see much of that projected growth, increasing 

density in the area. With these increases in population and density, CATS will need to 

continue to grow to meet the local travel needs of its constituents. Should the Woodstock flex 

route grow in demand and popularity, the route may need to become fixed and provide more 

frequent service and potentially longer service hours instead of allowing deviations from the 

route. 

In the long range, CATS should consider implementing the connector service between Canton 

and Woodstock as well as explore potential fixed connections across county lines, particularly 
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to Cobb and North Fulton Counties as demand across county lines continues to grow and 

opportunities for connecting with fixed routes from CCT and/or MARTA arise. When ARC 

makes its final recommendations for regional fare policy and technology, this will make 

transfers between systems easier for the traveling public. 

While the change in available operating funds through the Section 5311 program created a 

greater need for local funds to support CATS, CATS was uniquely situated in that it is eligible 

for FTA Table 3A operating assistance. Because of this, CATS will not have to find any 

temporary funding sources, but can plan for the future and utilize Section 5307 operating 

assistance in the current fiscal year to partially replace the Section 5311 revenue stream that 

has been reduced. This, combined with the recommended strategies for reducing the 

financial burden on Cherokee County will allow CATS to grow with the County without having 

a strained budget. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As part of the Cherokee County Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP), Cherokee County is 

developing a Transit Sustainability Plan. This Transit Sustainability Plan Final Report lays out 

a short-term, fiscally conscious plan for the Cherokee Area Transit System (CATS) and a long-

term vision for transit. This document details the analysis performed to identify projects and 

scenarios, evaluates future alternatives for CATS, and includes final recommendations. 

The goal of the Transit Sustainability Plan is to provide a detailed assessment, evaluation, 

and recommendations for CATS in terms of overall system service area, configuration, transit 

services provided, operational effectiveness, and financial sustainability. As of the 2010 U.S. 

Census results, Cherokee County is now considered more urban than rural, based on total 

population, affecting CATS’s eligibility for federal operating assistance. This plan reviews 

eligibility requirements for available funding sources, and provides recommendations 

including detailed cost estimates for CATS to plan for the future and address any cost 

increases associated with maintaining and/or growing the system. 

The process for developing the Transit Sustainability Plan is similar to that of the CTP. First, 

a detailed assessment of the County and transit system was conducted to document the 

existing conditions in Cherokee County and identify transit-specific needs. These findings 

were documented in the CATS Baseline Conditions and Needs Assessment Report. Based on 

these identified needs, this document develops potential projects and scenarios, evaluates 

scenarios with regards to performance and cost, and makes final recommendations for the 

CATS system, considering both short- and long-term timeframes. Included in the final 

recommendations are a list of projects and descriptions, a short-term implementation plan 

for new services, and a long range vision for CATS to expand as Cherokee County continues to 

grow. 
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2 SUMMARY OF AND IDENTIFIED NEEDS 

Development of the scenarios and potential projects were in response to specific transit 

needs previously identified in the Transit Baseline Conditions and Needs Assessment Report. 

These transit needs were identified based on countywide demographics, population data, 

employment data, activity centers, land use, origin-destination data from the demand 

response services, and public input. Needs are listed below and will be used to develop 

performance measures as well as compare and evaluate potential transit scenarios and 

projects. 

1. Increase services in Woodstock 

The increased density, demographic transit propensity, land use, senior communities 

(in operation and under construction), as well as the number of activity/medical 

centers in and around Woodstock warrant increased transit services.   

 

2. Connection between Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock 

Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock are the areas with the highest transit propensity 

scores, with particularly dense low-income and zero-vehicle populations in Canton and 

Woodstock. The ability to move between cities would greatly increase the accessibility 

of the County’s major cities, particularly when one considers that over 28% of demand 

response trips were made between Canton and Woodstock alone. 

 

3. Transit connections across county lines 

The significant number of total daily trips between Cherokee County and northern 

Cobb County (176,000) as well as between Cherokee County and North Fulton (88,000)* 

indicate a need for increased mobility options. These numbers include all travel 

modes, but the only transit option currently available is Xpress from Cherokee County 

to Fulton County, therefore the significant majority of these trips are taken in 

personal vehicles. Direct transit connections would increase mobility to the 

employment in those areas.   

 

4. Regional fare/transfer interconnectivity 

Connecting with regional transit providers may require a new fare system that can 

accept regional fare products and allow transfers between different transit operators, 

as is currently provided through the BREEZE system which facilitates seamless 

transfers between Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA), Cobb Community 

Transit, and Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA).  

 

                                            
* Based on the ARC regional travel demand model, 2015, with adjusted TAZs for Cherokee County  
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5. Improve real-time customer information 

Travelers on the fixed route would benefit from real-time information to arrive at 

fixed stops accordingly.  Demand response customers could track when drivers are 

approaching and be ready to board as the vehicle arrives, potentially reducing wait 

time. 

 

6. Improve stop amenities 

Throughout the CATS system, customers would benefit from increasing the number of 

stops with shelters, adding trash cans to reduce littering at stops, and additional 

information on signs at stops. 

 

7. Track and increase future choice ridership 

A comprehensive survey with questions about income, vehicle availability, and ability 

to drive would provide accurate insight into why riders are choosing (or not choosing) 

to use CATS for their trips.  

 

8. Additional operating funds 

Countywide, CATS has to turn down requests for service for the general public based 

on restraints of trip distances and available drivers for each day.  To increase service 

would require additional funds to cover drivers, maintenance, fuel, and all associated 

costs. 

 

9. Additional funds to match available federal capital funds 

Cherokee County receives annual apportionments through Federal Transit 

Administration (FTA) Section 5307 totaling $680,000 per year. Even though these funds 

require only a 20% local match, it is difficult for Cherokee County to identify enough 

local funds to provide the match. 

Needs 8 and 9 were added to highlight the need for sustainable funding sources, especially as 

the County continues to grow. The Peer Review discussed in the Transit Baseline Conditions 

and Needs Assessment Report included two peer agencies, Henry County, GA and Gaston 

County, NC. While Henry County, GA is having the same funding issues as CATS, considering 

the funding sources of Gaston County sheds light on how other states and counties fund and 

organize county-provided transit. Recall that in North Carolina, Section 5311 operating 

assistance cannot be used for demand response services, and Gaston County provides a larger 

local portion than Cherokee. To reduce the local contribution, Gaston County is planning to 

pursue compressed natural gas (CNG) vehicles as a means to save on operations costs and 

reduce emissions, according to their current County budget plan. 

While this study will provide detailed cost and revenue estimates, it is important for CATS to 

consider additional local sources and investments to reduce operations costs in the future. 

Section 11 examines potential ways for CATS to address the growing gap between costs and 

revenues as funding eligibility changes. 
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3 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

Public input is essential to provide a system that meets public needs and considers their 

priorities. Seven transit project concepts, based directly on identified needs, were presented 

to the public through open house public meetings and within an online survey. Through these 

two media, Cherokee County residents were provided with an overview of existing conditions 

and identified needs. They were then asked to select the two transit projects they believed 

were the most important for the County from the provided list. 

Table 3-1 shows rankings for each project based on public responses. The two most popular 

projects were the two that added new service areas to the system. The flexible route in 

Woodstock was ranked the highest priority by the public, followed by a new fixed route 

connecting Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock. 

Table 3-1: Transit Public Involvement Summary 

Potential Transit Service Projects Public Priority 
Ranking 

New Flexible Route (Woodstock) 1 

New Fixed Route (Canton-Holly Springs-Woodstock) 2 

New Stop Amenities 3 

Additional Demand Response Vehicles 4 

Extended Service Hours for CATS 5 

New Fare Payment System 6 

Real-time Vehicle Tracking Technology 7 

Aside from the two projects that add new fixed/flex transit services, stop amenities received 

the highest number of votes, beating out additional demand response service or real-time 

tracking technology. In talking with public meeting attendees, benches and shelters were 

important when waiting for the bus, especially because of the 60 minute headways on the 

fixed routes. Bus stop infrastructure, such as signs, benches, and shelters, can provide the 

system with more visibility. Additional demand response capacity was ranked fourth despite 

the fact that many public meeting attendees were unaware of the service. The two projects 

with the lowest priority were the real time vehicle tracking technology and the new fare 

payment system. 

Additional comments, left via conversations and comment forms, mentioned expanding 

parking capacity at GRTA park and ride lots, providing nighttime service to downtown 

Woodstock and the shopping outlets, increasing marketing of available services, and concern 

about joining MARTA. The full quotes from these comments can be found in Appendix A. Along 

with addressing identified needs, project ranking among the public will be used to select 

projects for inclusion in various future scenarios.  
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4 TRANSIT DEFINITIONS & VARIABLES  

This section describes the transit variables considered when identifying scenarios and 

conceptual projects to address transit needs in Cherokee County. Each scenario will differ 

based on the service types and characteristics, infrastructure, and technological capabilities.  

These variables are important because they influence the costs and benefits of each scenario 

and influence service levels. Brief explanations of transit service variables used in the 

scenario identification methodology follow.  

4.1.1 Service Types 

Several types of transit services were considered when identifying service to be included in 

each of the scenarios. Characteristics of each service type are briefly described as follows. 

Local bus service is fixed route service operating along streets in mixed traffic. These services 

are typically found in more dense areas with a mix of land uses. Vehicles have defined stops 

and operate according to a set schedule. An example of this type of service currently 

operating in Cherokee County is the two routes providing service throughout Canton. 

Demand Response/Paratransit service is a curb to curb service that requires a user to 

schedule a ride with the transit operator in advance. This service does not operate on a fixed 

route or schedule. Agencies can limit demand response to seniors, disabled, or open it to the 

general population.  CATS currently operates demand response service throughout the county 

for clients with service contracts and to the general public based on first come, first served 

basis. 

Subscription service is demand response that is focused on providing service to agencies, such 

as the Department of Human Services (DHS), Cherokee Senior Services, and the Cherokee 

Training Center.  Through provision of service contracts, these agencies can book regularly 

scheduled trips for multiple riders to a shared destination. Typically, this results in demand 

response service that operates along similar routes at similar times because the clientele and 

trip purpose do not vary greatly day to day. CATS currently has contracts for this type of 

service with DHS, the Cherokee Training Center, and Cherokee Senior Services. 

Flexible bus service combines the schedule of fixed route service and curb-to-curb 

convenience of demand response with the intent of improving operational efficiency in areas 

with density and demand between general guidelines for fixed routes and demand response 

service. The following list briefly describes ways flexible transit services can be structured: 

 Route Deviation – Service has a fixed route and stops, but the vehicle can deviate from 

the defined route up to a certain distance, typically one half to three quarters of a 

mile up to a specified number of times per hour; 

 Point Deviation – Stops are defined within the service are, but the route is variable.  

The vehicle follows a schedule at designated stops and provides demand responsive 

service within a set area; 

 Demand-Responsive Connector – Demand response service is provided to a common 

point or points, typically a connection to fixed route transit or a popular destination; 
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 Request Stops – A route and stops are defined, but some stops require a request to 

stop; 

 Flexible Route Segments – The vehicle can only deviate during a particular portion of 

the fixed route; 

 Zone Route – Provides demand responsive service in a defined area with no fixed 

stops. 

Throughout the country, flexible public transit services are operated in rural areas with 

densities from 100 to 500 persons per square mile, low to medium density suburbs (500-1,000 

persons per square mile) and medium to high density suburbs (1,000-2,000 persons per square 

mile) where services support non-work trips and remove the need for complementary 

paratransit around potential fixed routes. Cherokee County ranges from sparsely populated 

rural areas to high density suburbs. 

4.1.2 Service Characteristics  

Regardless of type, service characteristics describe how the service operates and the amount 

of service provided. The amount of transit service supplied is determined by when, where, 

and how the service is operated. Typical transit service characteristics include: 

 Hours of operation – the days of the week transit service is provided and the time 

period it is provided. Longer hours of operation generally result in higher expenses but 

allow customers the option of traveling earlier or later. 

 Headways – the time between transit vehicles and frequency of service. Shorter 

headways increase costs, but also positively affect ridership because service is more 

convenient and flexible for riders. Shorter headways also reduce wait times. 

 Transit coverage – the area where transit service is available. A higher number of 

routes and/or stops means fixed route access is available to more of the population. 

Larger coverage areas provide connections to more destinations, but also require more 

drivers and vehicles, which increases costs. 

 Vehicle capacity – larger vehicles can carry more passengers, but have higher capital 

and fuel costs. While these benefit fixed route services, vehicles are often smaller for 

demand response because there are fewer riders at a time to efficiently drop off all 

passengers at their scheduled location. 

During scenario definition, hours of operation, headways, conceptual routes, and vehicle 

types are matched to balance the needs for service and specific constraints of each scenario. 

4.1.3 Amenities 

Transit amenities improve the comfort and experience for riders.  While they are not 

necessary to provide trips, they can improve the perception of the system.  Amenity examples 

include benches and shelters at bus stops. Amenities at stops they can also include scheduling 

and routing information displayed on the signs or shelters. The Atlanta Regional Commission 

(ARC) is currently working on regional recommendations for bus stop signs so that there will 

be regional uniformity, especially where two systems meet. This could be beneficial if CATS 

operates transit service to commuter bus service park and ride lots owned by GRTA. 
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Newer amenities are becoming available as technology progresses and include real time 

information at stops and stations, mobile applications to improve customer information and 

services such as wifi on buses for riders.  These types of additions and upgrades to the system 

can draw a small portion of additional choice riders because they improve the comfort and 

convenience of transit customers. 

4.1.4 Information Technology 

There are multiple hardware and software packages that can improve efficiency of operations 

and information accessibility. On the hardware side, CATS recently upgraded its fleet with 

automatic vehicle locators (AVLs) that use Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) technology to 

track vehicles in real time. 

When placed in vehicles, AVLs track vehicle location in real-time, allowing easy access to 

vehicle locations for dispatchers and providing other opportunities to use the data. AVL 

technology has benefits for all types of service. For fixed routes, the location data can be 

used to track on-time performance and provide realistic schedules based on typical traffic 

patterns throughout the course of the day. For flexible and demand response routes, AVL 

technology provides managers with real-time vehicle locations and allows vehicle manifests to 

change more easily if riders cancel or trips are added. In addition to providing management 

benefits, AVL data can be used in mobile applications or on variable message signs at bus 

stops to inform riders of estimated arrival times. Currently, ARC maintains OneBusAway, a 

mobile application where riders can see if their bus is running on time, early, or late. With 

AVL technology in place, CATS fixed services can be included in OneBusAway for riders to use. 

ARC will add any fixed routes to the application and maintain it for free, making it easier for 

riders to view all services available within the region. This would allow riders along CATS 

routes 100 and 200 to track their bus and have a more accurate estimated time of arrival. 

Fare collection technology allows riders to pay for trips in multiple ways beyond cash or 

checks, which are currently accepted by CATS. Various technologies allow riders to, pay with 

mobile devices, pay with credit cards, or use pre-loaded cards.  These types of payment 

reduce the amount of time spent boarding vehicles because drivers do not collect as many 

cash fares. On the back end, systems allow agencies to efficiently process fare collection. As 

a region, Atlanta is working towards identifying a preferred fare payment system so all transit 

service providers will have compatible fare media and transfers will be seamless across 

agency lines. This is being done through the Regional Fare Study and funded by ARC. 

Currently, riders using two systems for one trip have to purchase separate fares. This regional 

recommendation will play a part in the final recommendations for Cherokee County. 

5 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT 

Three scenarios were developed to compare service and costs between continuing existing 

services, a moderate investment on behalf of Cherokee County, and a high investment that 

addresses all needs. This section provides details of the proposed service, cost estimates, and 

needs addressed for the three scenarios, entitled the Base Scenario, Moderate Investment 

Scenario, and the High Investment Scenario. 
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5.1 Base Scenario: Continue Existing Service 

The base scenario continues current CATS service levels in Cherokee County. Considering a 

scenario where no changes are made is important for comparative purposes during scenario 

evaluation. This scenario provides a baseline comparison for system performance and 

ridership estimates. 

5.1.1 Service & Program of Projects 

Existing services for the base scenario include contracted demand response services, public 

demand response service countywide from 9:00AM to 1:00PM, and fixed routes 100 and 200 in 

Canton from 8:00AM to 4:00PM, with a break between 12:00PM and 1:00PM. This amounts to 

seven hours of daily service for each route. The CATS fixed routes will continue to serve 

existing stops every hour. No amenities or upgrades will be made at CATS bus stop locations.  

The number of demand response vehicles will remain the same. No new vehicles will be 

purchased over the next decade, but vehicles at the end of their useful life will be replaced. 

There will be no technology changes or upgrades to the system. Vanpool services will 

continue to be contracted to Enterprise. Figure 5-1 shows the continuing fixed route service 

provided in this scenario.  
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Figure 5-1: Existing CATS Fixed Route Services 
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5.1.2 Cost Estimates  

To estimate costs over the next ten years for the base scenario, the following assumptions 

were made: 

 All estimates use 2014 dollars; 

 All estimates were rounded to the nearest hundred dollars*; 

 There will be no service changes; 

 There will be no purchases of additional vehicles or equipment aside from 

replacement vehicles; 

 The number of employees (drivers, dispatchers, and staff) will remain the same. 

All estimates with regards to cost, service provision, and modeled future ridership for this 

scenario will provide a baseline for comparison with the two other scenarios. Details for 

individual cost assumptions and calculations can be found in Appendix B. 

5.1.2.1 Operating Costs 

Operating costs for continuing the existing services will remain approximately the same. 

Appendix B includes the itemized costs for operating the CATS system. Assuming no additional 

staff personnel will be hired, current operating costs for the fixed routes and demand 

response services are $183,000 and $743,000 respectively. 

Assumptions also include that the vanpool program will continue at its current FY 2014 level 

of $65,000 and the off-peak transit service for DHS clients will cost approximately $10,000. 

The vanpool funds come from a separate grant for which Cherokee County must provide a 20% 

local match. Off-peak transit services were previously contracted out to Total Care Transport. 

This was a new program in 2013 which was included in the provision of service contracts. As a 

provider for DHS clients, CATS arranged for trips outside of operating hours for certain 

clients. This includes people who have been placed in jobs beginning or ending outside of the 

current operating hours, but have no transportation. These trips were covered 100% by DHS 

separately from the contract revenues for regular demand response service. However, CATS 

no longer contracts with Total Care and are presently unable to provide service outside of 

current regular service hours. 

Considering all of the costs, it is assumed they will remain the same in 2014 dollars for this 

Base Scenario. In total, current operating costs amount to $1,000,400 

5.1.2.2 Capital Costs 

This scenario includes no expansion in service, and therefore no capital costs for expansion. 

However, to continue providing existing services, capital funds will be needed to procure 

replacement vehicles as existing vehicles reach the end of their useful life. Vehicles used by 

CATS are Ford Shuttles for the fixed routes and Goshen GCII for demand response service. 

                                            
* Calculations may have some error associated with rounding. 
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Based on estimates by provided by CATS, replacement fixed route vehicles cost approximately 

$58,000 and replacement vehicles for demand response service cost $52,000. Both fixed route 

and demand response vehicles have wheelchair lifts. 

FTA lifecycle guidelines for cutaway shuttle buses is 4 years/100,000 miles and CATS works to 

replace at 5 years/125,000 miles. In all capital assumptions, vehicles are replaced every 5 

years. CATS is scheduled to replace the fixed route vehicles in FY 2015, so they would only 

need to replace these vehicles once over the next 10 years. The current demand response 

fleet size is twelve and would have to be replaced twice each over the next decade*. Finally, 

capital funds are used for preventative maintenance purposes each year as well, which must 

be accounted for. Table 5-1 provides a summary of capital costs associated with the base 

scenario for the next ten years. 

Table 5-1: Base Scenario Estimated Capital Costs, 2014 Dollars 

Capital Costs Estimated Unit Capital 
Cost  

Total 

Annual Preventative 
Maintenance (10 years) 

$113,750 per year  $1,137,500  

Replacement Fixed Route 
Vehicles (2) 

$58,000 per additional 
fixed route vehicle 

$116,000  

Replacement Demand 
Response Vehicles (24) 

$52,000 per additional 
demand response 
vehicle 

$1,248,000  

Total Capital Costs for next 10 years $2,501,500  

Average Annual Capital Cost $250,150  

The average annual capital costs for continuing existing services totals $250,200. 

5.1.3 Needs Addressed  

Beyond providing service where it already exists, this scenario does not address any unmet 

needs for expanded service, amenity improvements, or technology upgrades.  This scenario 

does continue to serve key clientele, including the Cherokee Training Center and Cherokee 

Senior Center as well as the general public up to the capacity allowed by current scheduling, 

routing and time constraints. 

5.2 Moderate Transit Investment Scenario 

Scenario 2 provides an increase in the amount of transit service in Cherokee County, focusing 

on where needs are greatest according to the market analysis. This includes expanded service 

for the fixed routes in Canton, new services in Woodstock, expanding demand response 

capacity, and increasing amenities in the system. The vanpool and off-peak transit services 

would remain the same. 

                                            
* Assuming an average life of five years, each vehicle would need to be replaced twice in a ten year 
period. 
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5.2.1 Service & Program of Projects 

Under this scenario, the following changes would be made: 

 Expanded service hours for Canton fixed routes; 

 Additional vehicles for demand response service; 

 New flexible service in Woodstock; 

 New bus stop shelters; 

 Participation in OneBusAway through coordination with ARC. 

Canton fixed route services would extend one hour in the morning and in the evening, starting 

at 7AM and ending at 6PM. Expanded hours would provide more flexible travel times for riders 

in the Canton area. Accounting for the hour break in the middle of the day, this would add 

three vehicle revenue hours (VRHs) per day per route. The main purpose of expanding service 

hours are to provide connectivity between the CATS fixed routes and GRTA Xpress park and 

ride lot. While they currently overlap spatially, the coverage hours do not. Additionally, a 

new stop would be added at the Boling Park and Ride Lot. In combination with the extended 

fixed route service hours, this would provide commuters using GRTA Xpress an opportunity to 

transfer between services and potentially take CATS to the lot instead of driving. 

The need for expanded service in Woodstock is prioritized for multiple reasons, as detailed in 

the CATS Baseline Conditions and Needs Assessment Report. Based on demographic analysis, 

Woodstock is the area where the transit propensity is greatest. Woodstock is home to the 

highest density of low income, disabled, elderly, zero-vehicle, and minority populations. The 

mix of land uses, multiple large apartment communities, density of medical offices, and 

concentration of communities for residents aged 55 and up support the need for mobility and 

opportunities for transit connections in the area. Additionally, this was the highest ranked 

project by Cherokee County residents who participated in public open houses and an online 

survey. 

Implementing a flexible service with some defined stops and a flex zone where passengers 

can schedule pick-ups and drop-offs is a cost effective way to address the need. A flexible 

service route is proposed to serve transit needs in and around Woodstock. Flex was selected 

because it can adapt to various needs in the area and be converted to a fixed route at a later 

date when ridership increases. Service hours for the proposed flexible routes are from 9:00AM 

to 5:00PM, with a one hour break between 12:00 AM and 1:00 PM, effectively seven hours of 

service. While the proposed flexible service may accommodate some trips that are currently 

on the demand response service, the amount is likely to be small and will not provide much 

relief to the capacity constraints that system is experiencing. 

As discussed in the CATS Baseline Conditions and Needs Assessment Report, the demand 

response service is at capacity. While the CATS policy is that reservations must be made at 

least 24 hours in advance, often spots are already filled by this time and potential riders can 

be turned away, especially for the general public who are limited to certain times in the 

middle of the day. Customers are urged to schedule trips days in advance. When the system 

fills up, contracted trips receive priority because they must be completed. This reduces the 
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amount of vehicles and times during the day when public trips are provided. Increasing the 

number of vehicles would allow more capacity for public trips during the designated time of 

9:00AM to 1:00PM and either accommodate additional contracted trips or accept limited 

public trips outside the current 9:00AM to 1:00PM timeframe. 

In addition to expanding service, this scenario includes installing new bus shelters at three 

locations. Expanding the number of bus shelters was the highest ranked project except for 

the two that expanded the CATS service area according to the public.  

Finally, this scenario includes partnering with ARC to join OneBusAway. ARC would be 

responsible for maintaining the mobile application and CATS would only be required to 

provide a live general transit feed specification (GTFS). CATS riders would then be able to 

have real-time arrival information on their mobile devices. This would require no capital or 

operations costs to CATS. In tandem with OneBusAway, ARC is looking to replace all bus stop 

signs in the region with ones that conform to a new standard. This would include a number 

and barcode compatible with OneBusAway so riders could walk up to any stop and easily be 

able to find the real-time data for that stop. Figure 5-2 shows examples of ARC standard bus 

stop signs and screenshots from OneBusAway. 

 

Figure 5-2: Example Bus Stop Sign and OneBusAway Screenshots 

5.2.2 Cost Estimates  

Assumptions for cost estimates for a high investment include the following: 

 All estimates will be done in 2014 dollars; 
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 All estimates are rounded to the nearest hundred dollars*; 

 For each new vehicle purchased, associated operations cost estimates include 

maintenance, as well as payroll and benefits for new driver and allocated admin costs. 

All details regarding the calculation of operational and capital cost estimates for additional 

services can be found in Appendix B. 

5.2.2.1 Operation Costs 

Cost estimates for this scenario include the extended hours of operation for the fixed routes 

in Canton, operation of the new flex routes, and operation of additional vehicles in the 

demand response fleet. Table 5-2 provides an overview of all estimated operations costs for 

the ten year life of the Transit Sustainability Plan. 

Table 5-2: Moderate Investment Estimated Operations Cost, 2014 Dollars 

New Service Estimated Unit Annual Cost  Total Annual 
Cost 

Extended Fixed Route 
Service Hours (2) 

$9,300 per additional service 
hour 

$18,600 

New Flex Route 
Operations 

$63,000 per additional flex 
route vehicle (2) 

$126,000 

$28,500 for additional admin 
costs 

$28,500 

Additional Demand 
Response Vehicle 
Operations 

$74,400 per additional 
demand response vehicle (3) 

$223,200 

$18,300 for additional admin 
costs 

$18,300 

Inclusion in regional 
OneBusAway app 

$0   $0 

Total New Operations Costs per Year     $414,600  

Current Operations Costs per Year  $1,000,400  

TOTAL OPERATION COSTS PER YEAR  $1,415,000  

This amounts to a 41% increase in annual operations costs to maintain and expand services for 

the moderate investment scenario.  

5.2.2.2 Capital Costs 

Capital costs for the moderate investment scenario include the annual preventative 

maintenance costs as well as new vehicle purchases and replacement vehicles over the next 

ten years. Table 5-3 provides an overview of capital costs estimated for the next decade for 

the moderate investment scenario. Any annual costs are multiplied by ten to reflect totals 

over the next decade. 

                                            
* Calculations may have some variation associated with rounding 
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It is important to note that capital costs are for the next ten years. This includes the purchase 

of 10 vehicles total, but only 5 additional vehicles will be in service at a time. The 10 vehicles 

used in the capital cost estimate account for replacing these vehicles at some point in the 

next decade. Therefore, only 5 additional vehicles will be in service and this is the number 

reflected in the preventative maintenance estimate. 

Table 5-3: Moderate Investment Capital Cost Summary, 2014 Dollars 

New Service Estimated Unit Capital Cost  Total  

Extended Service Hours 
(2) 

$0 per additional service hour $0  

New Flex Route Vehicles 
(4) 

$58,000 per additional fixed route 
vehicle 

$232,000  

Additional Demand 
Response Vehicles (6) 

$52,000 per additional demand response 
vehicle 

$312,000  

Bus Shelters (3) $50,000  per shelter $150,000  

Additional Preventative 
Maintenance per Vehicle 
(5) 

$7,600 per additional vehicle (fixed 
route or demand response) per year (1) 

$380,000  

Inclusion in Regional 
OneBusAway App 

$0  $0  

Total New Capital Costs $1,074,000  

Total Capital Costs for Replacing Existing Fleet $1,364,000  

Total Existing Fleet Preventative Maintenance Costs for next 10 years $1,137,500  

Total Capital Costs for next 10 years $3,575,500  

AVERAGE ANNUAL CAPITAL COST    $357,550  

This represents a 30% increase in annual capital costs over the base scenario.  

5.2.3 Needs Addressed 

A moderate investment in transit for Cherokee County would provide extended services hours, 

a new service area, and a greater capacity for demand response services. This would address 

the need for increased services in Woodstock and demand response capacity. Growing into a 

more urban system allows CATS to be eligible for additional operating assistance through the 

FTA Section 5307 program to make up for some of the funds they will be losing from the FTA 

Section 5311 program for rural, or non-urbanized areas. 

Because CATS has already implemented AVLs throughout their system, participation in the 

regional OneBusAway mobile application is now possible. This will come at no cost to CATS for 

start-up of the service or maintenance. Additionally, this scenario includes funds to purchase 

and install three new bus shelters within the system. 

5.3 High Transit Investment Scenario 

Finally, the high investment scenario would require the most investment of local funds by 

Cherokee County. 
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5.3.1 Service & Program of Projects 

This scenario builds upon the existing transit and adds services and amenities that address all 

identified needs within Cherokee County. CATS will continue to provide the two fixed routes, 

countywide demand response, vanpools, and off-peak transit service with the following 

additions: 

 Extended service hours on fixed routes 100 and 200 to 7:00AM to 6:00PM; 

 New Flexible service in Woodstock; 

 New Shuttle Route between Canton and Woodstock with stop(s) in Holly Springs; 

 Additional vehicles to expand public demand response service hours and capacity; 

 Additional bus stop amenities; 

 Participation in OneBusAway through coordination with ARC; and 

 Capital funds for an upgraded fare system based on regional recommendations. 

The main differences between this scenario and the moderate investment scenario are the 

new shuttle service between cities and capital funds for an upgraded fares system. This also 

includes a greater number of bus shelters throughout the system. 

The new shuttle service will provide connections between Downtown Canton and Woodstock 

where it will include transfer points to the existing fixed and proposed flex services. The new 

service area will include Downtown Holly Springs as well as the Walmart adjacent to 

downtown Holly Springs. Not only would this connect the two service areas, but it would 

expand CATS’ service coverage even further. This new route would run from 9:00AM until 

5:00PM, with a one hour break for drivers from 12:00PM to 1:00PM. This would be served by 

two vehicles, for a total of fourteen VRH per day for the route. 

Finally, an estimate for an upgraded fare system is included. While ARC has not yet 

determined what technology will be the preferred system, a general capital estimate was 

included to provide CATS an estimate to plan for future regional participation. 

5.3.2 Cost Estimates 

This section provides both the overall cost estimate of the scenario as well as individual cost 

estimates for additional services and capital expenditures for the system. These calculations 

will include the following assumptions. All detailed calculations can be found in Appendix B. 

 All estimates are in 2014 dollars; 

 For each new vehicle purchased, associated operations cost estimates include 

maintenance, as well as payroll and benefits for new driver and allocated 

administration costs. 

5.3.2.1 Operation Costs 

Operation cost estimates includes funds for existing operations costs as well as those of the 

proposed new services. This includes the extended service hours for CATS routes 100 and 200, 

adding a flex route, adding the city connector, and joining OneBusAway with ARC. Table 5-4 

summarizes those costs. 
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Table 5-4: High Investment Scenario Operations Cost, 2014 Dollars 

New Service Estimated Unit Annual Cost Total 
Annual 
Estimated 
Cost 

Extended Service Hours 
(2) 

$9,300 per additional service hour $18,600  

New Flex Route (2) $63,000 per additional fixed route 
vehicle (2) 

$126,000  

$28,500 additional administrative costs $28,500 

Additional Demand 
Response Service (3) 

$74,400 per additional demand 
response vehicle 

$223,200  

$18,300 additional administrative costs $18,300 

New City Connector 
Route (2) 

$63,00 per additional fixed route 
vehicle 

$126,000  

$28,500 additional administrative costs $28,500 

Inclusion in regional 
OneBusAway app 

$0  $0  

Total New Operations Costs per Year $569,100  

Current Operations Costs per Year $1,000,400  

TOTAL OPERATION COSTS PER YEAR $1,569,500  

Compared to current operations costs, this is a 57% increase in annual operations costs over 

the base scenario. 

5.3.2.2 Capital Costs 

A major difference between the moderate and high investment scenarios is the capital costs. 

This scenario makes a higher investment in shelters, as well as accounting for a significant 

investment in new fare collection technology. Estimating the costs of large fare collection 

systems is difficult. Seeing as the system will be regional, the only costs included here are the 

estimates for installing new electronic fareboxes with smartcard readers. These would be 

required for all vehicles. Annual costs for system maintenance will be negotiated between all 

participating operators at a future date. Any annual costs are multiplied by ten to reflect 

totals over the next decade. 

It is important to note that capital costs are for the next ten years. This includes the purchase 

of 14 vehicles total, but only 7 additional vehicles will be in service at a time. The 17 vehicles 

used in the capital cost estimate account for replacing these vehicles at some point in the 

next decade. Therefore, only 7 additional vehicles will be in service and this is the number 

reflected in the preventative maintenance estimate. 
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Table 5-5: High Investment Scenario Capital Cost, 2014 Dollars 

New Service Estimated Unit Capital Cost  Total 
Annual 
Cost 

Extended Service Hours (2) $0 per additional service hour $0  

New Flex Route (4) $52,000 per additional fixed route 
vehicle 

$232,000  

Additional Demand Response 
Vehicles (6) 

$58,000 per additional demand 
response vehicle 

$312,000  

New City Connector Route 
(4) 

$52,000 per additional fixed route 
vehicle 

$232,000  

Bus Shelters (10) $50,000 per shelter $500,000  

Fare Technology Investment 
(20) 

$7,000 per vehicle $140,000  

Additional Preventative 
Maintenance (7) 

$7,600 per additional vehicle (fixed 
route or demand response) each year 
(10) 

$532,000  

Inclusion in Regional 
OneBusAway App 

$0  $0  

Total New Capital Costs $1,948,000  

Total Capital Costs for Replacing Existing Fleet $1,364,000  

Total Existing Fleet Preventative Maintenance Costs for next 10 years $1,137,500  

Total Capital Costs for next 10 years $4,449,500  

AVERAGE ANNUAL CAPITAL COST $   444,950  

This represents a 44% increase in annual capital costs over the base scenario. 

5.3.3 Needs Addressed 

In addition to meeting the needs of the moderate investment scenario, this higher investment 

provides new connections between the cities of Cherokee County and additional investment in 

bus stops and amenities. It also includes working with ARC for inclusion in the regional transit 

mobile application, OneBusAway. 

This higher level of investment also accounts for future investment in upgraded fare 

collection technology and development of a real-time mobile application for customers. This 

would allow CATS riders to be able to use the same fare media as transit agencies throughout 

the region and would be an investment in processing fares that increases convenience for 

riders. 
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6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

The purpose of the performance evaluation is to identify the mobility investment scenario 

that would provide the most benefits to existing and potential users in Cherokee County. This 

evaluation is based only on system performance and how well the scenario addresses needs to 

identify the scenario that provides the most improvement to the CATS system. It does not 

account for costs. 

The performance evaluation is based on measures derived from the overall CTP goals and 

objectives as they relate to transit as well as transit efficiency statistics. In this way, the 

three scenarios will be compared based on quantifiable measures. To recommend a scenario 

that is tied to the countywide CTP, the overarching CTP goals were used to develop related 

transit-supportive performance measures. Data used in this evaluation are from spatial 

analysis or the regional travel demand model optimized for Cherokee County. As part of the 

CTP update, the regional travel demand model was modified to enhance analysis in Cherokee 

County. 

6.1 Overall CTP Goals and Transit Evaluation Criteria 

The overall CTP goals were developed to guide project prioritization and selection.  These 

goals build upon those of the 2008 CTP.  Listed below are the CTP goals for transportation in 

Cherokee County. 

1. Ensure public safety 

2. Increase accessibility and connectivity 

3. Improve mobility and transportation efficiency 

4. Support multiple modes of transportation 

5. Identify and enhance key freight routes in the county 

6. Enhance quality of life and community health 

7. Minimize transportation environmental impacts 

8. Preserve existing transportation facilities 

9. Engage in effective public engagement strategies 

Some of these goals are more applicable to transit than others.  For example, goals 2, 3, and 

4 relate directly to expanding the coverage and accessibility of transit in Cherokee County 

and supporting alternate transportation modes. Using these goals, needs determined in the 

previous report (listed in Section 2), and coordination with Cherokee County, four project 

evaluation criteria were identified as follows: 

 Increase market coverage 

Increasing market coverage expands the population that has access to transit. While 

the whole county currently has access to the demand response service, fixed route 

services cover a smaller portion of the population. Focusing on this criterion will 

support the goals of increasing accessibility, improving mobility efficiency by allowing 

more residents the opportunity to use transit, and improve quality of life by providing 

more options. 
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 Improve connectivity 

This evaluation criterion focuses on transit connections to activity centers in the 

region. This will include town centers, shopping centers, and medical centers, as these 

are the most popular types of trips for the CATS system. Many riders use CATS service 

for medical appointments or dialysis needs. Trips are also taken for social and 

shopping outings, highlighting the importance of connecting these types of activity 

centers. 

 

 Increase ridership 

The criteria of increasing ridership is important for expansion of services. The purpose 

of increasing ridership is to increase the transit mode share and provide mobility 

options in Cherokee County. Scenarios that demonstrate an increase in ridership 

indicate transit services are effectively addressing where residents want and need to 

travel. Additional rides will also generate additional revenue. 

 

 Improve amenities/technology in the system 

Improving amenities and technology in the system is important because they can 

improve the experience for riders at bus stops waiting for the bus, convenient fare 

payment technologies, and real-time information are just a few examples of ways to 

make transit more attractive to potential new riders and increase satisfaction for 

existing ones. Updated technologies can also provide for future transfers and 

connections to transit systems in bordering counties. 

Together, these performance criteria will be used to compare scenarios. 

6.2 Performance Measures 

Specific, quantifiable performance measures were developed with the County that support 

each of the identified evaluation criteria. These performance measures will compare the 

three scenarios to show how well each one meets the identified transit needs within the 

county. 

Section 2 details the needs identified in the previous report that are listed below. Note that 

the need for additional funding types are not included as costs will be evaluated in Section 7. 

1. Increased services in Woodstock 

2. Connection between Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock 

3. Transit connections across county lines 

4. Regional fare/transfer interconnectivity 

5. Improved real-time customer information 

6. Improved stop amenities 

7. Track and increase choice ridership 

Table 6-1 lists the criteria, needs they respond to, performance measures, and data source 

for the metrics. These performance measures were focused on measuring how well scenarios 
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address the needs and criteria identified for Cherokee County, but that are also measurable 

with available data. 

Table 6-1: Transit Performance Measures 

Project 
Evaluation 
Criteria  

Needs 
Addressed 

Performance Measure Data Source 

Increase Market 
Coverage 

1,2  % of population within 0.5 miles of 
fixed/flex stops 

 % of low income population within 
0.5 miles of fixed/flex stops 

 Based on current 
population values and 
future values from 
regional model (2040) 

Improve 
Connectivity  

2,3  # of 55+ communities within 0.5 miles 
of fixed/flex stops 

 # of medical facilities within 0.5 
miles of fixed/flex stops 

 # of regional activity centers within 
0.5 miles of fixed/flex stops 

 Based on identified 
activity and medical 
center locations 

Increase 
Ridership 

7  Estimated total ridership fixed/flex 
routes 

 Fixed/flex vehicle revenue hours) 

 Model for current and 
year 2040 

 Current/planned in 
scenario 

Amenities/ 
Technology 

4,5,6  % of stops with amenities (bench, 
shelter, etc.) 

 Availability of real-time mobile 
application 

 Availability of regional transfers 

 Current vs. planned in 
scenario 

 Yes/No 
 

 Yes/No 

Increasing market coverage in Cherokee County is about providing transit access to more 

residents.  These performance measures focus on the populations that will be within typical 

walking distance to transit. The two measures are broken into the general population and the 

low income population to show appeal for new choice riders and show coverage where the 

potentially dependent populations are. 

Connectivity within Cherokee County is focused on the popular destinations served by the 

current demand response services, including the key activity centers and medical facilities.  

Activity centers will include regionally designated town/city centers as well as local popular 

shopping destinations. This will also include senior communities, two of which were in the top 

five most popular origin/destinations of the demand response service last year. 

Increasing ridership in the system will be measured by projected ridership as well as the 

efficiency of moving riders. A higher average vehicle load will show that vehicles are being 

used to their capacity and providing service efficiently. Due to modeling limitations, this will 

be performed only on the fixed route services. 

Performance measures for the amenities/technology criterion simply measure the capabilities 

of the system. These can be used to compare with scenarios provide for investment in the 

various system upgrades. 
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6.3 Scenario Evaluation 

This section provides the performance of the three service scenarios broken down by the 

performance criteria. Details concerning the calculation of performance measures can be 

found in Appendix C. 

6.3.1 Increase Market Coverage 

The goal to increase market coverage for transit in Cherokee County is important. Providing 

more areas with an alternative transportation option will increase the mobility of those who 

are unable to drive themselves and provide those with a vehicle another option for travel. 

Figure 6-1 shows the outputs for increasing coverage for the whole County population as well 

as the low income population. These were calculated using spatial analysis of the ARC 

regional demographics for the years 2015 and 2040. 

 

Figure 6-1: Market Coverage Performance 

The moderate investment scenario, which adds a new flex route in Woodstock, approximately 

doubles coverage for both the whole population and low income population in Cherokee 

County. The margin of coverage increase between the moderate and high investment 

scenarios is smaller because the new fixed route between Canton and Woodstock is providing 

connections between areas that already have service. The only new service area in the high 

investment scenario is Holly Springs. The new flex route in the moderate investment scenario 

provides service to a whole new area that currently has no CATS local fixed/flex transit 

service, only demand response and park-and-ride, peak hour services into Atlanta. 

While the high investment scenario provides the greatest market coverage, the highest 

marginal increase in market coverage comes from new service in the moderate investment 

scenario, the flex service in Woodstock. 
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6.3.2 Improve Connectivity 

Improving connectivity throughout the County allows more residents to access necessary 

services and trips that increase quality of life, such as social, and local errand trips that they 

may not otherwise be able to complete themselves. Figure 6-26-2 and Table 6-2 provides the 

types of areas the new fixed/flex services will provide access to, including active elderly 

communities, medical centers, and regional activity centers as defined by ARC. 

 
Figure 6-2: Activity Center Connectivity Performance* 

 

                                            
* Note, some medical centers and communities are so close, they overlap on this map, so there appear 
to be fewer activity centers than listed in the following table. 
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Table 6-2: Improve Connectivity Performance 

 Activity Center Type within 0.5 
miles of fixed/flex service 

55+ 
Communities 

Medical 
Centers 

Regional 
Activity 
Centers 

Base Scenario 6 8 1 

Moderate Investment Scenario 11 14 2 

High Investment Scenario 13 16 3 

Similar to increasing market coverage, the marginal increase from services in the base 

scenario to the moderate investment are greater than the increase in services from moderate 

to high. This is because many of the identified centers are located in and around the 

Woodstock and Canton service areas. The new connector service between cities increases 

access to those in Holly Springs and between centers, but only adds new service to a few 

additional senior communities and medical centers. 

6.3.3 Increase Ridership 

Figure 6-3 shows the estimated daily and annual ridership on CATS fixed and flex services. 

The estimates were initially generated from the ARC regional travel demand model for 2015 

and 2040. These results were modeled estimating the current fare of $1.25 and 60 minute 

headways. Details about modeling assumptions can be found in Appendix C. 

Overall ridership increased the most, as expected, with the higher investment scenario 

because it provided the most service.  However, the highest increase in ridership occurs 

between the base and moderate scenarios because of the implementation of the flex route. 

In the model, this route is particularly desirable because it provides services to a wide range 

of land uses and allows for curb-to-curb pickups. This ridership will vary greatly depending on 

the number of vehicles and the final size of the flex area. The high ridership numbers of this 

type of service are indicative of the potential ridership that exists. 

All of the scenarios indicate significant growth in ridership by 2040, indicating the need for 

the system to grow into the future as the demand will increase. By far the highest ridership 

route is the flex route because stops are flexible and convenient for riders, increasing the 

utility score in the model. 
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Figure 6-3: Ridership Performance 

6.3.4 Amenities and Technology Implementation 

Implementing new technology systems and installing new bus shelters will not necessarily 

affect ridership, but may increase rider satisfaction and allow riders a place to wait for the 

buses, especially since the service is scheduled every hour for fixed routes. Table 6-3 

compares these amenities and technology for the three scenarios. 

Table 6-3: Amenities/Technology Performance 

 # of system stops 
with 

bench/shelter 
amenities 

Includes 
real-time 
mobile 

application 

Availability 
of regional 
transfers 

Base Scenario 3 No No 

Moderate Investment 
Scenario 

6 Yes No 

High Investment Scenario 13 Yes Yes 

Currently, there are three shelters at 

stops in Canton (Figure 6-4). Adding 

more shelters to additional high 

ridership stops and to selected new 

fixed stops on the flexible route will not 

only improve comfort for waiting riders, 

but also be a potential for 

advertisement and a small amount of 

revenue.  
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Figure 6-4: CATS Existing Shelter 

The two technology systems included are use of the OneBusAway mobile application as part of 

the region and investing in a regional fare system. ARC is currently providing data and 

management of the OneBusAway mobile application. This mobile application is free for public 

download and would allow riders on 

fixed routes to know the real-time 

arrival information of their buses. In addition to providing this application for the region, ARC 

has also established a regional standardized bus stop sign. The sign will have a direct link to 

the OneBusAway application through a stop identification number and barcode. This will make 

it easy for riders to find the correct stop on their phone and navigate transit throughout the 

region. 

 

Figure 6-5: Standardized Regional Bus Stop Sign and Screenshots from OneBusAway 

Finally, the High Investment Scenario includes capital costs for an upgraded fare system. The 

estimate includes the cost to outfit all vehicles with new fareboxes that are compatible with 

the selected technology. This will allow CATS riders to have more payment options when 

riding, make transfers between systems an option, and reduce back end processing of fares. 

Currently ARC is moving forward with the Regional Fare Study which will identify a preferred 

technology and system in the near future. 
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7 FINANCIAL VIABILITY EVALUATION 

While it is important to select a scenario that meets the transit needs of Cherokee County, it 

is also essential that recommendations be financially feasible. The purpose of the financial 

viability evaluation is to select a program of projects that meets as many needs as possible 

and is affordable based on cost estimates and anticipated funding levels over the next ten 

years. This section describes financial performance measures, evaluates the three scenarios, 

and provides an overview of anticipated funding levels over the next decade. 

7.1 Methodology and Performance Measures 

To compare and evaluate the transit scenarios according to cost, three performance measures 

were used. They included the following, all in 2014 dollars: 

 Average Annual Capital Costs: This cost is averaged out over the next ten years and 

will fluctuate based on the number of vehicles replaced each year. This includes new 

purchases as well as preventative maintenance costs. 

 Average Annual Operating Costs: This is an estimated cost to provide the amount of 

service described in each scenario.  

 Percent of Regional Vehicle Revenue Hour (VRH): This number was estimated for all 

scenarios using data the FTA used to calculate the FY 2015 Table 3A operating 

assistance for small systems. 

Together, these metrics will allow comparison of each scenario on an annual cost basis, 

efficiency basis, and how it will affect the Section 5307 operating assistance cap, based on 

VRH. 

7.2 Scenario Evaluation 

To evaluate the costs of each scenario, the aforementioned cost measures are listed in Table 

7-1 along with estimates. As expected, annual costs increase because service is added in each 

of the scenarios from base to high investment. Additionally, the CATS share of regional fixed 

route VRH increases because new service is added, including both the flex route and city 

connector. As mentioned, the regional VRH for the calculation year remains the same. 

Annual costs were calculated in Section 5 and VRH calculations and assumptions can be found 

in Appendix D. 

Table 7-1: Cost Measures 

Measure Base 
Scenario 

Moderate 
Investment 
Scenario 

High 
Investment 
Scenario 

Average Capital Cost $250,200  $357,550  $444,950  

Average Operations Costs  $1,000,400  $1,415,000   $1,569,500  

% of regional VRH 0.399% 0.650% 0.747% 
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Figure 7-1: Annual Cost Comparison: All Scenarios 

The major hurdle to increasing services is the annual operations cost. Currently, Cherokee 

County provides approximately $200,000 to CATS each year. Federal funds for operations 

require a 50% match, while capital funds only require a 10%-20% match based on the source. 

Both of these types of grants require a local match which exceeds the current $200,000 for all 

three scenarios. The high investment scenario would achieve the highest award for operations 

costs through the Section 5307 grants, but the additional amount would not make up for the 

additional operations expenses by those additional services. 

It is also worth noting that the average cost per trip for fixed/flex services will drop from 

current levels. In the ridership models, ridership is much higher in Woodstock than in Canton. 

Assuming that the new flex route in Woodstock costs the same to operate as CATS 100 and 

200 combined, but carries more than double the passengers of the two combined, this will 

reduce the average cost per trip by more than half. As reported to the National Transit 

Database (NTD) in 2013, this cost was $4.59 per trip. Because all cost estimates were done in 

2014 dollars, and demand for demand response services is assumed to remain at capacity, it is 

estimated that the cost per trip of these rides will remain the same. 

7.3 Available Funding Sources 

This section provides details on current and potential funding sources for Cherokee County as 

well as estimates for potential revenues from these sources. Included here are federal, state, 

and local funds. Note that some of the federal and state programs are based on the current 

federal transportation bill, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) which is 

set to expire December 18, 2015. All calculations for this section can be found in Appendix F. 
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FTA Section 5311 Funding 

FTA Section 5311 funds are allocated at the federal level to states by a statutory formula 

based on the most recent U.S. Census. Eighty percent of this formula is based on the state 

population and twenty percent is based on land area. The FTA gives the states maximum 

discretion in designing and managing the Section 5311 Program. Application requirements may 

vary from state to state in a way that best serves the rural transit needs. In Georgia, the 

Intermodal Division of the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) is responsible for 

administering the program. 

Through FY 2015, Cherokee County typically received 100% of its requested funds from the 

GDOT because the County as a whole was not classified as urban. However, when GDOT began 

using the U.S. 2010 Census and updated urbanized area for the region, Cherokee County was 

reclassified as urban because its population exceeded the 200,000 threshold. Initially, this 

meant that CATS was ineligible for the Section 5311 funds. This sudden change in eligibility 

would have reduced CATS’ ability to provide service. 

Cherokee County was not the only county with this issue. In July, 2015, the GDOT Intermodal 

Division released its new formula for calculating Section 5311 funding awards in Georgia, 

allowing partial awards for agencies providing services to partially rural areas. GDOT’s new 

formula allows recipients to choose from one of five formulas and utilize whichever calculates 

the highest funding award. Table 7-2 lists the various formulas agencies can use to calculate 

their annual award, with values for Cherokee County’s FY 2016 award. In addition, eligible 

agencies can earn a bonus award if they are providing service to an area with a higher than 

state average population of elderly and/or low income persons. 
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Table 7-2: GDOT Section 5311 Program Funding Formulas, FY 2016 Award 

5311 Funding 

Formulas 

Description FY 2016 

Award 

Amount 

A. Percentage of 

Rural Trips 

compared to 

Urban trips 

This formula multiplies the FY2015 award by the percentage of trips 

that are rural to rural, urban to rural, or rural to urban. FY 2015 is 

used because that is the last year that agencies were provided a 

100% award. 

$129,627 

B. Percent of 

rural population 

compared to 

urban population  

This formula multiplies the FY2015 award by the percentage of the 

county population residing in rural areas. FY 2015 is used because 

that is the last year that agencies were provided a 100% award. 

$101,867 

C. Fully-allocated 

cost per trip  

This formula uses the fully-allocated cost per trip multiplied by the 

number of eligible trips (rural to rural, rural to urban, and urban to 

rural). The fully allocated cost is based on FY 2014 total actual 

expenses, the latest year where all reimbursements were completed. 

$152,458 

D. Fully-allocated 

cost per system 

miles 

This formula uses the fully-allocated cost per system mile multiplied 

by the number of miles for eligible trips (rural to rural, rural to urban, 

and urban to rural). The fully allocated cost is based on FY 2014 total 

actual expenses, the latest year where all reimbursements were 

completed. 

$152,312 

E. Fully-allocated 

cost per rural 

service hours 

This formula uses the fully-allocated cost per hour multiplied by the 

number of hours for eligible trips (rural to rural, rural to urban, and 

urban to rural). The fully allocated cost is based on FY 2014 total 

actual expenses. 

$152,467 

MAXIMUM Calculation = Total Award $152,467 

F. Percentage of 

population above 

the poverty level 

and elderly 

population in 

services area. 

Finally, systems receive a bonus if they can show that they are 

serving an area where the percentage of the population who is 

considered elderly and/or low income is greater than the state 

average. An additional $5,000 will be awarded for percentage points 

above state average for these two demographics. 

Bonus 

amount: 

$0 

TOTAL FY 2016 Award Amount $152,467 

Based on current trends, Cherokee County population will continue to increase, particularly 

within the current urban area. In five years, the next U.S. Census will be conducted, which 

may increase the land area considered urbanized within the County. This indicates that 

formulas A and B will not provide the maximum award for Cherokee County moving forward. 

Awards will continue to depend on fully allocated costs. As shown in Table 7-2, calculations 

based on fully allocated costs per trip, mile, and service hours yield similar awards. Each 

formula calculation will be based on the fully allocated cost of the most recent complete 

year, two fiscal years prior to the year for application. Assuming the number of rural to urban 

trips and fully allocated costs remains the same, Cherokee County can expect similar awards. 

The projected Section 5311 award will change significantly if the urban area expands or if the 

proportion of trips provided to rural areas provided by CATS changes. 

If the demand response fleet is increased, as the moderate and high investment scenarios, 

the award will also increase. This assumes that the service provided to rural areas increases 

proportionately with each new vehicle. Presuming each vehicle completes the same 
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proportion of rural transit trips, increasing the fleet by three vehicles would proportionately 

increase the award.  

Table 7-3: Section 5311 Estimated Operating Assistance Annual Award 

Scenario # Demand 
Response 
Vehicles 

Section 5311 
Federal Award 

Local Matching 
Funds 
Required  

Total 

Base 10  $152,000   $152,000  $306,000 

Moderate 
Investment 

13  $209,600   $209,600  $419,200 

High Investment 13  $209,600   $209,600  $419,200 

Section 5311 funds may also be used for capital expenditures, but this requires a separate 

application. In FY 2014 Cherokee County did not receive any awards for Section 5311 capital 

expenditures. In FY 2015, the last year of full Section 5311 funding award, this is estimated to 

be $113,000 for the purchase of two replacement vehicles. Section 5311 capital funds require 

a 20% match. However, for these funds the State of Georgia provides a 10% match, requiring 

Cherokee County to only provide 10%, as well. This award depends on the agency applying 

each fiscal year and needs of the system. It is unclear at this time how these funds will be 

awarded for systems that provide both urban and rural trips. According to CATS, 23% of 

demand response trips are rural. Therefore it is estimated that Section 5311 will provide 23% 

of the capital funds for a replacement vehicle. Based on this assumption, the capital funds 

CATS can apply to Section 5311 for are estimated by the number of vehicles. 

Table 7-4: Section 5311 Estimated Capital Annual Award 

# Demand 
Response Vehicles 
Replaced 

Section 5311 
Federal 
Award 

State 
Matching 
Funds 

Local Matching 
Funds Required  

Total 

1 $12,000 $1,200 $1,200 $14,400 

2 $23,900 $2,400 $2,400 $28,700 

3 $35,900 $3,600 $3,600 $43,100 

Assuming three vehicles each year are replaced, CATS can expect to receive $35,900 in 

capital funds through the Section 5311 program each year. 

FTA Section 5307 Funding 

FTA Section 5307 Funds are allocated to urbanized areas based on legislative formulas that 

take into account population and transit service characteristics. In the Atlanta region, the 

Metropolitan Atlanta Regional Transit Authority (MARTA) is the designated recipient for the 

region and works with ARC to distribute the regional allocation to all eligible agencies, 

including Cherokee County. ARC utilizes the same national formula to distribute 99.5% of the 

funds allocated for the region. The remaining 0.5% are reserved for regional projects. Once 

allocated to a local agency, the Section 5307 funds are good for the allocation year and three 
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following years, for a total of four years. This allows agencies to accrue Section 5307 funds 

and roll them into the next year’s budget.  

The regional Transportation Improvement Program shows Cherokee County with a 

FTA/Section 5307/5340 Formula Funds Allocation of $680,000 for each fiscal year 2016 

through 2019. Section 5307 funds are typically reserved for capital expenditures requiring a 

20% local match. As of April 27, 2015 the balance forward of 5307 funds for Cherokee County 

was $1,911,172 including the FY 2015 award. 

While Section 5307 funds are typically reserved for capital expenditures, if an agency 

operates fewer than 75 fixed route buses in peak services, it qualifies as a small system and 

may use a portion of its allocation for operation funds. This exception is only available to 

agencies who operate and report to the National Transit Database (NTD) fixed services for at 

least two years. Cherokee County falls under this exception. The amount CATS may use for 

operations of its total allocation is 75% of its allocation based on vehicle revenue hours (VRH). 

This amounted to 0.152% of the apportionment for the region multiplied by the 75% to equal 

$76,606 in FY 2014. In FY 2015 this amounted to 0.399%, equaling $165,997, a significant 

increase. 

While CATS did not increase the amount of service provided, the increase in the region’s VRH 

percentage was due to change in designation of the County. While the urbanized area had 

been expanded due to the 2010 Census, FY 2015 was the first year it was considered in 

awarding Section 5311 funds. According to GDOT, Cherokee County was no longer an eligible 

recipient of 100% Section 5311 funding because the majority was located in an urban area and 

the County population was greater than 200,000 persons. This allowed a larger portion of the 

demand response VRH to be counted towards the Section 5307 award in addition to the fixed 

route service. According to CATS, 77% of demand response VRH were used for urban trips in 

FY 2014. Therefore, for FY 2015 operating assistance calculations, the VRH will include all 

fixed/flex route hours plus 77% of the demand response VRH. This will produce a significantly 

larger operating assistance cap for the moderate and high investment scenarios where new 

services and additional demand response vehicles will be added. 

Table 7-5: Section 5307 Estimate Operating Assistance Cap* 

Scenario  Regional VRH Percentage Estimated Award 

Base 0.399% $166,000 

Moderate Investment 0.650% $270,500 

High Investment 0.747% $310,800 

It is important to keep in mind that this calculation is a cap of Section 5307 funds that may be 

used for operating assistance. This is not in addition to the available funds for capital. Rather, 

CATS is apportioned an amount for Section 5307 and it may be spent on a combination of 

operating assistance and capital funds, but together cannot exceed the total Section 5307 

award. 

                                            
* Based on FY 2015 Award for the Atlanta UZA 
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For future year estimation purposes, it is assumed that the operating assistance cap will 

remain constant once CATS implements the new service. 

Provision of Service Contracts 

CATS currently provides service to various clients through established provision of service 

contracts. For these clients, agencies pay CATS a contracted rate, typically above the public 

fare, to provide their clients with rides. While this generates more revenue per trip than the 

public fare, this does not necessarily cover the entire cost of trips. CATS uses the revenue 

generated from these contracts as a local match for Section 5311 funding. Should provision of 

service trends continue, CATS will continue to receive approximately the same amount in 

these contracts, particularly if the amount of demand response service remains the same. 

These rates are contracted to increase gradually each year with the rate of inflation. For 

future estimates, the current year revenue generated will be used as a conservative estimate. 

Table 7-6 lists the types of clients DHS covers and the rate invoiced for CATS for each trip 

type. 

Table 7-6: Contracted Provision of Service Rates 

DHS Client Type Rate per Trip 

Senior Service Trips $2.00 

Human Service Provider Trips $2.5875 

Cherokee Training Center $5.75 

Cherokee Senior Services $4.75 

Cherokee DFCS $11.75 

DOL-Vocational Rehabilitation $11.75 

Briggs & Associates (Core) $12.50 

Briggs & Associates (Non-Core) $25.00 

Briggs & Associates (Wait Rate) $20.00 

In FY 2014, CATS received $353,622 through contracted services and budgeted for $347,692 in 

FY 2015.  For future year estimation purposes, it is assumed that CATS will continue to 

receive approximately $350,000 in POS revenue if existing services remain the same. If three 

demand response vehicles are added to the fleet, as in the moderate and high investment 

scenarios, it is estimated that they will provide more trips for these contracts because trips 

are currently provided at capacity, indicating a greater need. For estimation purposes this 

will total the $350,000 for the base scenario and an extra approximately $131,000 in the 

moderate and high investment scenarios. The total is the same in the two investment 

scenarios because they both add three vehicles to the demand response fleet. Calculations for 

these numbers can be found in Appendix F. 

Additionally, the contract with DHS stipulates that CATS must provide trips for clients under 

certain circumstances outside of normal operating hours. As mentioned, CATS no longer 

contracts with Total Care and is unable to meet that need. In 2014, when Total Care provided 

the trips, it cost approximately $10,000 for all of the requested after-hours trips. It is 

assumed that it will cost CATS this much annually to provide these trips. These would be 
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covered by the DHS service contracts. However, it is critical for CATS to identify a way to 

systematically provide these trips when needed. CATS is unable to provide these trips without 

a third party, however there are multiple barriers to finding an acceptable contractor. The 

number of trips annually is so low, that a contract would be worth approximately $10,000 

annually. This is too low for many contractors to consider who typically provide HST services. 

CATS has also looked into hiring taxis for these trips. However, the required insurance of local 

taxi companies is often lower than that required for DHS trip providers. 

Cherokee County  

The Cherokee County general fund receives its revenues from local taxes, fines, licenses, and 

fees within the County. These funds are used for the entire County budget. There is no money 

set aside by the County for transit specifically. If there is a need to fund the CATS service and 

match federal funds, the general fund transfers the required amount into the Transportation 

Fund. From there, CATS withdraws the funds. Currently, the general fund provides 

approximately $200,000 per year in matching operations funds. 

Cherokee County also currently has a Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax (SPLOST) for 

Roadways and Capital Improvement. Funds from this source can be used for capital 

expenditures for the CATS system. The anticipated funding level for SPLOSTs in Cherokee 

County are three six-year programs, each with $100,000,000. This amounts to $300,000,000 

over the next eighteen years. It is unclear how much of these funds would be available for 

transit projects. If only ten percent of these funds are reserved for transit, this amounts to 

$30,000,000 over the next eighteen years that could go towards capital expenditures for the 

CATS system.  

Fare Revenue 

As discussed, for all trips provided to the general public, fares are collected. This totaled 

$26,180 for public demand response trips and $20,831 for fixed route trips in FY 2014. These 

funds are directly spent on operations. All proposed new services would be open to the public 

and therefore generate additional income. Based on calculations in the appendix using FY 

2014 fare revenues and estimated ridership, the following table provides fare revenue 

estimates for each scenario. 

Table 7-7: Estimated Fare Revenues 

Scenario Fixed/Flex Fare 
Revenue 

Demand Response 
Fare Revenue 

Total Fare 
Revenue 

Base $21,000 $26,000 $47,000 

Moderate  $119,900 $36,000 $155,900 

High $141,500 $36,000 $177,500 

There is a significant increase in fare revenue between the base and moderate investment 

scenario. The calculations are based on the lower end of the ridership model output and 

assume the same average fare collected per fixed trip in FY 2014 ($0.67). Details on these 
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calculations can be found in Appendix C. The greatest difference comes between the base 

and moderate scenarios because there will be three additional demand response vehicles 

providing service and the new flex route in Woodstock, which generates a high ridership when 

compared to the CATS 100 and 200 routes. According to the model, this area will generate 

more than double the riders than the current CATS routes 100 and 200. 

Vanpool 

It is assumed that the vanpool service will continue to be contracted out to Enterprise at 

approximately the same amount each year. In FY 2014, the total cost of this program was 

$65,000. The majority of these funds come through a federal grant drawdown that Cherokee 

County must match with 20% local funds. This comes to $52,000 from the grant each year and 

$13,000 in local funds. There are no capital funds associated with this service. 

Overall  

Taking these annual revenue estimates into account, Table 7-8 through Table 7-10 provide 

the estimated local contribution from Cherokee County for each of the scenarios.  

Table 7-8: Operations Annual Funding Summary 

Scenario 5311 5307 POS Off-
Peak 
Trips 

Vanpool 
Grant 

Fare 
Revenue 

Local TOTAL 
COST 

Base 
Scenario 

$152,000 $166,000  $350,000  $10,000 $52,000 $47,000  $223,000 $1,000,400  

Moderate 
Scenario 

$209,600 $270,500  $481,000  $10,000 $52,000 $155,900  $236,000 $1,415,000  

High 
Scenario 

$209,600 $310,800  $481,000  $10,000 $52,000 $177,500  $328,600 $1,569,500  

Matching funds alone for annual operations will increase for Cherokee County because of the 

change in eligibility for Section 5311 funds. However, the cap of Section 5307 funds for 

operational assistance increases significantly with the addition of fixed/flex services and 

expansion of the demand response fleet. All federal funds for operations must be matched at 

50%, but the revenue from provision of service contracts can be used as part of the local 

match. 
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Table 7-9: Annual Capital Funding Summary 

Scenario 
  

5307 5311 Total 
Local 
Match 
  

TOTAL 
  

Federal 
Local 
Match Federal 

State 
Match 

Local 
Match 

Base 
Scenario  $165,700   $41,400   $35,900   $3,600   $3,600   $45,000  $250,200  

Moderate 
Investment 

 $251,600   $62,900   $35,900   $3,600   $3,600   $66,500  $357,550  

High 
Investment 

 $321,500   $80,400   $35,900   $3,600   $3,600   $84,000  $444,950  

The Section 5311 estimated capital funding is the same for all scenarios because 

approximately 2-3 vehicles will have to be replaced each year. This table provides an average 

over the ten years, and will fluctuate depending on the number of vehicles purchased each 

year. Because only 23% of demand response are not urban, the majority of capital funds will 

come from the Section 5307 operating assistance. Even adding up the Section 5307 funds used 

for operating assistance and capital expenditures does not exceed the annual apportionment 

of $680,000. The County will have to provide the 20% local match for Section 5307 capital 

expenditures and 10% for Section 5311 capital expenditures. 

Table 7-10: Cherokee Annual Investment in CATS 

Scenario 
Cherokee Annual 
Contribution 

Current $200,000 

Base $268,400 

Moderate $302,500 

High $412,600 

Even for the base scenario, Cherokee County’s contribution will increase from its current 

level of $200,000, because of the County’s change in designation from completely rural to a 

combination of rural and urban. This designation change has altered awards for the sources of 

operating assistance. To continue existing services will increase expenses by approximately 

$68,400. By increasing that amount to $302,500 per year, CATS will be able to expand both 

the fixed and demand response services. This is a difference between scenarios of only 

$34,100. The service expansion will qualify CATS for additional Section 5307 operating 

assistance, and increase revenue from service contracts because of their higher demand 

response capacity. 
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8 COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSION 

To select the recommended transit projects and service increases for Cherokee County, it is 

essential to consider the public opinion, performance, and cost implications of all scenarios 

and individual projects. 

According to public opinion, additional transit services are the most popular projects from 

both the public meetings and online surveys. While the high investment scenario includes 

both service expansion projects, the modest investment scenario includes three of the top 

four ranked projects (Woodstock flex service, additional amenities, and increased demand 

response service). 

With regards to performance, the high investment scenario provided service to the largest 

coverage area, connected to the most activity centers, is anticipated to produce the highest 

ridership, and adds the most amenities to the system. However, the greatest marginal change 

in performance for increasing coverage, improving connectivity, and increasing ridership is 

between the base scenario and the moderate investment. For an overall 41% increase in 

operations costs and 13% increase in contributions from Cherokee County, the service area 

doubles for the whole population and the low income population, the number of activity 

centers served doubles, and ridership is predicted to more than quadruple. The reason for 

this is that the moderate investment provides transit services to a whole new area of the 

County, whereas the additional service in the high investment scenario connects the existing 

Canton services to the new services in Woodstock. Expanding both the flex and demand 

response services allow CATS to leverage more funds from federal sources and POS contracts 

through DHS. 

Cost estimates indicate that even for the base scenario, which includes on system expansion, 

Cherokee County will have to invest more in annual costs than the current level of 

approximately $200,000 per year because of the reduction in award from the Section 5311 

program. Increasing fixed/flex services will increase eligibility for federal awards through the 

Section 5307 program. Increasing demand response capacity would allow CATS to provide 

more trips and generate additional public fares and revenue through provision of service 

contracts. While fares are not the main source of revenue for CATS, these services will also 

increase farebox revenue. 

Considering all of this, Figure 8-1 displays all leveraged funding for each scenario in relation 

to the investment required by Cherokee County. 
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Figure 8-1: Leveraged Funds 

Based on Figure 8-1, it is clear that between the scenarios, there is a significant increase in 

total costs, but the amount required by the County increases less dramatically. Because of 

the service expansion, CATS can expect to see more available funds from Section 5311, 

Section 5307, service contracts, and fare revenue. 

Considering the needs of Cherokee County, funding availability, public opinion, and 

discussions with Cherokee County, the recommended scenario is the moderate investment. In 

this scenario, CATS will be able to expand services and implement amenity upgrades at high 

volume stops. Additionally, CATS will be able to expand demand response service and 

increase capacity. The 13% increase in investment by Cherokee County between the base and 

moderate investment scenarios will expand the system, by almost doubling the service area, 

and maximize outside revenues for the system. Providing a flex service in Woodstock will 

almost quadruple CATS ridership of fixed/flex routes according to the model, as discussed in 

Section 6.3.3. This shows the need for transit and will expand mobility options for County 

residents. 
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9 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the analysis, evaluation, and discussion provided in the previous three sections, this 

section recommends the transit projects and service improvements included in the moderate 

investment scenario. After discussion with Cherokee County and CATS, the moderate 

investment scenario was modified to best meet the transit needs of the County while 

maximizing federal funds and keeping the investment by the County within their budget. 

Recommendations presented in this section reflect these modifications. Additional potential 

projects are also included in this section that depend on time and inter-agency coordination. 

9.1 Recommended Projects 

This section provides a brief description of the projects included in the CATS 

recommendations. Note that extension of service hours for the existing CATS 100 and 200 

routes is not included. Based on discussions with CATS and ridership modeling, it was 

determined that these additional service hours would not be cost-effective. First, the 

extension of service hours would cause CATS to have to hire two additional part-time drivers 

for the fixed routes because drivers cannot drive more than 29 hours per week, the amount of 

service currently offered by each of these routes. Additionally, according to the model, peak 

hour trips on these routes are low. Additionally, there are limited connections to GRTA Xpress 

services and many of the GRTA riders boarding in Cherokee County are coming from areas 

outside of the CATS routes 100 and 200 coverage area. 

9.1.1 New Woodstock Flex Area 

This new service will operate seven hours per day, from 9:00AM until 5:00PM with a one hour 

break at noon for drivers. It is anticipated that the majority of these rides will be non-home-

based-work trips; therefore beginning the service at the end of peak hours will not greatly 

affect overall ridership. 

This route will operate hourly at fixed stops to be determined within the general area shown 

in Figure 9-1. Based on the final routing and stops of the flex service, it will be allowed to 

deviate for curb-to-curb service up to a maximum number of times each hour. Deviations for 

the flex route will have to be scheduled in advance. Two vehicles will be required to operate 

the service and are included in the cost estimates for the flex route. 
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Figure 9-1: Woodstock Flex Route Area 

9.1.2 Increase Demand Response Fleet Size 

Increasing the demand response fleet will increase capacity for general public trips and 

contracted trips. Because the demand for contracted services will continue to be in the 

morning and afternoon, the general public service hours will remain 9:00AM until 1:00PM. The 

fleet size will increase by three, thus having eleven vehicles operating each day, and leaving 

two spares. This provides a spare percentage of 27%, above the recommended 20% spare 

ratio*. The cost estimates assume the same proportion of public to contracted trips will be 

provided by the new vehicles. However, adding more vehicles will allow CATS some 

flexibility. One or two vehicles could be used for general public service all day, if warranted 

by demand. While this would affect the estimated revenue from contracted services, it would 

                                            
* http://dredf.org/ADAtg/OTP.shtml 
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also increase travel flexibility for the public and increase public fares for demand response 

services. 

9.1.3 Additional CATS Shelters 

The moderate investment scenario includes three new shelters in the CATS system. It is 

recommended that two of these be placed at two of the new flex route stops. This will not 

only provide comfort at the two new stops, but will also increase visibility of the new service 

in Woodstock. As final stops are determined for the flex service, two can be selected for the 

first shelters. 

9.1.4 Participation in OneBusAway and Regional Stop Sign Program 

As mentioned in Section 5, ARC hosts and maintains a regional real-time transit arrival mobile 

application called OneBusAway. This application provides real-time expected arrival times for 

fixed routes in the region. For CATS to participate and make this application available to its 

riders, they would have to provide ARC with a GTFS feed. This is a structured database 

generated by RouteMatch using the AVLs installed in the fixed route vehicles. Once ARC 

processes the data, CATS riders will be able to download the mobile application for free and 

track their buses. 

Additionally, ARC is pursuing a grant to replace all bus stop signs in the region and 

standardize the new signs. The accepted standardized sign design will include a regional bus 

stop identification number and barcode for users of OneBusAway to easily find the arrival 

times for their bus stop. Riders will have the same real-time experience throughout all transit 

systems in the region. Coordinating with ARC for regional bus stop signs and participation in 

OneBusAway will not cost CATS. 

9.1.5 Continue Vanpool Services 

Vanpool services will continue to operate in the same capacity and contract to Enterprise. 

This will cost approximately the same each year, with a draw down from the grant and a 20% 

local match. 

9.1.6 Develop Service Standards and Guidelines 

As CATS expands to meet the needs of a growing Cherokee County, it is recommended that 

CATS develop service standards for its system. By developing standards and performance 

measures as well as goals, CATS can track performance and identify areas to improve upon in 

the future. This should include system performance measures as well as financial standards.  

With regards to system performance, tracking ridership demographics, in addition to total 

ridership, will help CATS understand who its clients are and potential groups that are not 

receiving service. This could include a detailed on-board ridership survey to be completed 

every few years to categorize riders as choice or dependent. Examining ridership during each 

hour would show when the demand is greatest and be useful in the future to determine if the 

frequency of service or service hours should be increased or altered. Service standards and 

guidelines are service planning tools. For example, establishing service standards and 

guidelines that address on-time performance, load factors, cost-effectiveness, bus stop 

placement, and bus stop amenities can help CATS maintain a proper balance between 
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demand and allocation of services as the system changes overtime. They are not intended to 

determine operational polices or procedure, but rather provide the proper information by 

which services are evaluated in terms of productivity and alignment with agency goals, 

objectives and resource availability.  

Financial standards will be important for CATS, in order to manage the wide array of revenue 

sources. One potential standard could be the farebox recovery ratio. Currently, fixed route 

fares account for approximately 11% of all operating expenses. Raising this ratio would reduce 

overall operating costs and local contributions to the system. These are only a few examples 

of standards and measures that CATS can use to focus on its performance as well as revenue 

flow. 

9.2 Additional Optional Projects 

In addition to the projects assessed, two other potential projects to address needs are 

available to CATS. These additional projects will benefit people traveling to destinations in 

the Atlanta region outside of Cherokee County and riders who need demand response services 

outside of normal operating hours. 

9.2.1 Demand Response Transfers to CCT and/or MARTA 

As discussed in the Existing Conditions and Needs Assessment Report, there are a large 

number of daily trips between Cherokee/Cobb and Cherokee/Fulton Counties. While no 

existing or planned fixed/flex CATS services provide access to services provided by other 

agencies at the County border, the potential exists to provide transfers across county lines 

into Cobb and Fulton through a mutual agreement with Cobb Community Transit (CCT) and/or 

MARTA. 

Currently, a paratransit rider can transfer for free between CCT and MARTA. The rider would 

call and schedule a trip with the service provider for their origin. If the rider lives in Cobb 

County, she/he would call CCT and schedule the appointment. CCT then coordinates with 

MARTA for a pickup time at a specified location along the county border for both the initial 

and return trips. For these trips, the rider pays the initial agency fare. In this case, the rider 

would pay CCT on the first trip and MARTA for the departing trip. In this way, each agency 

receives half the fare cost for the round trip. This is easier for MARTA and CCT because they 

both charge the same amount, $4.00, per paratransit trip. The current price of CATS demand 

response trips are a base price plus a mileage fee for trips longer than five miles. One way for 

CATS to address the difference in cost is to charge an additional fee for those crossing county 

lines. 

One thing to note is that for MARTA and CCT paratransit demand response, service is limited 

to those who are disabled. CATS demand response service is not limited to paratransit 

customers; therefore the potential transfer across county lines may be restricted to those 

who are first deemed eligible for paratransit by CCT and/or MARTA. 

While this transfer policy may change with pending regional fare policy recommendations, 

CATS could reach out to MARTA and/or CCT for a short term agreement to allow transfers into 

North Cobb and North Fulton. As shown in the diagrams in the Existing Conditions and Needs 
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Assessment Report, these constitute some of the largest travel movements. While Cherokee 

County has access to Midtown and Downtown Atlanta through GRTA Xpress, this cannot be 

said for those wishing to make shorter trips across Cherokee County’s southern border. 

9.2.2 Voucher Program for Off-Peak Demand Response Trips  

As part of its provision of service contracts, CATS occasionally has to provide trips outside of 

the typical service hours. These trips are only for DHS clients who have found a new job with 

early and/or late hours and are unable to make the trip themselves. Currently, CATS is unable 

to provide these trips because their contract with Total Care has been discontinued. If 

provided, these trips would be covered 100% by DHS. However, CATS is in need of a way to 

provide these trips that overcomes the insurance requirements and small number of annual 

trips that fall into this category. 

One way for CATS to more easily provide these trips and open them up to the general public is 

to establish a transportation voucher program. DHS and its eligible clients could purchase 

vouchers to use after hours at various taxi and private transportation providers within the 

County. This way, CATS would not have to provide the logistics for these trips. If the program 

were established with a capital funding grant through Section 5307 matched with SPLOST 

funds, no additional funds would have to come out of the County general fund. The size of 

the capital grant would be dependent on the average annual trips that CATS must provide 

after hours. Currently, that is approximately $10,000, but could be greater if the general 

public were eligible to participate. 

One example of a local voucher program is Cobb County. CCT has a program where eligible 

clients can purchase a booklet vouchers worth $100 for only $10. The client then pays one of 

the private providers from the approved list with the vouchers. The private providers then 

invoice CCT for the amount of vouchers they collected each month. 

9.3 Proposed Implementation Timeline 

This section provides a recommended implementation timeline. Table 9-1 lists the projects 

and proposed phases of implementation over the next three years.  

Table 9-1: Implementation Timeline 

Anticipated Implementation Plan 

Project Implementation 

New Flex Route 
  
  

FY 2016: Marketing and Detailed Plans 

FY 2017: Procure Vehicles, install fixed stops,  and hire additional drivers 

FY 2018: Begin service 

Additional Demand 
Response Vehicles 

One additional vehicle each FY: 2016, 2017, 2018 

New Bus Shelters 
  

FY 2016: 1 new shelter along Canton Routes 

FY 2017: 2 new shelters at fixed stops in Woodstock 

OneBusAway & Stop Signs FY 2016 

Potential Add-On Project  Implementation 

Voucher Program FY 2016 or FY 2017 based on capital funding availability 

Cobb connection across 
county lines 

FY 2016: Coordinate with MARTA and CCT, using the MARTA-CCT agreement 
as starting point 
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Phased implementation of the new Woodstock flex route as well as the expanded demand 

response fleet are rolled out over the next three fiscal years. This allows CATS time to market 

the new service, procure two new vehicles for its operation, and finally begin services in FY 

2018. 

Expansion of the demand response fleet takes place over the next three fiscal years. By 

incrementally increasing the capacity of the system, CATS can opt to not continue to expand 

the fleet if it finds that with the addition of one or two additional vehicles the system is no 

longer operating at capacity. While fewer demand response vehicles will reduce the 

estimated annual funds from Section 5311 and service contracts, it will also reduce the 

estimated overall operation costs. 

In the upcoming fiscal year, CATS can focus on installing a new shelter along the existing 

routes and coordinate with ARC to participate in the regional bus stop signage and 

OneBusAway programs. 

In addition to these projects, CATS should continue to replace 2-3 vehicles each year to keep 

vehicles in the fleet from having to operate once they reach the end of their useful life and 

keep a spare demand response ratio of greater than 20%. 

With regards to the add-on projects, CATS can pursue them immediately. These projects 

include reaching out to MARTA and/or CCT to explore potential system transfers for demand 

response and paratransit services as well as implementing a transportation voucher system for 

off-hours provision of service demand response service.  
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10 LONG-TERM TRANSIT VISION 

The recommendations in Section 9 provides projects and services for the coming decade while 

also limiting costs to Cherokee County as much as possible to sustain the service. This section 

looks at a long-term vision and how transit needs may develop as Cherokee County continues 

to grow, especially on the southern half of the County. 

According to ARC projections, Cherokee County’s population will almost double, reaching 

approximately 400,000 by the year 2040. With Lake Allatoona and the Appalachian foothills 

constraining development in the northern and western half of the County, it is likely that the 

area around Woodstock will continue to see much of that projected growth, creating an 

increase in density, in the area. With these escalations in population and density, CATS will 

need to continue to grow to meet the local travel needs of its constituents. Should the 

Woodstock flex route grow in demand and popularity, the route may need to become fixed 

and provide more frequent service and potentially longer service hours. 

Included in the high investment scenario was a fixed route between Canton and Woodstock. 

Should funds become available for this service in the future, it would provide a key 

connection and relieve some of the trips provided by the demand response service. More than 

28% of demand response trips in FY 2014 were between the two cities. This route could 

include stops at the Outlet Shoppes at Atlanta in Woodstock, downtown Holly Springs, and 

medical centers in between the two cities. In the travel demand model, this connector route 

provided more than 200 trips per day in 2040. 

With the population growth, the need for demand response services will also grow. Assuming 

the population doubles by 2040, both the general population and clients with service 

contracts may also double, particularly if the proportion of the population who is elderly 

continues to grow. If the three vehicles are added to the CATS demand response fleet and the 

system is still at capacity, CATS can consider fleet expansion further in the future 

Finally, ARC is working towards regionalization of the numerous transit agencies in and around 

Atlanta. Participating in the regional bus stop signage program and OneBusAway is a great 

opportunity to work towards a uniform transit experience throughout the region. As ARC 

finalizes its recommendation for regional fare technology and policy, adopting those 

recommendations will make transfers between agencies and crossing county lines seamless for 

riders. 

Should CATS be successful coordinating with MARTA and CCT for demand response, CATS 

could explore providing fixed routes into Fulton or DeKalb for connections. Currently, CCT 

provides service into the MARTA Arts Center Station and MARTA provides a route with service 

to the Cumberland Galleria. Potential connections include from Woodstock to the MARTA 

North Springs Station, connections to MARTA route 185 in Alpharetta, or near Kennesaw State 

University in Cobb County. 
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11 LOCAL FUNDING DISCUSSION 

While the recommended scenario maximizes federal operating dollars, increases services, and 

upgrades amenities for riders, it still requires an additional investment on the part of 

Cherokee County. This section discusses potential ways to reduce the gap in funding between 

the current $200,000 per year from the Cherokee County general fund to the estimated 

annual cost of $302,500 once all services are implemented. Removing the extension of service 

hours for the CATS routes 100 and 200 reduces the annual cost minimally. This project was 

primarily removed from the recommendations because of the logistical problems it presented 

to add multiple part-time drivers and keep hours for those drivers limited. Discussed here are 

potential sources of additional revenues to reduce the total Cherokee County has to transfer 

from the general fund each year. 

Cherokee County SPLOST Funds 

Funds from the Cherokee County Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax (SPLOST) may be 

used for capital funds for transportation system expenditures within the County. These funds 

could be used to match the federal Section 5311 and 5307 capital dollars each year. This 

would come to an annual average of $66,500. This is the total local funds CATS must raise to 

match the capital funds from Sections 5307 and 5311 for annual capital expenditures. By law, 

the revenue collected by the County SPLOST can only go towards capital projects. Eligible 

projects from the recommendations include vehicle purchases and shelter installations. 

Additionally, these funds could be used to establish a voucher program for after hour 

contracted trips. If established as a fund to draw down vouchers, it could be considered a 

capital cost because they will not be paying directly for the operation of CATS vehicles. 

Potential County Savings per Year: $66,500 

Increasing Fares 

MARTA, CCT, and Gwinnett County Transit (GCT) all charge $2.50 per local transit bus trip. 

This is double the $1.25 fare of CATS routes 100 and 200. While CATS covers a smaller service 

area, there is potential for increasing the fare to generate additional revenue. CATS could 

also set the fare higher for the Woodstock flex route, because it will provide curb-to-curb 

service when requested. A slightly higher fare and the additional ridership projected could 

bring in additional revenue to partially cover the difference between what Cherokee County 

contributes now and the annual cost of the expanded system.  

Potential County Savings per Year with 40% Fixed/Flex Fare Increase: $6,200 

CATS also has a low base price for demand response trips. MARTA, CCT, GCT, and Henry 

County Transit (HCT) all charge a flat rate of $4.00 for paratransit trips within their service 

areas. Currently, CATS charges $1.50 for rides up to five miles with an additional $0.30 per 

mile beyond that for ambulatory riders and $3.90 for the first ten miles and an additional 

$0.42 per mile beyond for riders requiring a wheelchair lift. HCT service is similar to CATS in 

that it only provides demand response service throughout the county with no fixed routes. 
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The variable rate makes it more complicated to calculate rates and customers must be told of 

the total they owe when scheduling the ride. However, because of the size of Cherokee 

County, and the number of trips coming into Canton from the downtown areas of Ball Ground 

(10.7 miles), Waleska (8.2 miles), and Free Home (13.0) and beyond, it may be best for CATS 

to simply raise the base price and/or price per mile. Of the trips that contained mappable 

addresses, 13.4% were greater than ten miles and 60.7 were greater than 5 miles, as the crow 

flies. This indicates a potential to increase demand response fare revenue, particularly on 

longer trips, considering the travel distance is almost always greater than the straight line 

distance. Note that these fares would only be valid on the general public trips. 

Potential County Savings per Year with 10% demand response base trip increase: $2,850 

Converting the Fleet to CNG Buses 

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) is available in Cherokee County and could provide significant 

savings in fuel costs. In FY 2014, Cherokee County spent approximately $127,000 on fuel for 

its fleet. This amount will only increase with recommendations for a larger demand response 

fleet and new Woodstock flex service. Hiring a broker to build and maintain the fleet’s fueling 

station would eliminate the upfront and maintenance costs, instead adding on a surcharge to 

the price of the natural gas. Including this surcharge, a gasoline gallon equivalent of natural 

gas would cost the County approximately $1.50, whereas diesel costs are currently 

approximately $2.90 in Cherokee County. This is a savings of almost 50% in fuel costs. In FY 

2014, this would have saved over $80,000. Because fuel costs are considered an operating 

cost, the savings would be split between the federal operating assistance and the County, 

potentially saving that County $40,000 in FY 2014. 

The capital cost to upgrade a newly purchased vehicle from diesel to CNG is approximately 

$20,000. In FY 2014, assuming the purchased gas was evenly spread over the eight demand 

response vehicles and two fixed route vehicles, the savings would have been approximately 

$9,000 per vehicle. The return on investment (ROI) for CNG conversion would take just over 

two years. For the remaining 2-4 years of useful life, CATS would see significant fuel savings. 

In addition to considering potential savings of CNG buses, hybrid buses were also considered. 

However, the capital costs for hybrid bus vehicles were so high that the return on investment 

was not realized during the four to six years of useful life for the vehicles. While hybrid 

vehicles considerably reduce emissions, they have very high capital costs. On top of the initial 

vehicle cost of $52,000-$58,000, it would cost approximately $85,000 to convert the vehicles 

to hybrid. Without an ROI within the average life of a vehicle, this cost is a significant hurdle, 

and not recommended at this time. 

Potential County Savings per Year: $40,000 

Include Cities as a Funding Source 

With the new services in place, Canton and Woodstock will be the primary beneficiaries of 

transit service in their downtown areas. Working with the cities to see if they could each 
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contribute, $5,000 or $10,000 per year, would have an impact on reducing the local match 

required from the County’s general fund. These funds could be used as a local match for 

operating assistance funds for Section 5307. This would also allow the cities to have greater 

ownership of the services and perhaps inspire them to take over shelters and amenities within 

their jurisdictions. Should cities take on maintenance of stops and future capital costs for 

shelters and amenities, those are future costs that CATS would not have to bear. 

Potential County Savings per Year: $10,000 - 20,000 

SRTA/GRTA GO! Transit Capital Program  

With the passing of Georgia House Bill 170 Transportation Funding Act of 2015, a new one 

time bond program for funding transit capital projects was created. The Georgia General 

Assembly allocated $75 million for transit capital projects in the 2015 legislative session. This 

program will be overseen by both the State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA) and the 

Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA). In September, SRTA released the eligibility 

requirements and criteria for projects requesting funds through this program. Existing transit 

agencies are able to submit project applications for capital funds. 

Projects submitted must have a life cycle of at least ten years, and SRTA would retain 

ownership of the asset. This 10-year requirement is longer than the typical life span of CATS 

vehicles, and therefore would require additional conversations with SRTA/GRTA. SRTA stated 

they are open to assets with a shorter life span than 10 years, but this requires additional 

authorization. No match is required for these funds; however, a higher match of local and/or 

federal dollars will increase the score of the project. 

Transit agencies must apply as either an urban or rural operator. Agencies like CATS that 

receive funds through both the Section 5307 and Section 5311 programs will be able to select 

which category each submitted project falls under. This selection will be based on how well 

proposed projects fare in the different weighting system as shown in Table 11-1. 

Table 11-1: GO! Transit Capital Program Evaluation Criteria 

Criteria Urban 
Weighting 

Rural 
Weighting 

Project enhances connection to employment or activity 
center 

High Low 

Project enhances coordination across service area and/or 
service providers 

Med Med 

Project improves transit ridership or system utilization High Med 

Project improves access and connectivity to community 
resources 
(e.g. educational, medical, recreational) 

Med High 

Project enhances mobility for low income, minority, disabled, 
and / or elderly persons 

Med High 

Project improves fleet or facility condition Med High 

Project addresses safety need Med Med 

Project includes innovative features, technologies, or service Low Low 
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delivery systems 

Within the recommended projects, the only capital projects that have a life span of 10 years 

are the shelters, as the vehicles typically have a useful life of 4-6 years. The open application 

period for these funds will be October, 2015 through January, 2016. The GO! Program has 

stated that applicants with higher local matches will receive higher scores. Therefore it is 

unreasonable to assume CATS could win a grant for the whole cost of three shelters 

($150,000). Should CATS request 50% of these funds and match the other half, it may reduce 

capital costs to the County. 

Potential One-Time Capital County Savings Total: $75,000 

In summary, CATS could implement these strategies to reduce the cost to the County general 

fund by potentially $135,550 annually as shown in the summary table below. Note that the 

potential capital savings from the GO! Program was not included because that would be a 

one-time grant source rather than an annual source. 

Table 11-2: Potential Annual Savings 

Strategy 
Potential Annual 

Savings 

Use SPLOST Funds for Matching Federal 
Dollars for Capital Expenditures 

$66,500 

Increasing Fixed/Flex Route Fares $6,200 

Increasing Demand Response Fares $2,850 

CNG Buses $40,000 

Contributions from Cities $20,000 

POTENTIAL ANNUAL TOTAL SAVINGS $135,550 

The largest impact on local funding is using SPLOST dollars to match federal dollars for capital 

expenditures. While SPLOST can legally not be used for operations, they could be used for 

matching any capital dollars spent each year. SPLOST dollars could also be spent to upgrade 

the fleet to CNG buses, which would then yield in a reduction in operations costs, reducing 

the financial impact to the County even more. The ROI of converting to CNG buses is 2.4 

years, just under half of the average life of vehicles used by CATS, which range from four to 

six. Finally, contributions from Woodstock and Canton could reduce the required transfer 

from the County general fund. Even if the cities contribute less than the estimated $10,000 

each per year, this would still benefit CATS. In addition, there would be a one-time savings of 

up to $150,000 for installing the three shelters if they are completely covered through the 

GO! Transit Capital Program. 

While raising fares may be logistically the easiest of these opportunities, it will yield the 

smallest impact. Not only will it generate the smallest amount of funds, but these funds 

cannot be used to match federal dollars, they can only be used directly for operations, 

therefore reducing the effectiveness of these funds than those that would count directly 

towards local match. 
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Recall that for the recommended scenario, the estimated cost to Cherokee County is 

$102,500 over the current $200,000 transferred to CATS from the County general fund each 

year, and less than the potential savings. The recommended scenario is also only $34,100 

greater than the annual costs for continuing existing services once the new eligibility takes 

effect. Using a combination of these strategies may entirely negate this increase in cost to 

the County. 
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12 IN SUMMARY 

A moderate investment on the part of Cherokee County is the recommendation for transit 

services. This report provided detailed cost estimates and assumptions, anticipated 

performance and projected funding revenues based on future services. After evaluating three 

scenarios for future transit service in Cherokee County based on those factors, it is 

recommended that CATS expand services into Woodstock with a new flex service and 

countywide through a larger demand response fleet. 

The primary benefit of these transit service additions is increased service for residents of 

Woodstock and Cherokee County as a whole. Additionally, the increase in VRH will allow CATS 

to take advantage of additional federal operating assistance and more effectively spend local 

monies. 

Looking to the future, Cherokee County and its cities are poised to continue to grow in 

population and employment, resulting in increased connectivity needs. Should funds become 

available in the next decade and the need for connection between Canton and Woodstock 

increases, it is recommended that CATS consider implementing the long-term vision described 

in Section 10. 

While the drop in available operating funds through the Section 5311 program created a 

greater need for local funds to support CATS, CATS was uniquely situated in that it already 

has fixed route and is eligible for FTA Table 3A operating assistance. Because of this, CATS 

will not have to find any temporary funding sources, but can plan for the future and utilize 

Section 5307 operating assistance right away to partially replace the Section 5311 revenue 

stream that has been reduced. 
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APPENDIX A. PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING TRANSIT 

The following are comments received through the comment cards and online survey for the 

with regards to transit. 

 “Woodstock, Holly Springs & Canton GRTA/Cherokee needs to buy property and build 
park & ride lot near these 3 towns before all of the property near I-575 is gone!” 

 “It would be great to have an evening or weekend shuttle to connect Canton to 
Woodstock with a park & ride by the shopping center in Canton. “ 

 “Improve the image of CATS and have a better marketing strategy.” 

 “I heard news there are plans to bring MARTA to Cherokee. At best, I’m concerned. 

What benefits would this bring to the county, and would these benefits outweigh the 

costs?  Even on the busses, crime will be brought into the county. Small crime numbers 

are unwanted numbers. Have you studied how this will impact our property values? My 

guess is that MARTA will negatively impact them. I'll be doing additional research.” 

Additionally, a Cherokee resident wrote the following letter in regarding fares for the CATS 

system: 

“The purpose of this correspondence is to request that you staff 

an administrative initiative to consider and review the current 

pricing schedule associated with the purchase of a Cherokee Area 

Transportation System (C.A.T.S.) bus transit card. 

Recently, I purchased a C.A.T.S. transit card from the system 

office located on Univeter Road. Mr. Terry Hinton personally 

helped me with a previous purchase and his staff again helped me 

as of yesterday on a subsequent purchase. As I trust you are 

aware, the system makes available for purchase prepaid transit 

passes authorizing the pass holder to 10 rides with the fixed 

route system which currently operates locally throughout Canton. 

My concern is rooted in the face that the standard service fare 

for riding the fixed route bus is currently $1.25, but the 

transit card itself sells for $12.50. In essence, aside from 

simple convenience, there is no incentive pricing build into the 

coast of the transit card to encourage a passenger to consider 

this type of purchase. 

The fact that the transit card sells for the cost of what 10 

individual rides would otherwise cost departs from standard 

practice that other transportation agencies throughout Atlanta 

currently offer. Below, I have prepared for you a chard which 

demonstrates the standard one-way fare and prepaid 10 ride fare 

of various different transportation agencies throughout Metro 

Atlanta. Please consider: 
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 System Name    One-way transit fare  Prepaid transit card 

 M.A.R.T.A.     $2.50   $9.00/day* 

 Cobb Community Transportation Authority  $2.50   $18.00/10 rides 

 Gwinnett County Transit    $3.75   $32.50/10 rides 

 Georgia Regional Transportation Xpress Service $4.00   $35.00/10 rides 

*MARTA does NOT have a 110 ride pass equivalent, but they 

pro-rate rides by authorizing infinite access to all of 

their services for 1 uninterrupted 24 hour period.* 

All examples cited are measured on a 10 ride pass basis, 

with the exception of MARTA as explained above, so as to 

provide an „apples-to-apples‟ comparison as best as 

possible.^ 

As you can ascertain from the charted information above, each 

authority of service offers a discount as an incentive for their 

passengers to consider the purchase of a 10 ride pass as opposed 

to the traditional standard one-way fare that would otherwise be 

accessed by the authorities or services listed above. By 

encouraging this type of purchase, their passengers realized a 

measureable percentage savings on their transportation costs 

while receiving the convenience of a prepaid transit card. 

Please share this concern with your C.A.T.S. operations manager, 

Mr. Terry Hinton, and investigate as to whether the service can 

begin to offer a similar incentive here in Cherokee County for 

its fixed route service 10 ride prepaid transit card plans. 

Although I understand that our transportation service is heavily 

subsidized by federal grand funds, any cost savings based upon 

this analysis for any future 10 ride transit card purchases by 

C.A.T.S passengers would very much be greatly appreciated 

indeed!”
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APPENDIX B. SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATE DETAILS 

This appendix describes in detail the cost estimate calculations, sources, and assumptions for 

all estimates described in Section 5 Scenario Development. 

B.1 Operating Costs for Existing Services 

All overall operating costs are based on CATS FY 2014 because that is the most recent 

complete year for which actual costs are available.  The CATS FY 2014 ran from October 1, 

2013 to September 30, 2014. Because all estimates are being done in current year values, for 

the scenario of continuing existing services with no increases, it is estimated the operating 

costs will remain the same. Table B-1 lists the actual operating costs for the demand response 

and fixed route services in FY 2014 as reported to the National Transit Database. 

Table B-1: CATS Actual FY 2014 Operating Costs 

Source: CATS 

Service Type CATS Actual Cost FY 2014 

Demand Response  $742,430 

Fixed Route  $182,943 

Off-Peak Trips  $10,000 

Vanpool $65,000 

TOTAL $1,000,373 

For use in the report, these numbers will be rounded up to $743,000,$183,000, $65,000, 

$10,000, and $1,000,400 respectively. 

B.2 Annual Capital Expenditures 

FTA Section 5307 funds can be used for preventative maintenance, management, and 

support. CATS uses this for annual preventative maintenance costs, vehicle purchases and 

operating assistance. The following table shows the projects that are listed annually.  

Table B-2: Annual Preventative Maintenance and 5307 Program of Projects 

Arc Project 
ID 

Project 
Description 

Category Local State Federal Total 

AR-CH-5307 Preventative 
Maintenance 

Capital  $ 13,750   $0 $55,000   $68,750  

AR-CH-5307 Support 
Equipment 

Capital  $  3,750   $0 $15,000   $18,750 

AR-CH-5307 Mobility 
Management 

Capital  $  4,000   $0 $16,000   $20,000 

AR-CH-5307 Employee 
Education and 
Training 

Capital  $  1,250   $0 $5,000   $6,250 

Total Annual Preventative Maintenance  $22,750  $0 $91,000 $113,750 
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Multiplied by ten, this totals $1,137,500 for preventative maintenance for the existing 

system. Divided by the total fleet size of 15, this averages approximately $7,600 per vehicle 

per year. 

B.3 New Vehicle Capital Cost Estimation 

All scenarios involve the purchase of new vehicles. Scenario 1 involves the purchase of new 

vehicles to replace those that have reached the end of their useful life, while Scenarios 2 and 

3 involve additional purchases for service expansion. Table B-3 shows these operational costs 

for FY 2014. 

FTA lifecycle guidelines for cutaway shuttle buses is 4 years/100,000 miles and CATS works to 

replace at 5 years/125,000 miles. In all capital assumptions, vehicles are replaced every 5 

years. 

Table B-3: Vehicle Capital Cost Estimates 

Source: CATS Estimates 

Vehicle Type CATS Cost Estimate 6/2015 

Demand Response Vehicle with Wheelchair Lift $52,000 

Fixed Route Shuttle Bus (16 person) $58,000 

B.4 Operations Cost for Additional Demand Response Driver/Vehicle 

Table B-4 lists all of the costs that are attributable to operating drivers and vehicles.  These 

items were identified by CATS staff.  These are the total operations costs for the demand 

response service, which currently is operated by eight (8) drivers. 

Table B-4: Additional Demand Response Vehicles/Driver Estimate 

Source: CATS FY 2014 Actual Costs 

CATS Expense ID Operating Expense Type 2014 Actual Costs  
(10 Drivers) 

511100 REGULAR EMPLOYEES $147,992.89 

511104 SALARY CONTINGENCY $- 

511108 SUPERVISOR’S SALARY $44,386.20 

511109 DISPATCHER’S SALARY $28,230.94 

511114 ADMIN SALARIES $41,412.42 

511200 PART TIME/TEMP EMPLOYEE $21,848.75 

512101 GROUP INSRUANCE – HEALTH $39,407.62 

512102 GROUP INSURANCE – LIFE $712.46 

512103 GROUP INSURANCE – DENTAL $2,023.20 

512104 GROUP INSRUANCE LONG TERM $3,518.12 

512105 GROUP INSURANCE SHORT TERM $245.79 

512200 SOCIAL SECURITY (FICA) $17,791.60 

512300 MEDICARE $4,161.15 

512403 DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN $15,008.71 

512700 WORKER’S COMP ADMIN FEE $3,560.88 

512701 WORKERS COMP CLAIMS $96,245.95 

522202 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE $66,388.67 

522320 INSURANCE, OTHER BENEFITS $8,484.36 
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531270 GASOLINE $127,112.30 

531712 UNIFORMS $800.32 

TOTAL $669,332.33 

To estimate the cost one driver/vehicle contributes to this total cost, the total sum of the 

attributable costs was divided by the number of drivers (8), as shown in Equation B-1. CATS 

has 8 full-time and 2 part-time authorized driver positions. However, with vacancies and hour 

limitations for part-time drivers, the equation was simplified to the number of drivers 

providing service each day, which averages to nine. 

Equation B-1: Demand Response Attributable Operating Costs per Driver and Vehicle 

                                                                                        

                                                     
 

                                        

         
            

Based on this calculation, it would cost Cherokee County $74,370.26 to add another driver 

and vehicle to its demand response services.  For estimation, this number was rounded up to 

$74,400 per additional demand response driver/vehicle combination operation costs. 

B.5 Operations Cost for Additional Fixed Route Driver/Vehicle 

Table B-5 lists all of the costs that are attributable to operating drivers and vehicles.  These 

items were identified by CATS staff.  These are the total operations costs for the demand 

response service, which currently is operated by two (2) drivers, one for each route. These 

are based on CATS FY 2014 budget. 

Table B-5: Additional Fixed Route Vehicles/Driver Estimate 

Source: CATS FY 2014 Actual Costs 

CATS Expense ID Operating Expense Type 2014 Budget 
(2 Drivers) 

511100 REGULAR EMP $22,880  

511104 SALARY - CONT $2,283  

511108 SUP PAY $5,502  

511109 DISPATCHERS $2,730  

511114 ADMIN $5,513  

511200 PT EMP $32,032  

511300 OT $0 

512101 HEALTH $5,327  

512102 LIFE $102  

512103 DENTAL $271  

512104 LTD $223  

512105 STD $30  

512200 FICA $4,257  

512300 MEDICARE $996  
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512403 DB $2,198  

522202 VEH MAINT $9,400 

531270 GASOLINE $31,811 

531712 UNIFORMS $400 

TOTAL $125,955 

This total amount was divided by the number of drivers/vehicles that are in operation for 

fixed route.  In FT2014, this was two, as shown in the following equation and calculation.  

Equation B-2: Fixed Route Attributable Operating Costs per Driver and Vehicle 

                                                                                    

                                                     
 

                                     

         
            

Based on this calculation, it would cost Cherokee County $62,977.50 to add another driver 

and vehicle to its fixed route services.  For estimation, this number was rounded up to 

$63,000 per additional demand response driver/vehicle combination operation costs. This is 

for either an additional driver for the current route during the current service hours or adding 

a new route with service hours totaling 35 hours per week. 

B.6 Annual Costs Not Attributable to Drivers 

To calculate the annual operations costs that are not attributable to drivers, the difference 

was taken between the total operations costs for reach mode and the amounts attributable to 

the drivers. The table below summarizes this calculation. 

Table B-6: Annual Costs Not Attributable to Drivers 

Source: CATS FY 2014 Actual Costs 

Service Type CATS Actual Cost FY 
2014 

Attributable to 
Drivers 

Not Attributable 
to Drivers 

Demand Response  $742,430 $669,332 $73,098 

Fixed Route  $182,943 $125,955 $56,988 

In addition to the operating costs for new drivers, it is important to include an increase in 

operations costs that are not directly attributed to drivers, here called the administrative 

costs. In both the moderate and high investment scenarios, three vehicles are added to the 

fleet, representing a 25% increase in the number of vehicles (there are currently 12 demand 

response vehicles). Therefore, in addition to driver-attributable costs, it is assumed there will 

be proportionate increase in administrative costs. This can be seen in the following equation: 

Equation B-3: Additional Administrative Operations Costs 
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To account for the associated costs of dispatch and administrative personnel for adding the 

flex route and/or the new connector between cities, a similar approach was taken. Based on 

discussions with CATS officials, some of these costs would be shared with the existing 

administrative services. Therefore, to add the flex or fixed route it was assumed 

administrative costs would increase by 50%. The following equation calculates how much 

administrative costs that would amount to. 

Equation B-4 

                                                                      

                                          

Therefore, in the moderate investment scenario, there would be an additional cost of $28,500 

for administrative costs to add the flex route service. In the high investment scenario, there 

would be an additional cost of $76,400 to add the flex and fixed route service. 

B.7 Service Hour Extension Cost Estimate 

One of the potential recommendations is to expand the service hours for the fixed route 

service.  To approximate the cost per hour, the total fixed route costs attributable to drivers 

and vehicles was divided by the number of hours operated for FY 2014. Equation B-5 shows 

the calculation for the estimated cost per hour and Equation B-6 estimates how much this 

would cost CATS for an entire year. 

Equation B-5: Cost per hour for Additional Service Hour Estimation 

                                               

                                 
 

        

           
           

Equation B-6: Annual Cost for Additional Service Hours 

                                                        

   

    
 
                

      
 
                            

   
                                    

Equation B-6 estimates that it will cost CATS $9,294 in additional operating funds per year of 

additional hour of service provided on its fixed routes. For estimation purposes, this amount 

has been rounded to $9,300. Scenarios 1 and 2 call for two additional hours of service, 

amounting to $18,600 additional operating costs per year. 

However, it is important to note that this estimate is only valid if all fixed route drivers are 

part time workers, and therefore drive for 35 hours or fewer each week.  Increasing the 

service hours would require the hiring of two additional part time drivers to split the fixed 

routes because the current service hours already maximize the 35 hour part time limit. 

Alternatively, the current drivers would have to be converted to full-time employees and the 

costs would therefore increase because of the required benefits increases. It is preferred by 

CATS to have drivers remain part time positions to save on operations costs. 
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B.8 Shelter Cost Estimates  

Based on conversations with CATS, bus shelters similar to the three that are currently in place 

in the system cost approximately $50,000 for purchase and installation. 

B.9 Fare System Upgrade Estimates 

Cost estimates for fare systems vary widely depending on the capabilities of the fare system 

and the service area and size of transit fleet. There are multiple types of technology that can 

be included in fare boxes on the bus and in the backend of the processing system. 

Implementing a new fare collection system must take numerous factors into consideration.  

This includes the accessibility of the fare media, administrative support, payment options, 

simplicity, installation costs, capital costs, maintenance costs, security of information, 

accuracy of data, and more.  As mentioned in the CATS Existing Conditions and Needs 

Assessment, ARC is currently conducting a detailed audit and plan for regional fare policy in 

the Atlanta region.  

According to the database at itscosts.dot.gov, fareboxes for buses alone range from $2,000 to 

$14,000 depending on the capabilities. Potential capabilities include electronic fare counting, 

electronic fare validation, magnetic strips, and smart cards. Currently, most systems with 

mobile ticketing validate fares visually by conductors or designated employees. Newer 

smartphones have the ability to communicate with various fare boxes and may be more 

heavily utilized in the future. 

Back end systems cost estimates are difficult to come by because these systems are typically 

implemented by and customized for individual systems.  The benefit of the regional fare 

policy project is that the recommendations will be geared towards implementation 

throughout the region and many of the processing and maintenance costs have the potential 

to be shared between all participating agencies in the region. 

B.10 Additional Preventative Maintenance 

In FY 2013 and FY 2014, CATS included four items in its FTA Section 5307 Program of Projects 

that were for annual expenditures, such as preventative maintenance. These items are listed 

in the table below. In addition to these expenditures, the CATS Section 5307 program of 

projects included operating assistance, transit bus replacement, and transit bus facilities. 

These were not included in the annual estimate of preventative maintenance. The operating 

assistance is accounted for in previous sections, and the transit bus and bus facilities capital 

expenditures change from year to year based on need. The remaining four expenditures are 

annual expenses for CATS and are therefore included as annual preventative maintenance 

costs. 

Arc Project ID Project Description Category Local State Federal Total 

AR-CH-5307 Preventative 
Maintenance 

Capital $13,750 $0 $55,000  $68,750 

AR-CH-5307 Support Equipment Capital $3,750 $0 $15,000  $18,750 

AR-CH-5307 Mobility Capital $4,000 $0 $16,000  $20,000 
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Management 

AR-CH-5307 Employee Education 
and Training 

Capital $1,250 $0 $5,000  $6,250 

TOTAL $22,750 $0 $91,000 $113,750 

To estimate how these costs will increase as the fleet size increases, the total amount of 

$113,750 was divided by the total fleet size of 15. This includes the 8 demand response 

vehicles and 2 fixed route vehicles operated daily as well as the 4 spare demand response 

vehicles and 1 spare fixed route vehicle. Rounded, this is approximately $7,600 per additional 

vehicle that CATS should expect to spend in annual preventative maintenance and related 

costs. 
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APPENDIX C. SCENARIO PERFORMANCE EVALUATION NOTES & DETAILS 

This appendix provides the back end calculations and details for the performance evaluation 

of the three scenarios. 

C.1 Increase Market Coverage Performance Calculations & Notes 

Two separate household types were used for this performance measure: all households and 

those designated as low income.  The Atlanta regional travel demand model includes 

projections for socioeconomic data for all years of the model.  In this case, those years were 

2015 and 2040. A half-mile buffer was created around all of the routes and potential routes to 

for analysis. All traffic analysis zones (TAZs) that were completely or partially located within 

a half mile of the service area were rounded to the nearest decimal place for the amount of 

area located within the half mile of the service area. It was assumed that the household 

density was consistent throughout the TAZ. The portion of the TAZ located within a half-mile 

of the service area was multiplied by the number of households in that TAZ to provide an 

estimate of households within service distance. 

ARC breaks income into four market segment groups. For the purposes of this calculation, 

groups 1 and 2 were considered low income. Group 1 includes households that have an annual 

income of $20,000 or less while group 2 has a household income of $20,001-$50,000 per year. 

Both of these income groups were considered low income based on the Federal TRIO low 

income levels.  Based on the number of persons in the household, the low income falls within 

a range of $17,655 for a one person household up to $48,855 for a family of six. These two 

income groups covered that range1. 

C.2 Improve Connectivity Performance Calculations & Notes 

Three types of destination centers were included in this analysis: assisted and/or independent 

living centers for those persons aged 55 years an up, medical centers, and designated regional 

activity centers. 

Communities designated for those aged 55 and up are listed in the following table. 

Table C-1: 55+ Communities Included in Analysis 
Source: Cherokee County  

Name Type of Facility Address Status 

Savannah Grand Assisted Living 1835 Eagle Drive, Woodstock GA 30189 Operational 

The Oaks at Towne 
Lake 

Assisted Living 4580 Towne Lake Parkway, Woodstock, 
GA 30189 

Under 
Construction 

The Lodge at 
BridgeMill 

Independent 
Living 

10451 Bells Ferry Rd, Canton 30114 Operational 

Autumn Leaves at 
Towne Lake 

Assisted Living 1962 Eagle Dr, Woodstock 30189 Operational 

Brookdale Assisted Living 756 Neese Rd, Woodstock, GA 30188 Operational 

                                            
1 Federal TRIO Program Current-Year Low-Income Levels, 6/26/2015 
http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/trio/incomelevels.html  

file:///C:/Users/mmaddox/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/O5103HJQ/Federal%20TRIO%20Program%20Current-Year%20Low-Income%20Levels,%206/26/2015%20http:/www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/trio/incomelevels.html
file:///C:/Users/mmaddox/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/O5103HJQ/Federal%20TRIO%20Program%20Current-Year%20Low-Income%20Levels,%206/26/2015%20http:/www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/trio/incomelevels.html
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Name Type of Facility Address Status 

Emeritus Assisted Living 1000 Professional Way, Woodstock, GA 
30188 

Operational 

Colbert Square Assisted Living  211 Woodpark Place, Woodstock, GA 
30188 

Operational 

Woodstock 
Nursing and Rehab 

Skilled Nursing 
Facility 

105 Arnold Mill Rd, Woodstock, GA 
30188 

Operational 

Benton House Assisted Living 3385 Trickum Road Northeast, 
Woodstock, GA 30188 

Operational 

Hearthside at 
Towne Lake 

Independent 
Living 

1561 Stone Bridge Pkwy, Woodstock, GA 
30189 

Operational 

Merrill Gardens Independent/ 
Assisted 

12730 Hwy 92, Woodstock, GA 30188 Under 
Construction 

Camellia Place Assisted Living 294 Rope Mill Road, Woodstock, GA 
30188 

Site Plan 
Review 

Windsor House Assisted Living 3300 East Cherokee Drive, Holly Springs, 
GA 30115 

Under 
Construction 

Cameron Hall Assisted Living 240 Marietta Hwy., Canton 30114  Operational 

Canton Nursing 
Center 

Skilled Nursing 
Facility 

321 Hospital Road, Canton 30114 Operational 

Bryan Center Skilled Nursing 
Facility 

150 Hospital Circle, Canton 30114 Operational 

Hidden Lake 
Assisted Living 

Assisted Living 3100 Hidden Valley Drive, Canton 30114 Operational 

Canton Cove 
Assisted Living 

Assisted Living 1100 Reinhardt College Parkway, Canton 
30114 

Under 
Construction 

Brookdale - Canton Assisted Living 125 Riverstone Terrace, Canton 30114 Operational 

Cherokee Senior 
Center 

Senior Center 223 Arnold Mill Road, Woodstock GA Operational 

Cherokee Training 
Center 

Training Center 133 Univeter Road, Canton, GA Operational 

 

Designated medical centers in the County include hospitals, dialysis centers, medical offices, 

and doctors’ offices. These are listed in the following table. 
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Table C-2: Medical Centers Included in Connectivity Analysis 

Cherokee County Medical Centers 

Medical Associates of North Georgia 

D V Pediatrics: Knight-Mathis Vicki MD 

Falany & Hulse Women's Center 

Resurgens Orthopaedics - Woodstock 

WellStar Kennestone Imaging Center at Towne Lake 

WellStar Medical Group Kennestone OB/GYN 

Resurgens Orthopaedics - Woodstock 

Northside Cherokee Urgent Care 

Shefa Wellness Center 

WellStar Medical Group Kennestone OB/GYN 

Woodstock Family & Urgent Care: Lee James DO 

Sherri Barton MD 

Shefa Urgent Care 

Carlos Garcia MD 

Physician's Express Care at Towne Lake 

MinuteClinic 

Northside Cherokee Urgent Care 

Children's Pediatric Center 

Resurgens Orthopaedics - Woodstock 

Fmc Dialysis Services Woodstock: Chervu Indira Gant MD 

Fresenius Medical Care Woodstock 

Fresenius Medical Care Northern Georgia 

Dsi Northwest Ga Dialysis: Simms Elaine C 

Da Vita Inc 

DaVita Northwest Georgia Dialysis 

DSI Northwest GA Dialysis: Sabreen Najam MD 

Finally, the regional activity centers are those designated by ARC.  Within service areas are 

the three designated downtown areas of Canton, Holly Springs, and Woodstock. 

C.3 Ridership Calculations & Assumptions 

Ridership was estimated using the Atlanta Regional Travel Demand Model that was modified 

for more detailed results in Cherokee County. The regional model classifies the CATS routes 

100 and 200 as a free shuttle. To assess how the ridership estimates compare to actual 

ridership, the model was run with the CATS routes 100 and 200 as free shuttles and with the 

current fare of $1.25. When comparing the outputs of the 2015 model with actual 2014 

ridership, both the model with no fare and with the $1.25 fare under estimated the ridership 

of these two routes. 

When the new routes were added (Woodstock flex route and route between Woodstock and 

Canton) the model was run with no fare and with the current $1.25 fare. Ridership estimates 
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were close, except for the Woodstock flex route, for which the frequency had been decreased 

for service with only two vehicles. The amounts included in Figure 6-3 are based on an 

average of the two model runs plus or minus 15%. This includes only off-peak rides, as the 

final recommendation was to not expand the service hours of the CATS existing fixed routes. 

Initially the flex route was coded as a two way local route, but upon further consideration 

because of the flexible services it will not operate as such. To adjust for this only one of the 

two directions were included in the model. 

C.4 Amenities Performance 

Information regarding the number of shelters in the system was provided by CATS. 

Information regarding the efforts of ARC to manage and maintain OneBusAway and the plans 

for regional bus stop sign replacement and standardization was provided by ARC. 
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APPENDIX D. VRH CALCULATION 

Vehicle revenue hours (VRH) estimation for the financial viability evaluation were estimated 

based on service hours for 250 days each year. This includes only weekdays and accounts for 

ten holidays throughout the year. 

Estimates are based on FY 2015 apportionment for the Atlanta region. For the moderate and 

high investment scenarios, VRH hours were added for the additional service and added to the 

regional total VRH. Demand response hours were increased proportionately based on the 

additional vehicles in the fleet. The table below provides the calculations. 

Table D-1: VRH Calculation 

5307 Operating 
Assistance 
Calculations 

 Base, Existing Moderate 
Investment 
Scenario 

High 
Investment 
Scenario 

MB Fixed 2014 VRH 3,500  1,500  1,500 

Flex VRH  3,500 3,500 

Fixed Connector - - 3,500 

DR Urban 2014 VRH 10,768  4,038  4,038  

Total Additional Hours  9,038  12,538  

Total Hours 14,268  23,306  26,806  

% of Regional UZA 0.399% 0.650% 0.747% 

      

Regional 
Apportionment 

$55,452,625  $55,452,625  $55,452,625  

Atlanta UZA VRH 2014 3,574,749  3,583,787  3,587,287  

Allotted Portion 75% 75% 75% 

Award $166,000  $270,500  $310,800  
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APPENDIX E. ANNUAL REVENUE ESTIMATES 

E.1 Operating Revenue Estimates 

This section provides assumptions and calculations for the estimated revenue sources for 

operating costs. 

Table E-1: Annual Operating Revenue Estimates 

Scenario 5311 5307 POS Off-
Peak 
Trips  

Fare 
Revenue 

Vanpool 
Grant 

Local TOTAL 
COST 

Base  $152,000 $166,000 $350,000 $10,000 $47,000 $52,000 $223,400 $1,000,400 

Moderate  $209,600 $270,500 $481,000 $10,000 $155,900 $52,000 $217,100 $1,396,100 

High  $209,600 $310,800 $481,000 $10,000 $177,500 $52,000 $367,900 $1,608,800 

Assumptions and calculations for these numbers follow: 

 Section 5311 operating award for FY 2014 was $152,000. This was increased 

proportionately, based on 8 vehicles currently operating daily and 11 in the moderate 

and high scenarios: 

   

 
                     

 Section 5307 is based on the VRH calculation in Appendix Section D 

 Provision of Service (POS) revenue are estimated to increase proportionately with the 

increase in the demand response fleet because they will be able to provide more rides 

to the contracted clients. In FY 2014 CATS received approximately $350,000 through 

contracted services. The calculation is based on 8 vehicles currently operating daily 

and 11 in the moderate and high scenarios: 

  

 
                                      

 Off-Peak Trips are scheduled by CATS and paid for through the POS contracts. It is 

assumed that the approximate annual amount of $10,000 will remain the same. 

 Fare revenue is based on the low ridership estimate. As noted in Appendix section C.3 

the report includes a range of plus or minus 15% of the ridership averages. Table E-2 

details the calculations. The low end of the daily ridership estimate range was 

multiplied by 250 to get the annual number of trips. Based on FY 2014 data, CATS 

collected an average of $0.67 per trip provided. This number was multipled by all of 

the trips for each service. The moderate investment scenario included the estimated 

fares from CATS routes 100, 200, and the flex route. The estimate for the high 

investment scenario included all routes. 
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Table E-2: Fare Estimate Calculations 

 Low Estimate, Daily Trips Low Estimate Annual Trips Fares 

CATS 100 80  20,000  $13,321.61  

CATS 200 100  25,000  $16,652.01  

Flex 540  135,000  $89,920.86  

Connector NB 70  17,500  $11,656.41  

Connector SB 60  15,000  $9,991.21  

Total 850  212,500  $141,542.10  

Additionally, the fare totals for the moderate and high investment scenarios included 

an increase in demand response fares proportionate to an increase of fleet size from 

eight to eleven. In FY 2014, CATS collected $26,180 in fares from the demand response 

service. 

  

 
                                      

 The Vanpool program costs $65,000 each year. It is assumed that this will remain the 

same. The grant for this program covers 80% of the costs and requires a 20% local 

match. 

 Finally, the local estimate was the remaining amount required to reach the total 

annual operations cost. It was important to make sure that the revenue from local 

funds and the service contracts equaled at least the amounts from Sections 5307 and 

5311 funds because those require a 50% match. That match can be made with 

contracted revenue and local funds, but not fare revenue. 

E.2 Capital Revenue Estimates 

This section provides assumptions and calculations for the estimated revenue sources for 

capital costs. 

Table E-3: Annual Capital Revenue Estimates 

Scenario 
  

5307 5311 Total 
Local 
Match 
  

TOTAL 
  

Federal 
Local 
Match Federal 

State 
Match 

Local 
Match 

Base 
Scenario 

 $165,700   $41,400   $35,900   $3,600   $3,600   $45,000   $250,200  

Moderate 
Investment 

 $251,600   $62,900   $35,900   $3,600   $3,600   $66,500   $357,600  

High 
Investment 

 $321,500   $80,400   $35,900   $3,600   $3,600   $84,000   $445,000  

Assumptions and calculations for the values in Table E-3 follow: 
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 The Section 5307 capital fund award was calculated by subtracting the operating 

assistance allowance from the total Section 5307 award of $680,000. 

 The Section 5307 local match is 20% for capital expenditures. 

 The Section 5311 capital fund award was calculated assuming that GDOT would 

provide 23% of the cost of a new vehicle. The County is considered 23% other-than-

urban. Assuming each demand response vehicle purchased will provide 23% trips in 

other-than-urban areas, it is assumed this is the amount of each vehicle GDOT will 

cover through the Section 5311 Program. The award is the same each year assuming 

three vehicles are replaced each year. The formula is as follows: 

                                                             

                                        

In addition, the state provides a ten percent match for capital expenditures in this 

program, requiring a local match of only ten percent. 

 Note that there are no capital funds from the provision of service contracts of fare 

revenues as those funds are all spent on operations. 

Estimates for the total local funds Cherokee County would be responsible for were calculated 

by adding the local funding for both operating and capital expenses. 

 


